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ABSTRACT 
This study aimed to provide researchers in the development of media studies with research 
into understanding the star as the object of desire in a contemporary context, using Robert 
Pattinson as the star and The Twilight Saga, which made him famous, as an example of the 
effects that the use of social and online media have on audiences in terms of their 
perception and identification of a particular star. 
This study drew from literature and theories such as stardom, star as the object of desire, 
audience theory, fantasy, desire and escapism as well as theory on globalisation, the mass 
media and online and social media. Whilst social and online media have been in existence 
for a number of years, there is little research that has been performed in order to determine 
whether or not the use of social and online media directly affect users’ understanding and 
perception of certain stars and films. There has also been little research performed in order 
to gain an understanding of fantasy and desire, in terms of films and film stars, outside the 
constraints of the cinema. This study examined this notion, noting that The Twilight Saga 
has been successful production worldwide, in order to discover whether or not the use of 
social and online media perpetuates obsession in the fans and audience members. 
The first part of the study that was conducted, applied certain theories discussed and 
developed in the literature review, to Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga in order to 
obtain a better understanding of the star and the film series in terms of cinema, stardom, 
fantasy and escapism and online and social media. A comparative case study of six online 
articles, from prominent online sources featuring Pattinson, was then conducted in order to 
investigate Pattinson’s image and status in the online community. Finally, a content analysis 
of various online and social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube was 
performed in order to find out what type of information and imagery was being generated 
about Pattinson and the Saga as well as to investigate how fans and followers engaged with 
the different media channels and what kinds of comments they were making about the star 
and the Saga. 
It was found that Pattinson, the character he plays in the film series, Edward Cullen, and The 
Twilight Saga have a large presence on key social media platforms such as Facebook and 
Twitter, with a vast amount of followers and fans; Facebook and Twitter being the most 
popular and interactive media avenues. It was also found that Pattinson, Edward and The 
Twilight Saga, through the avid use of the social media tools, elicited and incited signs of 
obsession, fantasy and desire within an extensive amount of fans and followers, outside the 
constraints of the cinema. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH 
1.1 Introduction 
In order to understand Robert Pattinson when observing The Twilight Saga, as the ‘object of 
desire’ and the link to the use of social and online media in a contemporary setting, it is 
imperative that an understanding of the theory and the definitions behind these two concepts 
are discussed. This theory consists of various factors and topics such as understanding what 
stardom is, what early stardom was, audience and spectatorship theory, escapism and 
fantasy, the mass media, online and social media and online fandom. 
1.2 Justification and Significance of the Study 
Whilst social and online media channels have been in existence for a numerous amount of 
years, only a small amount of research has been undertaken to identify what effects social 
and online media have on society, more specifically on Western society and culture. 
Furthermore, it has been difficult to find relevant research regarding the relationship between 
social and online media and that of cinema, stardom and the industry of desire. In observing 
the different types of theory related to this study, it has become increasingly evident that 
there are few parallels in theory, that link the use of online and social media to the ‘desire’ for 
stardom, fascination with stars and most importantly, the effects that the use of online and 
social media has on cinema, stardom and desire. 
Theories into understanding stardom, cinema and spectatorship however, have been well 
researched in the past forty years. The most notable research comes from the works of 
Richard Dyer whose theories focus on understanding the concept of stardom as well as the 
‘desire’ for stardom. 
Whilst much research has been done in obtaining a better understanding of the relationship 
between stars and their respective audiences, it must be taken into account that, through 
globalization and the mass media, the perception of Hollywood and ‘stardom’ is changing 
and evolving at a rapid rate. New trends are set every day, more and more people have 
access to different communication tools and thus, have access to the dissemination of 
information at a much faster rate than they ever had previously. 
Currently, people have access to Hollywood and their favourite stars through the use of 
online and social media channels as well as through traditional forms of media, breaking the 
barrier between the star and their fan base. When looking back at the history of cinema and 
its trends, it is can be suggested that certain movie cults did in fact exist, such as Star Trek, 
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Star Wars and more recently, Harry Potter. What is intriguing about the latest cultural 
phenomena, The Twilight Saga, is that the fascination about the film series is seen as ‘over-
powering’ and ‘over-bearing’, something that has not yet been observed in movie cults of the 
past. Audience members, through the analysis of communication mediums such as E! News 
and social networking sites such as Twitter and Facebook have ignited a mass hysteria 
around the movies and their subjects, blurring the lines between reality and fantasy. This is 
what this research intended to examine and explore. 
The result of this study will hopefully provide a better understanding of the dynamics that 
exist between stardom, the star as the ‘object of desire’ and online and social media; 
therefore providing future researchers, and research development in this area, with an 
example that is current and contemporary in nature. This study aims to provide insightful and 
objective assumptions for academics and communication specialists in this particular field of 
study.  
1.3 Problem Statement 
“What role and to what extent does the mass media and the use of social and online media 
play in an individual’s reaction to Robert Pattinson’s public persona as the object of desire?” 
1.4 Research Aims 
 The aim of this research is to determine whether or not The Twilight Saga and Robert 
Pattinson have become a contemporary cultural obsession in terms of audience 
spectatorship; due to the use of online and social media. 
 To determine whether or not Robert Pattinson has become the ‘object of desire’ due 
to the continuous media surrounding The Twilight Saga. 
1.5 Research Objectives 
 To obtain a better understanding of the relationship between the star and the use of 
online and social media. 
 To identify whether or not Robert Pattinson is seen as ‘the object of desire’. 
 To observe whether or not the contemporary generation shows signs of cultural/ 
cinematic obsession with Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga due to the use of 
social and online media. 
 To identify what social and online media mediums are most commonly used. 
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1.6 Background Information about the Twilight Saga and the Characters within the 
Film 
The Twilight Saga is based on a tumultuous and passionate love affair between a mortal 
(Bella Swan) and an immortal (Edward Cullen) who is a vampire. The film series is based on 
four books written by author Stephanie Meyer. The series explores the concepts of true love, 
mortal versus immortal, betrayal, death and passion. Bella Swan, a human, falls in love with 
the mystical and immortal Edward Cullen, the vampire. Their relationship is setup for failure 
as a vampire is not supposed to have romantic involvement with a human, given their 
enticement to kill a human for their blood. However, Edward and the Cullen family consider 
themselves vegetarian vampires as they make a concerted effort to only consume the blood 
of animals. Edward makes the decision that his love for Bella can overcome his desire for 
her blood and they start a romantic relationship.  
One of the key elements of the Twilight Saga is that Edward has to, on a daily basis contain 
himself from accidentally killing Bella for her ‘intoxicating’ blood as well as save her from his 
family members and other human-seeking vampires. The film series thus revolves around 
Edward’s decision to love Bella, given the circumstances. The central themes in this film 
series include ‘forbidden love’, ‘unfaltering love’, ‘immortality’ and ‘fantasy’. 
It is important to understand the context of the film series as it helps give a better indication 
of what attracts audience members, what influences them in term of their behaviour, and 
why teenagers all over the world, have gravitated toward immersion in the culture and 
fantasy of the Twilight Saga. Please note that when The Twilight Saga is made mention of in 
this treatise, it refers to the set of four films that are included in the film series thus far. 
1.7 Ratings and Earnings: The Twilight Saga 
It is important to mention the ratings and earnings of the Twilight films so as to give a clear 
indication of the Saga’s commercial value and share in the film industry as well as indicate 
what kind of impact the series has had worldwide.  
According to Box Office Mojo.com, the first film, Twilight, released in 2008, made $192, 769, 
854 in America, $ 392, 616, 625 worldwide; with $ 69, 637, 740 made on its opening 
weekend. The film ran for a total of 19 weeks and was ranked number one in the American 
box office on its opening weekend. 
The second film, New Moon, released in 2009, made a total of $296, 623, 634 in America, 
$709, 927,462 worldwide; with $142,839,137 made on its opening weekend. It also ran for 
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the duration of 19 weeks and was ranked number one in the American box office on its 
opening weekend. 
The third film, Eclipse, released in 2010, made a total of $300, 531, 751 in America, 
$698,491,347 worldwide; with $64,832,191 made on its opening weekend. The movie ran for 
the duration of 16 weeks and was also ranked number one in the American box office on its 
opening weekend. 
The fourth film, Breaking Dawn: Part 1, released in 2011, made a total of $280,262,457 in 
America, $701,262,457 worldwide; with $138,122,261 made on its opening weekend. It ran 
for the duration of 10 weeks and was also ranked number one in American the box office on 
its opening weekend. 
As the above statistics indicate, The Twilight Saga has achieved international success and 
popularity, both on a commercial and cultural level. It is important, to firstly focus on the 
reasons as to why The Twilight Saga has become a worldwide sensation as it contributes 
towards a better understanding of, and insight into, the notions of ‘the celebrity’, ‘stardom’ 
and how the star becomes the ‘object of desire’. Whilst films and film series in Hollywood are 
produced at a rapid rate, not all have found the success and popularity that The Twilight 
Saga has enjoyed in the recent past. 
It can be argued that the popularity of the Twilight films was built on the foundations of the 
success that the book series achieved beforehand.  It can therefore be suggested that a 
relatively big percentage of the Twilight audience members were fans of the book series as 
well. Similar to that of the Harry Potter series, fans of the Harry Potter books supported the 
film franchise as well. It is also important to note the emotional and psychological impact that 
the Twilight film series has had on Western culture. As mentioned above, the Twilight book 
and film series explore themes such as true love, mystery, obsession, death and passion. 
When exploring theories such as escapism and fantasy, many of the above themes play an 
integral role in perpetuating fantasy and escapism. As will be discussed further on in the 
research, people tend to use fantasy and desire to escape the reality in which they find 
themselves.  
Therefore, it can be suggested that the reason why The Twilight Saga is popular, literally 
and cinematically, is due to the underlying themes that the books and films promote, since 
they speak directly to the notions of fantasy and desire as well as promote the opportunity to 
escape into a world of mystery and unwavering love, a point that will be discussed further on 
in this study. 
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The main actors who have played the leading characters in the film series, specifically 
Robert Pattinson (Edward), Kristen Stewart (Bella) and Taylor Lautner (Jacob), have found 
overwhelming popularity and star/celebrity status due to the success of the film series. This 
success can be attributed to the fact that the characters that they play in the film series 
appeal to a large volume of people. One of the reasons as to why the actors appeal to a 
large percentage of audiences and Western culture, relies on what is mentioned in the 
above paragraph. The film series invokes fantasy and desire; therefore, the characters 
invoke fantasy and desire. As a result, audience members are drawn into the films and 
escape into the characters themselves. Therefore, it can be said that they hold the actors 
that play the characters in the film, in high regard. Whereas if one of the lead actors in the 
film series were to have taken on another role in another film or film series, it can be 
suggested that they would not enjoy the same fame and notoriety found through The Twilight 
Saga.  
1.8 Research Background  
In order to gain insight into the theories used in this study, each particular area of theory was 
categorised and described, so as to provide a greater understanding of the context of the 
research and can be found in the below paragraphs. 
1.8.1 Stardom 
The definition of stardom has various implications and meanings behind its origin. A star, in 
a Hollywood context, is not defined by one set of values, but is made up of various intricate 
factors such as the star’s commercial value, their ideological principles and how the star is 
projected in terms of the beliefs, values and culture of his or her spectators and fans. Thus, 
the definition of stardom can be said to be, “an image of the way stars live. For the most part, 
this generalised life-style is the assumed backdrop for the specific personality of the star and 
the details of his or her life” (Dyer, 1979:39). 
1.8.2 Early Stardom 
Since the inception of cinema into mainstream Western culture in the early 1900’s, the 
fascination with cinematic culture and stardom has existed. Through previous research 
performed by Dyer (1979) and more recently, Austin (2003) and McDonald (2003), there is a 
clear indication that cinematic spectators gravitate towards the ideological discourse of 
celebrity culture. 
 Generally, it is recognised that a distinct system of stardom, associated with the 
established oligarchy of Hollywood studios, was in place by the mid-1920s. Using the 
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opportunity of the scandals around figures such as Fatty Arbuckle, and the rising 
demands for moral controls over films, the studios introduced vastly unequal 
contracts, tying stars for periods typically of seven years (Austin, 2003: 4). 
Brigitte Bardot, Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn and Bette Davis are, to name a few, stars 
that depicted the perceived essence of early and middle 20th century stardom. These stars, 
during their generation had great influence on society, culture and history. For example, 
women aspired to be like these stars, behave and look like them, and men wished to marry 
women like them. Audiences were fascinated by the lives of the stars, on and off screen and 
yet, this was during a time when cinema was ruled under what was called ‘The Studio 
System’. ‘The Studio System’ “indicates the period of Hollywood history in which the major 
studios controlled all aspects of the production, distribution and exhibition of their products” 
(cited in Nelmes, 2007:129).  
This means that the image of a particular movie or star was heavily regulated by the studios, 
“With control over the smallest aspects of stars’ public and private lives, and with penalties 
for failure to perform, the studio system underpinned Hollywood’s rise and survival even 
through the dark times of the Depression” (Austin, 2003:4).This system, however fell away in 
the 1950’s and paved the way for how spectators experience cinema and stardom in a 
current context. It can be suggested that the biggest change and influence in terms of 
cinema and stardom, since the 1950’s, has been due to the rise of the mass media.  
1.8.3 The Mass Media 
In popular literature on the mass media, the suggestion is made that, “these media will 
create unlimited choice from our sizeable cultural heritages and a new creative potential 
among the population, as people are enabled to create their own works of art and other 
products with multimedia (van Dijk, 2006: 191). 
As the mass media has grown over the past century to where it is currently, with an overflow 
of the dissemination of information, it can evidently be seen that as the influence of the 
media grew and expanded its horizons, so did audiences responses to films and stars. This 
is because people began to have access to more information about films, about the 
characters in the films and about the stars who played these characters. The mass media 
and its effects on audiences will form an important part of this study, focusing specifically on 
the use of online and social media tools. 
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1.8.4 Audiences and Spectators 
Audiences and spectators form an integral part in understanding stardom and cinema as, 
without audience members, the cinema would not exist and as a result, stardom would not 
exist either. It can be derived from audience theory, that spectators use the cinema as a 
form of escapism and fantasy in order to temporarily escape from the constrictions of reality 
and life. Grossberg suggests: 
Fans’ investment in certain practices and texts provide them with strategies which 
enable them to gain a certain amount of control over their affective life, which further 
enables them to invest in new forms of meaning, pleasure and identity in order to 
cope with new forms of pain, pessimism, frustration alienation, terror and boredom 
(cited in Marshall, 2006: 590). 
In theory relating to spectatorship, questions began arising as to why audiences became 
personally involved with the films that they watched and the stars that they saw on the big 
screen. During research on the topic, it was found that key theorists such as Dyer and 
McDonald, took a Marxist approach towards understanding and explaining audiences fervent 
interest in film and stardom. Therefore, the idea that was developed, concerning 
spectatorship and its relationship to stardom, can be attributed to the fact that people wanted 
to escape the leaden reality of their lives and prescribe to the mystification of a fantasy world, 
even if only for the duration of a film. 
1.8.5 Escapism and Fantasy 
Escapism and fantasy are intricately linked together when applied to cinema, stardom and 
star as the ‘object of desire’. As noted above, spectators watch films in order to escape 
reality. In the realm of escapism, spectators are given the opportunity to project and objectify 
their fantasies. 
As ‘escape’ and as ‘wish-fulfilment’, point to its central thrust, namely, utopianism. 
Entertainment offers the image of ‘something better’ to escape into, or something we 
want deeply that our day-to-day lives don’t provide. Alternatives, hopes, wishes- 
these are the stuff of utopia, the sense that things could be better, that something 
other than what is can be imagined and maybe realised (Dyer 1985: 222). 
Phillips in his paper entitled Spectator, Audience and response, suggests that “We realise 
we have come here to lose ourselves in the images and sounds of the film” (cited in Nelmes, 
2007: 144). 
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Firstly, in order to obtain a better understanding of the relationship between the concept of 
stardom and audience fascination and desire, Paul Watson’s paper, Stardom and Hollywood 
Cinema was examined in terms of what he calls the three approaches to Stardom. These 
three approaches are entitled ‘Star as commodity’, ‘Star as text’ and ‘Star as the object of 
desire’. This text will form the basis for the theoretical framework of this research, focusing 
specifically on ‘Star as the object of desire’. 
‘Stars’ not only serve to accommodate an ideological system for audiences, but serve to 
promote a certain film or rather ‘film package’ as a commodity to the audience as well. 
Audiences gravitate towards films that showcase particularly famous and popular movie 
stars, as they are “the key element of the unit-package around which movies are produced” 
(Nelmes, 2006: 129). 
Secondly, stars become the text they perform on-screen. They adapt themselves to the traits 
of the character that they are playing. This does not, however, necessarily mean that their 
life and personality off-screen embodies the characteristics of their on-screen appearances. 
Audiences, whilst watching the movie, cannot distinguish between the character the star is 
playing and the star’s true identity. “We never know them as real people, only as they are 
found in media texts” (Dyer, 1979: 2). 
Thirdly, and most importantly, stars are seen as the ‘object of desire.’ This implies that 
audiences not only watch films to see their favourite film stars but they also watch films 
because these stars can, without difficulty, become the object of their desire, the object for 
their fantasy. This can be linked to the notion of escapism, voyeurism and fantasy that was 
noted earlier. Watson comments that, “the star is seen, first and foremost, as an object of 
desire and is studied in terms of the ways in which spectators identify with, find meaning in, 
and gain a certain fulfilment from his or her image” (cited by Nelmes, 2007: 131).  
1.8.6 Online Fan Culture 
Online fan culture is seen as the ‘new age’ representation of fan culture which has, to some 
extent, replaced the likes of celebrity news magazines and celebrity television shows. Whilst 
the magazines and TV shows are still in existence and are still popular among many fans, 
through the rise of the information age and technology in the 1990’s, fans have been given 
an opportunity to follow their favourite stars online.  
McDonald (2003) reviews online celebrity sites and comments that, “Fan sites and clubs 
have provided new contexts for the textual productivity previously witnessed in fan cultures. 
Looking at current fan activity on the internet, there seems to be neither deviant madness 
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nor challenging activism. In fact, fan activity on the internet seems less exciting than either of 
these perspectives would suggest. Individuals express strong engagement with certain star 
images, which in some cases is expressed as desire, but while the language used may be 
intense in some cases, it seems a long way from crazed obsession” (2003: 43). 
Whilst McDonald argues that the introduction of online sites to fan culture does not 
particularly sway fans’ abilities to create obsession within their own reality - the use of social 
media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter had not yet been introduced to society at the 
time of his research - and, as a result, needs to be incorporated into establishing a new 
understanding of social and online fan culture. This is the point at which this study 
commences, where the research was developed in order to attain whether or not, through 
the introduction of social media platforms, the opportunity to ignite celebrity obsession in the 
minds of fans has been created.  
1.9 The Three Approaches to Stardom 
The point at which this research began included an understanding of Watson’s (2007) three 
approaches to stardom. These three approaches to stardom formed the basis from which 
then the study evolved. These three approaches include; star as commodity, star as text and 
the star as the object of desire; focusing specifically, on the star as the object of desire. This 
will be explained in detail in the below paragraphs. 
1.9.1 Star as Commodity 
It is speculated that in the contemporary cinematic experience, the star of any film is of vital 
importance to the success of that particular film. It can therefore be said that without certain 
‘celebrity branding’, a film may not have an entirely successful effect on the industry. 
The star is understood as a specific form of industrial commodity not only insofar as, 
like genre, stars function to ‘differentiate’ films within the market (McDonald, 2000: 
104) but also insofar as they are often the key ‘mechanism’ for selling movie tickets 
by guaranteeing certain pleasures and functioning as a commercial strategy for 
marketing films (Maltby, 2003: 142). 
Therefore, it is understood that ‘the star’ not only serves to satisfy the needs of the audience 
but to increase commercial value for the entertainment industry as well. The star is no longer 
seen as one dimensional but multifaceted, serving various other factors as well, such as the 
notion of the ‘star as text’. 
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1.9.2 Star as Text 
Watson comments further, suggesting that the star is seen not only as human but rather as, 
“A sign...as an image constructed through a network of intertextuality (cited in Nelmes, 2007: 
130). Watson goes on to stress that there are two implications to understanding the star as 
text. Firstly, the star is seen as human, in a physical sense, as he or she has a name, an 
identity, and the ability to perform and yet the public can only interpret the star in terms of 
various media texts. Watson suggests, “stardom is literally embodied in real human beings 
and is to a significant extent, therefore anchored by that person’s name, physical 
appearance, voice quality and specific performance skills” (cited in Nelmes, 2007: 130).  
‘Star as the text’ is another one of the dimensions that make up the image of the star. 
Although this dimension is not the main focus of this research, it is important to grasp an 
understanding of all the layers and factors that make up the image of the star. 
We never know them as real people, only as they are found in media texts” (Dyer 1979: 2). It 
is then proposed that a star is not only found in terms of film texts but in various other forms 
of media texts as well. “Stardom manifests not only in the films in which a star appears, but 
across all kinds of other ‘official’ and ‘unofficial’ media texts in which the star may not appear 
in person” (Nelmes, 2007:130). 
1.9.3 Star as the Object of Desire 
This approach is closely linked with the notions of fantasy and escapism which will be dealt 
with in further detail in Chapter Two. Here Watson advocates that spectators/audiences not 
only watch films or particular film stars because they enjoy seeing these stars in action but 
because each audience member has put emotional investment into both the film and the star. 
On some level, it gives the spectator the prospect of fantasy, to dream of another life or 
another situation that is far removed from the ordinariness of their own life.  
The star is seen, first and foremost, as an object of desire and is studied in terms of 
the ways in which spectators identify with, find meaning in, and gain a certain 
fulfilment from his or her image. (cited in Nelmes, 2007: 131) 
1.10 Stars/ Celebrities 
Stars and their influences are firmly embedded in contemporary culture. Western culture, in 
particular, has immersed itself in the promotion of star and celebrity culture. 
Stars are always the most something-or-other in the world - the most beautiful, the 
most expensive, and the sexiest. But because stars are ‘dissolved’ into this 
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superlative, are indistinguishable from it, they become superlative, hence they seem 
to be a different order of being, a different ‘ontological category’. Their image 
becomes gradually generalised, so that from being, say, the most beautiful they 
become simple the greatest” (Dyer, 1979: 49). 
Stars can be seen as “a group of people whose institutional power is very limited or non-
existent, but whose doings and way of life arouse a considerable and sometimes even a 
maximum degree of interest” (Turner, 2001: 21). 
Dyer comments further that spectators add many different social and cultural influences to 
their understanding of a star’s identity, therefore the image of the star will be interpreted in 
different ways. “The meaning of a star’s image is consequently not contained in the sources 
that represent the star but is produced in the moment of interaction between moviegoers and 
star texts” (1979: 7). 
1.11 Audiences and Audience Theory 
Mayne (1995) in her book entitled Cinema and Spectatorship explores the complexity behind 
understanding audiences and spectatorship theory. She suggests that spectatorship would 
not exist if, “the cinema did not function as a powerful form of pleasure, entertainment, and 
socialisation” (1995: 31). Spectators appeal to cinema and the art of spectatorship in order to 
find instances of real circumstances but in dramatized scenarios. “Spectatorship involves the 
acts of looking and hearing inasmuch as the patterns of everyday life are dramatized, fore 
grounded, displaced, or otherwise inflected by the cinema” (1995:31). 
Mayne then looks at the perception of people’s fantasies and how this in turn, promotes 
spectatorship in cinema. “In fantasy the subject does not pursue the object or its sign: he 
appears caught up himself in the sequence of images” (1995:88). One can relate Freud and 
his theory on psychoanalysis to that of cinema spectatorship. Mayne says that:  
The strong connection between the preoccupations of both cinema and 
psychoanalysis takes as perhaps its most dominant term that of desire, that is, how 
individuals conceive of themselves in subjective terms, how relations between self 
and other are defined, and how pleasure is sought and satisfied (1995:22). 
Mayne emphasises the term ‘celebrity’ to be “a site for the housing of affect in terms of both 
the audience and the institutions that have worked to produce the cultural forms that have 
allowed the celebrity to develop” (1995:76). This thus, means that cinema, together with 
spectatorship, becomes the breeding ground for the development of stardom and celebrity 
culture. 
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Through films, spectators are encouraged to fulfil their fantasies and desire within the 
context of the film, the fantasies and desires that are pre-set through the important themes 
and key messages found in the film. 
Mulvey emphasises how the spectator is encouraged to identify with the male 
protagonist of the classical cinema and thereby to act out a unique combination of 
voyeurism and fetishism, aligned with the spectacular and narrative strategies of 
cinema (Mayne, 1995: 23). 
1.12 The Star-Audience Relationship 
To have a better understanding of the Star-Audience relationship, Dyer (1979) has 
expanded on the theory constructed by Andrew Tudor and has broken it into four 
types/categories, namely ‘Emotional affinity’, ‘Self-identification’, ‘Imitation’ and Projection: 
Emotional affinity: The audience feels a loose attachment to a particular protagonist 
deriving jointly from star, narrative and the individual personality of the audience 
member: a standard sense of involvement.  
Self-identification: this happens when ... involvement has reached the point at which 
the audience member places himself in the same situation and persona of the star. 
Imitation: this is apparently commonest among the young and takes the star-
audience relationship beyond cinema-going, with the star acting as some sort of 
model for the audience. 
Projection: Imitation merges into projection ... at the point at which the process 
becomes more than a simple mimicking of clothing, hairstyle, kissing and the like 
(1979: 20). 
Therefore, as mentioned above, the spectator finds emotional value through the star’s 
‘identity’, he or she feels personally involved with the star’s persona. The spectator then 
portrays signs of attaching certain characteristics of the star’s persona onto his or her own 
identity, living through this identity. The star then becomes a type of role model to the 
spectator as the star projects the persona the spectator wishes to portray. Finally, the 
spectator becomes like the star, beyond just physical attributes but through perceived star-
like tendencies. 
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1.13 Escapism and Fantasy  
In the introduction to his book The Celebrity Culture Reader, Marshall (2006) proposes the 
notions of escapism and fantasy in cinematic viewership. People use stars and films to 
escape the monotony of their lives. He suggests that, “Celebrities serve as embodiments of 
desires that are universalised as much as they mutate the organisation of desires in 
particular cultures. Celebrity as culture can be seen as a particular lens through which we 
can investigate and understand contemporary culture” (2006: 6).  
Whilst the star, independent of the character that he or she plays in a film, is suggested to 
live a life that exists separately from industry that produces celebrity culture i.e. Hollywood. It 
can be proposed however, that the perception of the star’s identity is constructed by the film 
and celebrity industry where certain values and personality traits are positioned to mould the 
projection of a certain star’s true identity.   
Because stars have an existence in the world independent of their screen/’fiction’ 
appearances, it is possible to believe (with for instance ideas about the close-up 
revealing the soul, etc.) that as people they are more real than characters in stories. 
This means that they serve to disguise the fact that they are just as much produced 
images, constructed personalities as ‘characters’ are, thus the value embodied by a 
star is as it were harder to reject as ‘impossible’ or ‘false’, because the star’s 
existence guarantees the existence of the value he or she embodies (Dyer,1979: 22).  
Lewis suggests that as people, “we’re fascinated by stars because they enact ways of 
making sense of the experience of being a person in a particular kind of social production..., 
with its particular organisation of the life into public and private spheres. We love them 
because they represent how we think that experience is or how it would be lovely as ‘escape’ 
and as ‘wish-fulfilment’, point to its central thrust, namely, utopianism” (1992: 117). 
The notions of escapism and fantasy are again, built into the core concept of understanding 
stardom and celebrity culture. Spectators and fans objectify the stars that they watch in films 
and observe through the mass media because stars represent an ideal that many people 
feel does not exist in their own lives.  
The star thus becomes the food of dreams; the dream, unlike the ideal tragedy of 
Aristotle, does not purify us truly from our fantasies but betrays their obsessive 
presence; similarly the stars only partially provoke catharsis and encourage fantasies 
which would like to but cannot liberate themselves in action. Here the role of the star 
becomes ‘psychotic’: it polarises and fixes obsession (Dyer, 1979:21). 
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Dyer suggests that, “The more extreme the projection, the more the person lives his or her 
life in terms bound up with the favoured star...In asking themselves what the star might have 
done in this situation the star-struck are using the star as a way of dealing with their realities” 
(1979: 20). 
The more the star and the star’s identity and lifestyle is projected through mass media 
products, the more the spectator and the fan aligns his or her ideology and emotions with 
that of the star’s public persona, thus living vicariously through this perceived reality. This, in 
turn, is a form of escapism and fantasy. 
The  pleasure of fantasy is not necessarily purely in terms of its content which 
compensates for everyday drabness, but also, as Len Ang has argued in relation to 
contemporary soap operas, it may be the experiences of fantasising, of playing with 
fictional worlds and selves, which itself is pleasurable. Ang argues that ‘the “flight” 
into a fictional fantasy is not so much a denial of reality as playing with it. A game that 
enables one to place the limits of the fictional and the real under discussion, to make 
them fluid’ (Ang, 1985: 49). Thus, the desire for transcendence is not only a self-
forgetfulness, but is also generative of fantasy selves: a pleasure in the fluidity 
between experienced and imagined selves to feel that it is (Stacey, 1994: 121). 
It is part of the human condition to want more from what life has to offer in some instances, 
therefore people find channels through which they can explore situations unfamiliar to them, 
and circumstances which bring them pleasure and gratification. Cinema and the concept of 
stardom simply provide a person with the aptitude to explore their fantasies and desires. 
Finally, Hinerman adds to the notion of fantasy and stardom by saying that fantasies are, 
then, one way humans have to negotiate a troubling situation: 
They bridge the gap that is created when desire is prohibited but the longing for full 
satisfaction is still there. Fantasies allow us to ‘close the distance’ between what we 
need or want and what we can have. When the unconscious desires and the ego 
prohibits, throwing open questions of identity and the self, fantasies step into the 
breach (cited in Lewis, 2002:115).  
It can therefore be concluded that what is fundamental in understanding stardom and 
celebrity culture, is the need for one to escape, fantasise and desire that which is 
unobtainable. 
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1.14 The Mass Media 
Celebrities generate an extensive amount of media economy for all types of media channels 
such as print media and television. The mass media can be seen as responsible for the 
perpetuation of the ‘celebrity’ in Western culture and ideology. As new media channels such 
as Facebook and Twitter are becoming increasingly popular amongst both celebrities and 
fans, the gap between the two is slowly closing. “Celebrities are part of a very elaborate 
media economy which is connected to audiences and value” (Marshall, 2006: 2). 
The celebrity becomes an economic driver for the entertainment industry, selling their 
‘product’, their image, to audiences and fans together with selling certain ideological 
discourses. The mass media has changed the entertainment industry’s environment, 
creating the opportunity for the industry to grow and to obtain greater commercial gain. 
The symbiotic relationship between media and celebrity has been ruptured 
somewhat in the last decade through the development of new media. The discrete 
and carefully controlled and distributed structure of the culture industries, where 
cultural commodities and their promotional extensions are tightly interwoven tapestry, 
have been elasticized by the different flows of information that have developed via 
the Internet and the Web. (Marshall, 2006: 634)  
McDonald (2003) states “that through publicity and promotion, marketing channels have 
constructed the meanings of stars as part of the routine business of the film industry. Online 
communications provide a further addiction to the marketing mix” (cited in Austin, 2003: 32). 
McDonald comment further in his book entitled The Star System that television and print 
media continue to actively circulate the discourses of film stardom. The most rapid growth in 
the dissemination of such discourses has come with the widespread adoption of the Internet; 
where references to film stardom can be found in various contexts. 
1.15 Fan Cultures/Online Cultures 
The fan is constructed in a dialogical relationship to the celebrity and star. Although 
fan clubs identify the value of the social solidarity that is part of fan culture, the 
fan/star is a dyad that replicates and reinforces the centrality of the mythic romantic 
love in the organisation of contemporary identity and individuality. The 
democratization of fame and celebrity has expanded partly through new media 
technologies (Marshall, 2006: 13). 
McDonald (2003), in his paper Stars in the Online Universe: Promotion, Nudity and 
Reverence, looks at how information pertaining to the stars and films are easily available in 
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the information age, “Up-to-date news and gossip about film is now available daily through 
dedicated entertainment sites. Two leading sites in this category are E! Online and 
Hollywood.com (cited in Austin, 2003: 33).  
He then goes on to suggest that, “What is significant about these sites is how stars are 
situated in a context which integrates their images into a broader commercial infrastructure 
of the film and entertainment industries” (cited in Austin, 2003: 34). 
Websites and forms of social and online media reveal the impact that stars and the film 
industry have on culture and celebrity discourse. Online and social media platforms are used 
by the entertainment industry to further capitalise on the star’s commercial value. “On these 
sites the real impact of the stars comes from their collective weight: the phenomenon of film 
stardom is integrated into these sites towards promoting a general culture of fame and 
celebrity” (Austin, 2003:34). 
The entertainment industry has used forms of mass media such as websites to further 
dispense the image of the star. “Fan magazines (and more recently, online websites) 
represented a significant development in the distribution of star discourse” (Austin, 2003: 38). 
In McDonald’s (2003) paper, he makes specific reference to a study done by Kirsten Pullen. 
She explores the discourse of fan publications and how they communicate with fans and 
different audience members. 
Through this moralistic discourse, fan publications offered an institutionally authored 
address to audiences, positioning the film and media industries as talking to fans 
rather than fans talking between themselves. Outside institutionally produced media, 
fan cultures have formed their own networks of communication to circumvent media 
organisations and engage in the direct discussion of popular pleasures. With the 
internet, this form of fan discourse has proliferated. In her study of the online 
presence of fans of the television series Xena: Warrior Princess, Kirsten Pullen 
suggests that on ‘the internet’, it seems as though nearly everyone is a fan, and 
nearly everything is worthy of fan adulation (2000:56) Pullen argues that the internet 
has mainstreamed fandom, allowing more viewers to participate in activities usually 
reserved for alternate communities (cited in Austin, 2003: 38). 
Understanding the theories and topics helps provide knowledge and a better understanding 
of the research question, aims and objectives of this study. These theories will be discussed 
in length in Chapter Two of this treatise. 
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1.16 Research Design and Methods 
This study used qualitative research design methods to answer the research question and to 
achieve the intended aims and objectives and was therefore, the primary source of data 
collection. The study is interpretive in nature and a hybrid of qualitative methods was used. 
Three qualitative approaches were used in order to obtain the applicable data. 
A theoretical approach was used to gather information and to obtain a better understanding 
of the topic of the study. Various theoretical assumptions on the topic were made from the 
data gathered through a variety of relevant texts and theories. 
A comparative case study was designed for this research so as to make important 
deductions about the study. This study examined six online articles that focus specifically on 
Robert Pattinson and his rise to fame through The Twilight Saga. The study was 
comparative in nature and analysed three online articles published about Pattinson before 
the success of Twilight and three online articles published about his success after the 
release of the Twilight films. This particular study looks at whether the perception of Robert 
Pattinson has changed during the release of The Twilight Saga films, and how this 
perception has changed. 
A content analysis of numerous social and online media platforms was performed in order to 
determine the scope of Pattinson’s presence online. This analysis was performed so as to 
supplement the previous two methods of research. The social and online media platforms 
that were analysed included Facebook, Twitter, YouTube as well as particular online blogs 
and websites. The defined details of the research methodology used is to be found in 
Chapter Three of this study, which gives an in-depth description of the research 
methodology, criteria and application. 
1.17 Delimitations of the Study 
It is important to note that research relating to understanding ‘stardom’, how the star 
becomes the ‘object of desire’, audience and spectatorship theory and theory relating to the 
mass media has been conducted in the past. This research however, has not yet been 
applied in a current and contemporary context. The research previously conducted, can be 
seen as being predominately separate in nature, focusing specifically on each field. For 
example, stardom was researched as a separate entity and the mass media was researched 
as a separate entity. Research pertaining to combining these main research topics together, 
is difficult to find.  
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It has also been difficult to find available research that is directly related to the relationship 
between the star as the ‘object of desire’ and online and social media. Online and social 
media is a relatively new topic in research as it has only been in existence for the past five or 
so years. However, key theorists in this study must be identified as Richard Dyer, Paul 
McDonald, David Marshall and Judith Mayne. These theorists provide the majority of the 
theory behind the key elements of this study. 
A wealth of knowledge and various research topics were added together to formulate the 
foundation of this study. Different fields and areas of research were combined to create a 
coherent and sound understanding of the research question. Not all areas of research could 
be covered due to the volume of theory available. The most important areas of research and 
theory relating to this study are highlighted and expanded on. 
The research was restricted to the study of specific online platforms, as the focus of this 
research was based on the use of social and online media. Only a small amount of text 
samples were able to be analysed in this study although the Internet offers a vast array of 
examples of online and social media texts. This may lead to the insufficient analysis of 
relevant online texts. To combat this, the most popular and frequented avenues of social and 
online media were included in this study. Another limitation that could result from the use of 
predominantly online texts would be text source reliability and unreliability. Due to the excess 
of information available online, it would be difficult to determine the reliability of the texts 
used in this study. However, once again, popular and reputable social and online channels 
were used in order to obtain the information needed. 
Information for this study was attained through the use of social and online media which 
actively participates in a public domain. The identity and the background of the social and 
online media users were not used or valid in this research. Information was provided on ‘face 
value’ terms and therefore, the study does not include geographical, ethnical and cultural 
factors that may influence the attitudes and behaviour of the users which may in turn; create 
a biased deduction in the research. It must be noted however, that it is deemed impossible 
to know the background behind each user and even if the identity and background of the 
user was identified, could very well create ethical and unreliable complications in this study. 
A limited timeframe was used to investigate and conduct the research needed in this study. 
This may limit the study but the research was attuned to fit the study’s parameters. Any 
research or study is susceptible to subjective opinion and reasoning. Each deduction that 
was made in this study was carefully analysed as to ensure objective reasoning was 
employed and that objective presumptions were made. 
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1.18 Definition of Terms 
The below terms have been defined in this section so as to ensure that a correct 
understanding of the topics related to this study is achieved. 
1.18.1 The Star / Celebrity 
A star is an individual who is seen to be famous and glamorous, usually because of his or 
her involvement in the entertainment industry. He or she is seen as an icon by the masses. 
1.18.2 The audience 
The audience is a group of spectators who directly engage and participate in receiving and 
accepting certain intended messages. 
1.18.3 The Mass Media 
The mass media can be defined as the dissemination of communication, information and 
texts on a global level, reaching an extremely large number of people. 
1.18.4 Online Media 
Online media can be defined as the way in which digital media is distributed via online 
communication channels i.e. the Internet. 
1.18.5 Social Media 
Social media is defined as the ability to turn communication into interactive social 
participation and response via web based technology, giving individuals the opportunity to 
create their own online profiles and interact with other social users, to share information, 
beliefs and ideas with other users. 
1.18.6 Socialnomics 
Socialnomics is, “The study or phenomenon of digital socio-economics, the intersection 
between economic activity and social media life” (Cameron: 2009). 
1.18.7 Escapism 
Escapism can be defined as the desire to escape a disagreeable life and reality into a world 
of fantasy and fiction. 
1.18.8 Fantasy 
Fantasy is best described as the use of the imagination that is not restricted by the 
boundaries of reality. 
1.18.9 Fan Cultures 
Fan culture is defined as a combined group of individuals and admirers who share similar 
beliefs and reactions towards a particular culture or movement. 
1.18.10 Online Fan Cultures 
Online fan cultures can be described as a fan culture which shares attitudes, admiration and 
beliefs with others in an online environment. This is normally done through online and social 
media channels. 
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1.19 Conclusion 
The next chapter intends to deliver a synopsis of the literature available and connected to 
this study in order to help answer the intended research question. This review will cover 
topics and theory such as stardom, star as the object of desire, audience theory, social and 
online media  and online fan cultures, specifically looking at the relationship between the star 
as the object of desire and the use of social and online media. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STAR AS THE ‘OBJECT OF DESIRE’ 
AND ONLINE AND SOCIAL MEDIA 
2.1 Introduction 
The aim of this research is to survey and develop an area of work within the context of 
stardom and its relationship with the online networking society. In addition to this, the 
research also aims to explore the dynamics between The Twilight Saga, its contributors such 
as Robert Pattinson and its consumers, the movie fans. 
Whilst, in this chapter, it will become increasingly evident that research pertaining to this 
study has been done in the past, it must be noted that research pertaining to the relationship 
between the star as the ‘object of desire’ and the use of online and social media was not 
available for observation. This is because social and online media is a relatively new 
development that has recently taken off around the world in the past five years. The 
theoretical framework behind this study is fundamental to this research as all of the theory 
that is discussed in this chapter, forms an integral part in obtaining a better understanding of 
the certain cultural and societal discourses that make up stardom, how it is seen in a 
contemporary context and how, if so, appropriate online and social media is, in the overall 
depiction of the ‘modern star’. 
This study aims to deliver an understanding of the relationship between the star as the 
object of desire and the use of social networking tools and whether or not, the avid use of 
social networking helps create obsession and desire for stars in the minds of spectators. 
Through the study of prevailing literature, this chapter introduces and highlights important 
concepts and theories that are relevant to this study. The important theories pertaining to 
this study are identified as cinema, stardom, audience and spectatorship theory, the mass 
media and online and social media. The most notable theorists whose material is used in 
this study are identified as Dyer (1979), Mayne (1995), McDonald (2005), Marshall (2006) 
and Jenkins (2000), as their research provides a framework for this research topic. 
This chapter focuses firstly on cinema; understanding it, identifying where it has come from 
and how it is portrayed in a contemporary setting. As cinema is the point from which a star is 
born and how stardom is perpetuated in cultural discourse and society, it is imperative to 
focus on key aspects of cinema theory; making use of theory obtained from Dyer and Mayne 
to define cinema. 
It is through the realisation that stardom is directly related to cinema theory, that this chapter 
then explores the notion of stardom and the different contexts through which the star is 
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formed such as commodity, text and desire. The star as ‘the object of desire’ is one of the 
main concerns within the study, this topic will be discussed/fully developed in this chapter.  
Cinema and the star cannot exist without audiences and spectators and thus, it is of great 
importance to obtain appreciation of the theory that relates to audiences and spectatorship, 
so as to comprehend the definition of spectatorship as well as understand why people 
engage in spectatorship and become audience members. Theory relating to the subject of 
cinema, is mainly drawn from the work of Mayne (1995). 
A large part of understanding stardom and spectatorship can be connected to fantasy and 
desire. Audience members want to move away from their reality and escape into a world of 
utopian principles. The need for desire is what inspires individuals to watch movies and 
invest their time, money and pleasure in particular stars and films. This will be discussed and 
reviewed in order to determine whether or not online and social media contributes to 
attaining the ultimate fantasy through cinema and stardom. 
Before online and social media is discussed, it is important to review the meaning and terms 
of the mass media as online and social media platforms form some of the channels that the 
mass media has produced. Finally, online and social media will be discussed, in terms of 
cultural and celebrity discourse, in order to determine what effects these two channels of 
communication have on the notion of the star as ‘the object of desire’. 
2.2 Cinema in the Last Century 
In order to understand where cinema is positioned in a contemporary setting, it is important 
to understand the history of cinema, since its inception into mainstream Western culture in 
the early nineteen hundreds. Cinema as it is seen currently, began to take form early on in 
the 1900’s, where the power of theatre gave way to cinema. Whilst theatre was and is still in 
existence, cinema has become the central channel for entertaining and pleasuring 
audiences.  
Film historians tend to agree that by about 1917 nearly all the fundamental features 
of what we now consider mainstream film ‘language’ were in place. Film had, in just 
twenty years, evolved ways of managing time and space, particularly through editing, 
and managing the distance between object and audience, particularly through 
camera movement, which made the experience of cinema very different from that of 
theatre (Nelmes, 2007: 149). 
Cinema was and is able to reach levels of entertainment that theatre was never able to, such 
as the power to influence the constraints of time, space and imagery through the 
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manipulation of images and texts. Cinema needed to make sure that it captured and 
controlled audiences in a way that was very different to that of theatre. It can be argued that 
this was done in order to gain commercial control over spectators. The main aim was to 
draw audiences into the film, let them directly engage with the texts, characters and imagery 
and filter into a space of fantasy, thus escaping realism. “One spectator ‘effect; of the 
development of film form is particularly important. It is the way in which the spectator is 
drawn into the world of film, caught inside and between characters” (cited in Nelmes, 2007: 
151). 
This was further explored by Phillips in saying that: 
“Early cinema needed to find ways of controlling the look of the spectator as part of a 
move towards producing a more appealing and standardised ‘product’ for commercial 
exploitation. For example, it became essential to try to: 
 Ensure that the meanings intended by the film’s makers were those taken by 
members of the audience 
 Replicate for realism of effect the ways in which we engage in the act of looking 
outside the cinema 
 Provide greater pleasure in the act of looking” (cited in Nelmes, 2007: 150). 
The trends and definition of early cinema draws many parallels to how cinema is seen in a 
contemporary context and the way in which cinema entices and pursues spectators into a 
world of fantasy and escapism, using stardom and mass media to propagate commercial 
gain. 
2.3 Understanding Stardom 
Stardom and the notion of ‘the star’ are important in understanding the context within this 
research. It is through the projection of ‘the star’ and his or her star-like qualities in mediated 
texts and imagery that one may understand the role the star plays, in this case Robert 
Pattinson, in the construction of cultural appeal and obsession. 
Stardom is an image of the way stars live. For the most part, this generalised life-
style is the assumed backdrop for the specific personality of the star and the details 
and events of his or her life. As it combines the spectacular with the everyday, the 
special with the ordinary, and is seen as an articulation of basic American/Western 
values, there is no conflict here between the general life-style and the particularities 
of the star (Dyer, 1979: 39). 
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Dyer (1979) has been attributed to being a key theorist in understanding ‘Stardom’ and the 
‘Star’ and his work is of great importance in understanding the theory behind this research. 
This study is, however, investigating ‘the star’ as ‘the object of desire’ first and foremost but it 
is important to understand how the star is projected as a commodity in the Western 
Hollywood landscape, the star as the seller in the marketplace and the star as the seller of 
ideology. “The general image of stardom can be seen as a version of the American dream, 
organised around the themes of consumption, success and ordinariness” (Dyer, 1979: 39).  
It is in understanding the star as commodity, both ideologically and commercially, that one 
may then see the progression from commodity to desire. In his work, Stars, Dyer (1979) 
stipulates that ideology is at the foreground of Stardom, saying that, 
Ideology is the set of ideas and representations in which people collectively make 
sense of the world and the society in which they live…Ideology is a characteristic of 
all human societies…All ideologies are developed in relation to the concrete, material 
circumstances of human life (Dyer, 1979: 2). 
It is important to understand ideology as a term because much of what surrounds people in 
everyday life is determined and manipulated by the different ideological discourses that they 
subscribe to, specifically in terms of Hollywood culture and stardom. Stardom is built up from 
ideological apparatuses that command certain individual perceptions and belief patterns. 
The films that people watch and the stars that they admire, subscribe to certain Western 
ideological discourses.  
The primary concern of any attention to Hollywood must be with the dominant 
ideology of Western society. Any dominant ideology in society presents itself as the 
ideology of that society as a whole. Its work is to deny legitimacy of alternative and 
oppositional ideologies and to construct out of its own contradictions a consensual 
ideology that will appear to be valid for all members of society (Dyer, 1979: 3). 
Dyer then evaluates the ‘star’ and ‘stardom’ in terms of the star’s commercial value and the 
role that the star plays in terms of value and production. 
Hollywood production as capitalist production like any other, and in this perspective 
stars are to be seen in terms of their function in the economy of Hollywood, including 
crucially, their role in the manipulation of Hollywood’s market, the audience (Dyer, 
1979: 10).  
Dyer discusses stars in terms of ‘Hollywood economics’, saying that the economy of the star 
falls under three categories; capital, investment and the market. 
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Capital. Stars represented a form of capital possessed by the studios…investment. 
Stars were a guarantee, or a promise, against loss on investment and even profit on 
it… the market. Stars were used to sell films, to organise the market (Dyer, 1979: 11). 
Thus, the star and stardom is not only the star and stardom itself but a complex equation of 
social ideology and economic value that has a great impact on the life and the decision 
making process of Hollywood’s consumers, the audiences/ the spectators. Yet, another 
aspect that needs to be investigated in terms of the star is that of star consumption.  
Contemporary heroes ‘stem predominantly from the sphere of consumption and 
organised leisure time’ (p.121) (i.e. they are entertainers or sportspeople), and 
equally their ‘private’ lives are the lives of consumption (Dyer 1979: 45). 
Here Dyer adds to the theory, proposing that stars propagate needs and desires in the 
minds of the masses. “Many writers see the star, in general and in specific instances, as 
giving expression to variously conceptualised inner wants on the part of the people” (Dyer, 
1979: 20).  
Individuals use the appeal of stars to construct their ideal perceptions of reality or rather, 
how they feel that reality should be constructed in life and in their own lives. People use 
stars to appease their discomfort in life and create identities within the image of the star to 
extend certain behaviours, ideas and norms. 
We’re fascinated by stars because they enact ways of making sense of the 
experience of being a person in a particular kind of social production (capitalism), 
with its particular organisation of life into public and private spheres (Dyer, 1986: 16). 
2.4 Contemporary Stardom 
In exploring the notion of stardom for this research, it is important to conceptualise and 
define what is meant by contemporary stardom as this study explores stardom and cinema 
in a contemporary and current context. 
There has been a change in the image and the perception of ‘the star’ and ‘stardom’ from 
how they were defined in the 1950’s to how they are presently portrayed. The reason for this 
change is caused by the overflow of images and information available to spectators through 
the launch of the mass media into conventional Western culture. The image of the star is 
now “seen in the context of the drive in the media to create and exploit the status of being 
famous across the range of entertainment formats (Geraghty, 2000: 18). 
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In a contemporary setting, the star is no longer confined only to the images and the texts 
found in films or personal images on the front cover of popular newspapers and magazines 
or on televisions shows. The image of the contemporary star has now evolved and invaded 
not only the public domain but the private domain as well. The image of the star is no longer 
contained to certain channels of communication but is open to any new media platform that 
exists. 
The notion of being famous is important, here, since it allows us to see the notions of 
the star, superstar, megastar, as well as celebrity and actor, as points on the same 
fame continuum, a continuum which is itself bound up with, and fuelled by the 
operations of mass-mediated culture. In other words, it permits us to speak of 
different modes, forms or degrees of stardom, which is to say, different articulations 
of ‘the star’ becomes differences of kind not circumscribed or delimited by the 
specificities of different media or different forms within individual media (cited in 
Nelmes, 2007: 132). 
Some of the effects of this change can be seen as the commercial exploitation of the star’s 
image, done through the perpetuation of the need and desire for fantasy in peoples’ lives. 
The term ‘celebrity’ is no longer defined by the limitations of the star’s professional capacity 
but rather by his or her image on a public level, for example, his or her public persona and 
identity.  The mass media has been able to create this unifying identity. This means that the 
image of the star is no longer seen through specific and limited communication channels 
such as newspapers and magazines. The mass media has created the opportunity for 
different factors to be united as one cohesive identity. “Celebrity is a mode of stardom 
relatively unconnected to the sphere of professional work. In other words, celebrity is 
sustained not by someone’s talent or ability in their chosen profession, but almost entirely by 
notoriety and infamy (Nelmes, 2007: 133). 
There is no longer the need to watch particular films with particular actors in order to become 
a fan of ‘a star’ and their work, or to give them ‘celebrity’ status. The mass media has 
allowed people to become audience members and spectators in their own lives, and the 
opportunity to engage with their desire and fantasy that is not necessarily bound to the 
cinema. 
It is quite possible to be a fan of, to admire, or simply to ‘like’ a star without watching 
the films in which he or she appears. In short, it is not simply that the image of the 
star-as-celebrity exceeds the film text, but instead that it is dislocated from it 
altogether and dispersed across a range of extra-filmic texts (cited in Nelmes, 2007: 
33). 
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Stardom is no longer defined through films or through one particular film. However, it is 
usually the catalyst from which a star is born, but is no longer the reason an actor or a star 
becomes a celebrity. 
Currently, stardom is used to depict and define certain values, norms and trends in culture 
and society. This helps maintain the star as the ‘object of desire’ because there are no 
longer limits to the image and the projection of the star. ‘The star’ can now become anything 
and everything outside the cinema and thus, the line between the character in a film and the 
actual star is sometimes blurry. Marshall adapts an understanding of this by commenting on 
celebrity discourse: 
Rather than debate the relative emptiness of fame and celebrity, it is probably more 
useful to investigate its production as a proliferating/ discourse that has certain tropes 
and particular ways to convey value in contemporary culture. Celebrity culture is a 
way in which the public world is depicted (2006: 487). 
2.5 The Star as the ‘Object of Desire’ 
Spectators invest a large percentage of their time, energy and money in the pursuit for the 
fulfilment of desire. They add emotional investment into the films they watch, the characters 
they admire and the stars that they adore. This investment in films, characters and stars is 
used as an attempt to satisfy their personal fantasies. As a result, the need for this desire 
and fantasy is never quite fulfilled, that is why they continue to devote more time and money 
in more films. The more they participate in this realm of fantasy and desire, the greater the 
need for it in their lives.  
Mayne in her work, Cinema and Spectatorship, reveals a fundamental theory in 
understanding desire in the cinema: 
The strong connection between the preoccupation of both cinema and 
psychoanalysis takes as perhaps its most dominant term that of desire, that is, how 
individuals conceive themselves in subjective terms, how relations between self and 
other are defined, and how pleasure is sought and satisfied (1995: 22). 
Stars and the characters within films are seen as an easy and unsuspecting way in which an 
individual can try to satisfy their need for fantasy, desire and entertainment. It is an easy way 
in which to attempt escapism without being noticed. 
The audience-member projects his or her desire onto the protagonist or, any character within 
the film and as the character is played by the actor, the desire can, as a result, be easily 
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depicted onto the actor themselves. The audience member tends to use the star or the 
character to project their ideal reality, their utopian fantasy as well as their particular values 
and desires. Audiences use the film and the characters to create, in their head, their idea of 
normality and reality, the idealistic reality they would prefer to live in, one that is not 
necessarily real. Film can be seen as the combination of what reality really is, what it is 
projected to be, what reality should be, united with the notion of fantasy. Lewis notes this by 
saying: 
But since desire never completely goes away, one finds that there are ways to 
‘disguise’ the feeling of desire in various forms of fantasy. In other words, fantasies 
allow one to ‘get around’ the outlawing and prohibition” (1992: 115). 
The question must therefore be asked, “How does the star become the object of desire?” 
The star as the object of desire can be closely linked to psychoanalysis, the gaze, fantasy 
and escapism. Spectators tend to enjoy watching films as it can simply become a place in 
which one can escape reality and satisfy fantasy and desire that operates through the area 
of the conscious and unconscious. Dyer advises that, “Psychoanalysis equally proposes that 
the consciousness is not really consciousness, but a surface masking the workings of that 
consciousness below consciousness that we choose to call unconscious” (1979: 134).  
The spectator, on a conscious and subconscious level puts a great deal of emotional 
investment into the star and the film because the film or the star can be used to try and fulfil 
unsatisfied desire and fantasy. It is one of the many reasons why the spectator revisits the 
cinema, so as to keep fulfilling his/her wants and desires, “The star is seen, first and 
foremost, as an object of desire and is studied in terms of the ways in which spectators 
identify with, find meaning in, and gain a certain fulfilment from his or her image” (Nelmes, 
2007: 131).  
The reason why people engage with film texts, characters and stars is because of the ever 
incurable need for a sense of belonging, to attain good feelings and emotions within themself 
and to achieve power in one’s life. People adore stars and “love them because they 
represent how that experience is or how it would be lovely to feel that it is” (Dyer, 1986: 16 - 
17). 
2.6 Audience and Spectator theory 
As mentioned in the above theory relating to the star as ‘the object of desire’, individuals 
watch films and ‘get lost’ in films in order to escape their reality as well as satisfy their need 
for desire. There is a connection between texts (films) and the audiences who watch them. 
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Audiences use these texts to make their own connections within their own lives. Individuals, 
however, interpret these texts differently because of their specific immediate surroundings 
and because of their individual needs and desires.  
People actively and directly engage with film texts and characters, finding their own meaning 
within the imagery and information and take away from the film and the characters, their own 
ideological symbols and meanings. Hinerman discusses this, 
We have to acknowledge and accept that, for the most part, the relationship between 
the audience and popular texts is an active and productive one…A text does not 
carry its own meaning or politics already inside of itself; no text is able to guarantee 
what its effects will be. People are constantly struggling, not merely to figure out what 
a text means, but to make it mean something that connects to their own lives, 
experiences, needs and desires. The same text will mean different things to different 
people, depending on how it is interpreted. And different people have different 
interpretive resources, just as they have different needs (1992: 52). 
The ‘celebrity system’ controls its spectators through the economic value of the star. This is 
sold to audiences through the entertainment industry. Through the recognition of the need 
for desire and fantasy in peoples’ lives, where the character serves to control the spectator, 
the star serves to attain the spectator’s time, money and interest in the industry. Marshall 
adds to this: 
The audience-subject…,produced by the celebrity system and services the various 
cultural industries by demonstrating the economic value of a personality in a cultural 
production, no longer works as smoothly. Celebrities are a kind of guarantee of 
economic value as audiences are bought and sold throughout the entertainment 
industry (2006: 642). 
Audiences and spectators exist primarily because cinema is seen as a powerful medium to 
incite pleasure and entertainment. Film is seen, in most cases as the dramatization of 
everyday life, as mentioned above, audiences ‘look’ into this dramatization, directly engage 
with it and fantasise about it as well as use it as a medium to perpetuate their fantasy and 
desire. “There would be no such thing as spectatorship if the cinema did not function as a 
powerful form of pleasure, entertainment, and socialization” (Mayne, 1995: 31). 
It must be noted that audiences are not only spectators at the cinema when they engage 
with a film but in their own lives as well. Due to the intensity of promotional marketing and 
campaigning for both films and stars, celebrity influences, discussions with other like-minded 
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people and the mass media, the notion of spectatorship expands into an individual’s 
personal life. “Spectatorship involves the acts of looking and hearing inasmuch as the 
patterns of everyday life are dramatized, foregrounded, displaced, or otherwise inflected by 
the cinema” (Mayne, 1995: 31). 
People use cinema and films as a way to ‘lose themselves’ for a brief period of time and 
therefore become dependent on the films that they consume. “We realise we have come 
here to lose ourselves in the images and sounds of the film” (Nelmes, 2007: 144). The need 
for escapism and fantasy becomes a spiralling cycle.  As the demand for films and desire is 
extended by the promotion of films through the mass media and vice versa, the need to 
satisfy more desire comes from the constant use of films as a platform to obtain this 
satisfaction.  
Even though theories of spectatorship isolate the self, this self is an abstract concept, 
rather than a self with individuality and differences from other spectators. In other 
words, interest is not in observing and explaining the response of actual people but 
rather in the attempt to generalise about a ‘state of being’ common to all people when 
they position themselves before a screen and watch a film” (Nelmes, 2007: 145). 
Without their knowledge, spectators are constructed for consumer-driven purposes in the 
entertainment industry. As noted in the above paragraphs, audience members not only 
operate within the cinema but within their personal lives as well. Spectators continue to spur 
the capitalism of the entertainment industry outside the constraints of the cinema. The 
spectators become consumable to the industry, forced to buy into the different industry 
consumables without knowledge of it. The spectators use the industry to satisfy individual 
and cultural needs and desires, and the industry uses them to obtain commercial gain and 
so the cycle between the two begins: 
On a broader front we may say that we exist as audiences for a movie well away 
from the cinema. We are constructed as members of a ‘potential’ audience in at least 
two ways. We become exposed to the promotional and marketing hype designed to 
create expectations. We are also drawn into conversation about issues relating to a 
movie which may be circulating within our culture, resulting particularly from the 
profile the film enjoys in other media” (Nelmes, 2007: 145). 
This is further expanded on and cemented by Phillips when he says that, “In film studies it 
seems that, on the one hand, the audience is the ‘immanent’ audience, the one forming for 
the event, constructed by a range of factors ranging from the influence of advertising to fan 
obsession. On the other, the audience is the ‘virtual’ audience, existing after the film, a group 
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which remain a collective because of what they do in their wider cultural lives with the film 
experience they have shared” (cited in Nelmes, 2007: 146). 
Audiences and fans use media channels to obtain more information and imagery about the 
stars they adore and the films that they watch, becoming dependent on these particular 
platforms. Phillips observes that: 
Audiences, especially fans-as audiences-, may be seen to be very dependent on the 
media institutions that produce, promote and sell the product they consume. Just as 
the spectator may be seen as engaged in a symbiotic (and dependent) relationship 
with the film text and cinema apparatus, so the audience may be seen as engaged in 
a similar kind of relationship with the cinema institution (cited in Nelmes: 2007: 146). 
Fans and audiences determine the supply of film texts and industry related consumables 
and thus, the industry relies on fans and audiences to create the demand for supply. It can 
however be suggested that, because fans and audiences have become dependent on media 
platforms, that the industry may now control the supply demand via fans and audiences.  
One interesting debate here is the extent to which audience demand for films, 
particularly as expressed through fan behaviour, determines supply, that is, the 
actual films produced by the industry. Certainly as an industry dependent on 
consumer choice, it might be expected that extreme sensitivity is required in in 
interpreting indicators of the audience preference (Nelmes, 2007: 147).  
2.7 Escapism and Fantasy 
The need for the satisfaction of desire can be defined at the constant conflict between reality 
and fantasy. The search for satisfaction and escapism from reality is what drives the need 
for desire. Stars and star systems encourage desire and fantasy insomuch that it easily 
creates obsessive tendencies. As noted above, there is a constant need for more 
satisfaction and desire in people’s lives. Hinerman adds value to this notion: 
I am suggesting that our most common relationship to popular culture is determined 
by the cultural production of pleasures…The culture of the mass media often 
depends upon the production of meanings and, more specifically, of ideological 
representations. Ideology refers to the structures of meaning within which we locate 
ourselves. That is ideologies are the maps of meaning which we take for granted as 
the obviously true pictures of the way the world is. By defining what is natural and 
commonsensical, ideologies construct the ways we experience the world. A 
consumerist sensibility might, in specific instances, be connected to ideological 
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sensibilities, either by making certain experiences pleasurable, or through the 
pleasures of ideological reinforcement…the production of pleasure (1992: 55).  
Each individual has different needs and desires and they pick elements from stars and from 
films to fulfil personal needs and wants. The film that audiences engage with may be 
universal or rather Western in terms of cultural and societal discourses, representing the 
unity of a desirable reality, but each individual takes away from the text their own 
understanding of the information. This understanding, as mentioned earlier in the chapter, is 
used to obtain optimal personal satisfaction. 
It is also important to draw on the influences of the mass media in audience theory. The 
mass media helps determine a spectator’s cultural desire, using its specific mediums to 
inform people, ‘what they need’, ‘what they want’ and ‘what they should yearn for’. Certain 
ideologies are created through consumerism and the economic products produced by 
cinema and the star system. 
To become a fan of a film or a star, without a doubt, involves the use of fantasy and desire in 
an individual’s mind. This fantasy never disappears and is only made worse by films, star 
images and the mass media. “The strong connection between the preoccupations of both 
cinema and psychoanalysis takes perhaps its most dominant term that of desire, that is, how 
individuals conceive of themselves in subjective terms, how relations between self and other 
are defined, and how pleasure is sought and satisfied“ (Mayne, 1995: 22). 
Dyer builds on this idea of pleasure and fantasy. He suggests: 
The star thus becomes the food of dreams; the dream, unlike the ideal tragedy of 
Aristotle, does not purify us truly from our fantasies but betrays their obsessive 
presence; similarly the stars only partially provoke catharsis and encourage fantasies 
which would like to but cannot liberate themselves in action. Here the role of the star 
becomes ‘psychotic’: it polarises and fixes obsession (Dyer, 1979: 21). 
It can be argued that the representation of the star, who has now become the ‘object of 
desire’ to the spectator, is not only viewed in terms of the character he or she plays in the 
film but on a deeper and a more subconscious level. The representation of ‘the star’ begins 
to form, in the mind of the spectator, through the apparatus of desired fantasy, and thus, the 
representation of the star or rather the role that the star plays, is projected through fantasy 
and desire. 
There are different uses for different people in different contexts. “The same text can be a 
source of narrative romance, sexual fantasy, aesthetic pleasure, language acquisition, 
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identity or familial rebellion. Given contemporary recording technology (whether audio or 
video), a text can be remade and even remixed to conform to the audience’s expectations 
and desires” (Marshall 2006: 583). 
Outside the sphere of the cinema, the spectator moves away from his or her identity as an 
audience member and becomes the fan, the spectator that lives within his or her own reality. 
Fan cultures and online fan cultures will be dealt with in detail further on in this chapter but it 
is important to evaluate escapism and fantasy within the context and understanding of 
fandom. 
Whilst the spectator directly engages and fantasises in respect of the film, the fan can do the 
same outside the barriers of the cinema. The fantasy and desire that is realised within the 
cinema continues, to an even greater extent, in the individual’s ‘real world’. “From 
daydreaming about a particular figure to experiencing extra-sensory encounters, part of what 
it means to be a fan for some people in some places clearly involves fantasy-work” (Lewis, 
1992: 110). 
In concluding that spectators and fans can operate in the realm of fantasy and desire inside 
and outside the cinema, it is important to discuss the meaning of fantasy. Laplanche and 
Pontalis defined fantasy as being the following: 
Phantasy has a number of different modes: conscious phantasies or daydreams, 
unconscious phantasies like those uncovered by analysis as the structures 
underlying manifest content and primal phantasies (1988: 314). 
Hinerman builds on this by addressing the underlying meaning of fantasy. “Fantasies are, 
then, one way humans have to negotiate a troubling situation. They bridge the gap that is 
created when desire is prohibited but the longing for full satisfaction is still there. Fantasies 
allow us to ‘close the distance’ between what we need or want and what we can have (cited 
in Marshall, 2006: 596). 
In understanding stardom, spectatorship, escapism and fantasy, the role that the mass 
media plays in the proliferation of fandom and spectatorship is an important factor to draw on 
in this study. Hinerman highlights this by incorporating, into the identity of the spectator and 
fan, the use of the mass media. 
It is no secret that since the rise of mass media in Western-style commodity 
capitalism, one way fantasies get ‘cast’ are with star figures. These star images often 
become wrapped up with the life of the individual who fantasizes and become crucial 
signs of the repressed desire seeking fullness (cited in Marshall, 2006: 597). 
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2.8 The Rise of Globalisation and the Mass Media 
The mass media has broken the limits of time and space and has provided the platform for 
the circulation of an endless group of symbols, images, information and texts for individuals 
to use in their own time, in the comfort of their own homes and within their own boundaries. 
There is an unlimited amount of freedom and choice for people to use the media in terms of 
culture, society, identity and individual values. “It gives people the space to create for 
themselves, whatever they so wish or choose. Here communication systems put us in 
constant and immediate touch with different perspectives. The co-ordinates of time and 
space have vanished, to herald a world where the sense of individualised detachment 
fostered by a book culture has given way to one where everyone is profoundly involved with 
everyone else” (Stevenson, 2002: 121). 
The mass media has increased the production and dissemination of images and information 
and has also made the dissemination of these images and information much faster and 
easily accessible.  Communication is now constant and immediate and information is spread 
at a greater rate than before: 
The interaction between modern subjects and communication networks is no longer 
confined to a few lonely hours before bedtime. Today the lives of the globe’s citizens 
are wrapped around a seemingly endless encounter with material and symbolic 
modes of communication (Stevenson, 2002: 121). 
Information and imagery are now produced and disseminated at the ‘click of a button’. In a 
contemporary situation, today’s information is no longer tomorrow’s news; today’s news is 
today’s news. The moment something happens or the moment a photo is taken, it appears 
on the web. The rapidity at which society now moves is ever constant:  
Digitalisation allows a considerable increase in the production, dispersion and 
consumption of information and the signals of communication. In hardware, ‘fast’ has 
become the key word: fast computers, fast modems, fast lines, and fast programs. 
The hunger for speed is never appeased (Van Dijk, 2006: 193). 
Therefore, ideas and ideologies found in film texts and depicted through stars is reinforced 
and generated in mass proportions through mass and social media. The spectator who has 
now become the fan, can access information and imagery about a particular star or about a 
particular character in a film, instantly. The publicity of the star, the image of the star together 
with desire and fantasy is perpetuated at a much greater speed, increasing the need for this 
desire. 
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Fans are given the space to create, using own imagination, their own ideals as well as 
construct the image of their favourite star or film character in terms of what best suits them 
individually. They can chose the images that they wish to identify with or the information they 
wish to engage with as well as find unity with other individuals who share similar interests 
and ideas. In terms of mass media, Van Dijk defines this: 
In popular literature on the new media, the suggestion is made that these media will 
create unlimited choice from our sizable cultural heritages and a new creative 
potential among the population, as people are enabled to create their own works of 
art and other products with multimedia (2006: 191). 
Van Dijk then goes on to assess the media in terms of popular culture, using the global 
broadcasting network to evolve one’s understanding of popular ideologies and discourses: 
In the media, all kinds of rumours, fads, fashion, hypes and innovations are 
spreading faster than ever before. The diffusion power of broadcasting, telephony 
and computer networks multiplies the speed of the age-old transmission of gossip 
and local news in social networks. It leads to all kinds of message cascades. The 
lifecycle of fashions, hypes and innovations is shorter than ever before. Still, their 
impact on society rises accordingly (2006: 187). 
Where once, spectators were only given the space to engage with stars and characters 
through the films they watched or the occasional printed publication outside the cinema, they 
have now been given access to a digital world of imagery and information, for their perusal 
at all times, forcing them deeper into the territory of fantasy and fiction. “Today’s heroes and 
heroines, reaching the attention of the public through motion pictures, radio and television, 
become more clearly drawn in the mass mind through the reinforcement of other media 
(Gledhill, 1991: 40). 
To sum up the notion of the mass media and its link to the perpetuation of fandom and 
desire, Gledhill notes that: 
Modern publicity methods decree that the screen star be known to his or her potential 
audience not only through film roles but also through fan magazines, national 
magazines, radio, television and the newspapers. The totality of this publicity build-up 
is calculated to make the personality better known to a public which will respond by 
attending the screen hero’s starring films (1991: 40). 
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2.9 Online and Social Media 
There has been a radical change in the relationship between the media and the celebrity as 
well as the audience and the celebrity, due to the introduction of and the use of new media. 
“The symbiotic relationship between media and celebrity has been ruptured somewhat in the 
last decade through the development of new media” (Marshall, 2006: 634). 
Media can now be created by the user, thus, created by the spectator or the fan as well as 
the stars themselves. There has also been a change in the structure of fandom and what 
constitutes fandom due to the use and integration of new media. New media has also 
changed the identity of what is termed the ‘public personality’. Marshall points out that: 
What follows is an exploration of the intersections between new media and celebrity 
in an era where media is produced increasingly by the user and the audience. The 
changing structure of fame has had repercussions that are evident in the proliferation 
of blogs and webcams as well as fan web sites, and official celebrity sites that are 
changing the relationships and mediations between user and public personality (2006: 
634 - 635). 
As more information and imagery is disseminated, interpreted and used than ever before, it 
has changed the way in which, on the whole, people perceive life as well as interact with 
others. It has created the space for personal and direct interaction with others who share 
similar goals and values. “It permits movement of information in both directions and in many 
of its forms can be defined as a many -to-many form of communication, in contrast to 
broadcast technologies’ structure of one-to-many” (Marshall, 2006: 637). It is important to 
compare the past to the present. In the past, information was disseminated on the basis of 
one to many; this has however changed and is now seen as many to many. “Mass 
communication is the industrialized production and multiple distributions of messages 
through technological devices” (Turow,2009:17). 
Online and social media has helped redefine individualism, culture and identity and creates 
the opportunity to define the self. “New media culture thus is generative of a new type of 
individualism: a will to produce that formulates a shifted constitution of desire and a different 
connection to the contemporary moment” (Marshall, 2006: 638). The discrete celebrity no 
longer exists, the moment something happens, it is now broadcast to the global village, it is 
instant and there is no control over the dissemination of the information and imagery.  
I believe that mass – media representation is the key principle in the formation of 
celebrity culture. To us, celebrities often seem magical or superhuman. However, 
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that is because their presence in the public eye is comprehensively staged” (Rojek, 
2001: 13). 
The image of the celebrity is not only easily dispersed to millions of users; this image is 
easily altered and manipulated. “The closeness to celebrities is further manifested by the 
manipulation of celebrity images throughout the web. Countless images of major celebrities 
are transformed using basic Photoshop alterations and video cut and paste” (Marshall, 2006: 
640). 
Another important factor to investigate in understanding the image of ‘the star’ is to 
determine what social and online media users ‘are saying’, not only on a personal platform 
but on a public platform as well. Users can now effortlessly and some may argue, in a 
narcissistic manner; divulge personal values and ideals to a broader community and on a 
public forum. As Marshall suggests: 
Not only are individual revealing a great deal about their innermost thoughts and 
feelings via their blogs, they are designing those renditions for others to read and 
respond to (Marshall, 2006: 638 - 639). 
2.10 The Influences of Social Media 
With the integration of new media on a global scale, social and online media platforms have 
changed how the ‘self’ is portrayed. New media has also influenced the relationship between 
celebrity and audience. It has also changed the image of the celebrity. It is important to note 
that the change in the image of the celebrity is not only caused by the mass media but by the 
audiences members themselves as they now have access to a world of possibilities, a world 
they did not have in the past. “New media has modified the sources of the self as we move 
from a representational culture epitomised by celebrity to a presentational culture where 
celebrities are being reworked and reformed in terms of their value and utility by audiences” 
(Marshall 2006: 644).  
Social media has given audiences a different way to engage with celebrities through the use 
of online and social media. The gap between the celebrity and the audience is narrowing. 
Audience members no longer only interact with the stars through the films that they watch or 
through television shows and tabloid magazines but have now become immersed in an 
online culture where they, themselves, get to navigate and investigate the stars that they 
adore. 
New media forms have also allowed the meaning of celebrities produced by 
traditional media to be altered and engaged with differently: in other words, the 
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representational gap is narrowing. On one level, the many fan websites for particular 
stars indicate a continuity to the past fan-celebrity relationship that developed around 
film and television stars. On another level, there is clear evidence that the gap 
between fan and celebrity is narrowing quite dramatically. For instance, particular 
celebrities have their own websites where they post information and occasionally 
more personal details and responses to fans. There have also been countless 
instances where the actual celebrity responded to comments on a fan’s blog 
(Marshall, 2006: 640). 
Audience members can now have a direct relationship with the stars through communication 
channels such as blogs, Facebook, MySpace and Twitter. The stars now interact with their 
fans, making a seemingly impersonal relationship, personal. The introduction of user-
generated media has broken down a once controlled mediated culture. “User generated 
media is a further example of the breakdown in control of mediated culture by the major 
players in the entertainment industry” (Marshall, 2006: 641). 
2.11 Online Fan Cultures 
It is important to note the transition from spectator to fan and to have a better understanding 
of what constitutes a fan and how a fan develops. Lawrence Grossberg in his essay, Is there 
a fan in the house?, discusses different models that have been adapted in the past to help 
determine what stipulates a fan and fandom. Grossberg discusses a specific model that has 
been used to determine fan and fandom culture: 
A second approach attempts to begin by characterising the particular sorts of people 
who become fans, and the basis on which their relationship to popular culture is 
constructed. In this model, it is often assumed that popular culture is constructed. In 
this model, it is often assumed that popular culture appeals to the lowest and least 
critical segment of the population. These audiences are thought to be easily 
manipulated and distracted (not only from ‘serious’ culture but also from real social 
concerns), mobilised solely to make a profit (cited in Marshall, 2006:582). 
Grossberg looks at a model that suggests that the essence of a fan has been constructed for 
commercial use; therefore the fan becomes an important commodity. Thus, the fan, as the 
commodity, is governed by the influences of popular culture. Here it is also suggested that 
the ‘fan’ is determined by their lack of education and ability to be critical. Therefore, the fan, 
in terms of this model, is determined, not only by popular culture but by the lack of social 
integration and social responsibility and concern. Grossberg ventures even deeper into 
fandom by looking at what is called the ‘subcultural model’. 
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Fans constitute an elite fraction of the larger population of passive consumers. Within 
this model, the fan is able to discriminate between those forms of popular culture 
which are ‘authentic’ (that is, which really are art, which really do represent their 
experiences, etc.) and those which are the result of the efforts of the commercial 
mainstream to appropriate these forms and produce tainted versions for the larger 
audience. Thus, the fan is always in constant conflict, not only with various structures 
of power, but also with the vast audience of media consumers. (cited in Marshall, 
2006: 582)  
A fan is defined as an individual who invests their time in order to pursue a particular film or 
celebrity depending on individual and cultural needs. The film or the star becomes very 
important to the fan and a great deal of value and money is invested and placed on the star 
or the film. Fandom is an attempt to gain some sort of control in life and gives spectators the 
space to invest emotionally and physically. 
Fans’ investment in certain practices and texts provides them with strategies which 
enable them to gain a certain amount of control over the affective life, which further 
enables them to invest in new forms of meaning, pleasure and identity in order to 
cope with new forms of pain, pessimism, frustration, alienation, terror and boredom 
(Lewis, 1992: 65). 
The idea and notion of a celebrity is not ordinary but idealistic to the fan and therefore, the 
intrigue into the life of the star persists. In the past, the mediated image of the star was in 
opposition to the audience as it was seen as the star represented ‘them’ and the audience 
represented ‘us’. There was a large gap between the two, and the star was seen to be 
unobtainable. However, this is changing due to the use of social and online media. And yet, 
it can be argued that it gives the celebrities and the entertainment even more economic 
power. 
This connection underlined the investment – affective investment – that helped the 
celebrity system establish its economic power in the production of cultural forms. And 
in many ways, the celebrity system was part of the feedback system for industries 
such as the film industry to gauge value, impact, and investment in their films. This 
idea of investment by an audience takes on a more critical dimension in the era of 
new media precisely because investment and engagement in cultural forms is what 
new media is altering through intensification of the cultural experience (Marshall, 
2006: 635 – 637). 
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New media is altering the impact and the investment that the audience puts into the star and 
the film. “Through such investments in specific differences, fans divide the cultural world into 
us and they, but the investment in – and authority of – any identity may vary within and 
across apparatuses” (Marshall, 2006: 586). Fandom has integrated and dispersed itself 
within every aspect of the spectator and fan’s life. This, results in positioning fandom as 
highly important and of great value, emotionally and physically within the diameters of 
meaning and value in the mind of the spectator.   
 
The most obvious and frightening thing about contemporary popular culture is that it 
matters so much to its fans… the result is that, for the fan, specific cultural contexts 
become saturated with affect. The relations within the context are all defined 
affectively, producing a structure of ‘affective alliances’ (Lewis, 1992: 59).  
Hinerman continues this notion and builds on the influence of social and online media by 
saying, “If American culture tends to ‘traumatise’ adolescent sexuality, for instance, would it 
not also be a site where we find many fantasies and fantasises?” (cited in Lewis,  1992: 115) 
Social and online media users, once again, are no longer confined to only interacting with 
movie characters and stars in the cinema but in a public domain where they are able to 
interact with the character in a virtual world as well as engage with the star and the image of 
the star. 
The achieved celebrity indeed passes from the ordinary world of habitual mutuality, 
reciprocity and respect into an altogether more imprecise world of inexhaustible 
possibility, global intrigue and fabulous wealth. Accountability to fans persists, but 
this is generally an abstract relationship managed by cultural intermediaries such as 
publicists, stylists and managers and punctuated by public performances designed to 
elevate the celebrity above the public rather than to engage in genuine mutuality and 
reciprocity (Marshall, 2006: 611). 
Jenkins (2000) backs up this theory by exploring and discussing the dynamics of the 
average social user and the power and impact that online and social media users has on 
audience and media spectatorship, looking specifically at social interaction and narcissistic 
tendencies. 
If the current media environment makes visible the once invisible work of media 
spectatorship, it is wrong to assume that we are somehow being liberated through 
improved media technologies. Rather than talking about interactive technologies, we 
should document the interactions that occur amongst media consumers, between 
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media consumers and media texts, and between media consumers and media 
producers. The new participatory culture is taking shape at the intersection between 
three trends: 
(1) new tools and technologies enable consumers to archive, annotate, appropriate, 
and recirculate media content  
(2) A range of subcultures promote Do-It-Yourself (DIY) media production, a 
discourse that shapes how consumers have deployed those technologies  
(3) Economic trends favouring the horizontally integrated media conglomerates 
encourage the flow of images, ideas, and narratives across multiple media 
channels and demand more active modes of spectatorship (Jenkins, 2000: 01). 
It is in understanding how social and online media works and how users engage and use 
these platforms for innumerable reasons, that it can be noted that social and online media 
users put a great deal of emotional investment and time in the pursuit of social identity. This, 
as a result, leads to the emotional investment and time one puts in retrieving information and 
imagery about popular social, cultural and celebrity discourses. Jenkins adds to this by 
stating that: 
The new knowledge communities will be voluntary, temporary, and tactical affiliations, 
defined through common intellectual enterprises and emotional investments. 
Members may shift from one community to another as their interests and needs 
change and they may belong to more than one community at the same time. Yet, 
they are held together through the mutual production and reciprocal exchange of 
knowledge (2006: 27). 
Jenkins verifies the change in the relationship between fandom and the star and that of the 
spectator due to the increase of mass media and the inception of social and online media, 
“Where fans might have raced to the phone to talk to a close friend, they can now access a 
much broader range of perspectives by going on-line” (2000: 01). 
Marshall goes on to discuss the various determinants that make up contemporary celebrity 
culture. There is a dual representation of the image of the star. The star is presented to 
audience members in a certain way and through certain discourses, but spectators also play 
a role in determining the overall image of the star as they, in their masses, dictate certain 
values and ideologies that as a result, are placed on the star’s identity. 
First, celebrity culture as a discourse is a focus on individualism and identity. Second, 
it is also a discourse of identification or implied identification by an audience. As I 
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have developed elsewhere, the celebrity’s power is its capacity to embody an 
audience and more specifically the ‘affective investment’ of an audience (1997: 73-
75). And third, celebrity is a discourse of becoming and transformation: celebrities’ 
origins are from the populance, their fame is not necessarily derived from prior social 
status, and their current status is achieved in a lifetime (2006: 635). 
Globalisation and the mass media have given individuals a sense power to help determine 
their personal perception of their favourite stars. These factors have also given individuals 
the opportunity to choose which resources, channels and information they wish to make use 
of in the hopes of constructing their personal representation of their own identity and the 
identity of the stars that they adore. They are the ones that make certain online communities 
and platforms popular, they are the ones that engage with other similar individuals and rally 
attempts to honour the image and the depiction of the stars that they admire. Jenkins 
suggests that:  
As the community enlarges and as reaction time shortens, fandom becomes much 
more effective as a platform for consumer activism. Fans can quickly mobilize 
grassroots efforts to save programs or protest unpopular developments. New 
fandoms emerge rapidly on the web - in some cases before media products actually 
reach the market. As early participants spread news about emergent fandoms, 
supporters quickly develop the infrastructure for supporting critical dialogue, 
producing annotated program guides, providing regular production updates, and 
creating original fan stories and artwork. The result has been an enormous 
proliferation of fan websites and discussion lists (2000: 01). 
As social and online media is distributed through the global village, anyone and everyone is 
given the opportunity to first and foremost connect with other users that share similar 
interests and values, “Now, fans may interact daily, if not hourly, online. Geographically 
isolated fans can feel much more connected to the fan community and home-ridden fans 
enjoy a new level of acceptance” (Jenkins, 2000: 01). 
Online fandom and star/celebrity imagery is now based on two important elements. Firstly, it 
has become apparent that the barrier between the star and the fan has been broken. Where, 
in the past, the quest for satisfaction of desire and interaction with the star was minimal and 
only subject to the cinema, fans can now engage and interact with the star’s image and the 
star him or herself, at any given moment. Secondly, it can also be deduced that fans can 
now, on a public stage, declare their desire and need for association with the star and his or 
her image as well as network with other like-minded individuals.  
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2.14 Conclusion 
This chapter has been important in defining and exploring a greater understanding of the 
theory related to stardom and the use of online and social media and their direct influences 
on spectators as well as understanding the relationship between ‘desire’ and ‘fandom’. 
Contextually, this literature review has highlighted and correlated the theory of stardom, 
cinema, spectatorship, escapism and fantasy, globalisation and the mass media, online and 
social media and finally, online fan cultures. 
It has become increasingly evident that, through the analysis of the theory provided, there is 
a direct link between the use of social and online media and the perception of the star as the 
‘object of desire’. These social media tools can be seen to contribute to certain social 
influences that help determine the attitude and the perception of spectators, specifically their 
attitude and their perception of the star as the ‘object of desire’. Cinema can be seen as a 
tool through which an individual can engage and participate with their longing need for 
fantasy and the satisfaction of desire. There is a need within people to escape their reality 
and live vicariously through their deepest desires. Going to the cinema allows people the 
opportunity to do so. 
In the past, before the mass media was in existence, people’s opportunity for fantasy and 
escapism was limited to the boundaries of the cinema complex and the theatre. However, 
with the inception of the mass media channels and tools, this has begun to change at a rapid 
speed. 
With the dissemination of information and imagery available to users at the click of a button, 
together with the creation of social networking tools such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube 
and various online communication avenues; the average media subscriber is able to access 
more information than ever before. The notions of ‘fantasy’ and ‘escapism’ are no longer 
confined by having to go to the cinema. Media users can now escape reality in the comfort of 
their own home and in their own environment, closing the gap between reality and fantasy. 
Fantasy and escapism have now become immersed in every aspect of life. It can therefore, 
be argued that the integration of the Internet and social media networks have helped 
perpetuate this grey area of ‘desire’ and ‘escapism’. 
The following chapter offers a comprehensive report of the research methodology used to 
determine the various outcomes and factors when asking and assessing the research 
question laid out in this study. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter sets out the framework used to conduct the research of this study. The 
framework of this study is qualitative in nature using a hybrid approach in order to achieve 
an optimal and objective outcome. Firstly, a theoretical framework was provided in order to 
set up the foundation and background knowledge to this research, adapting previous 
research into a more relevant and contemporary context. Secondly, a comparative case 
study was created around three online articles that focus on Robert Pattinson before the 
success of Twilight and three online articles that were written about him after the success of 
The Twilight Saga. 
Finally, to build on the research conducted through theory and in the case study, a content 
analysis was performed. The content analysis captured data from various online and social 
media platforms that have featured Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga. These 
platforms included social networks such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube; providing 
additional insight into Robert Pattinson’s and Twilight’s presence in the online community.  
The content analysis used in this treatise formed a large part of the data gathering process.  
A content analysis can be defined as, “the methodology applied to explore, describe and 
infer characteristics of messages” (du Plooy, 2009: 213).  
In communication and media studies, the use of a content analysis is a well-known form of 
research design as it is used to examine and investigate media visuals and texts as well as 
identify certain trends and patterns in communication channels; by identifying an 
understanding of the data collected as well as the meaning behind the core messages and 
themes. 
Content analysis is used in various types of communication research, such as the 
analysis of mass-media content, transcripts of group discussions, or in organisational 
communication, the analysis of memos, electronic mail, transcripts of meetings and 
policy documents (du Plooy, 2009: 213). 
The reasons as to why the content analysis was used as the primary source of data 
collection is because the aim of this research was to identify whether or not the 
‘star/celebrity’, seen as the ‘object of desire’, was perpetuated by the use of online and social 
media. Therefore, it was empirical to the research to observe and analyse various forms of 
popular online and social media sources such as Facebook and Twitter.  
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In the initial stages of this research, various forms of data collection methods were observed 
in order to identify the most appropriate form of data collection for this type of research. It 
was concluded that a content analysis would best suit the research aims and objectives 
because it was determined to be the most suitable way of observing and understanding key 
messages and themes in the media texts and images. 
In short, it is the most basic way of finding out something about the media’s meaning 
and allows for apparently general statements to be made about aspects of 
representation which non-specialists, journalists and experts alike can understand 
(van Leeuwen, 2001: 13). 
Another reason as to why the content analysis was chosen as the primary source of data 
collection was due to the fact that it was determined to be an unobtrusive and objective 
channel of data gathering. The reason for this being that the data collected could not be 
susceptible to the certain limitations that one might find by performing other forms of 
research methodologies such as interviews and questionnaires. These types of research 
methodologies can lead to applicants withholding information and opinions due to the nature 
of these particular methodologies. For example, in an interview, the applicant may be 
hesitant to disclose all his or her information because the researcher may be aware of the 
identity of the applicant. The content analysis created the platform for the researcher to 
perceive and analyse the data without directly engaging with the subjects so as to identify 
the core meaning and factors derived from the collection of data. 
3.1.2 A Brief Summary of Research Methods Used in the Study 
Three different research methods were used in order to obtain data for this study. These 
methods were qualitative in nature. Firstly, a theoretical approach was used to form a 
greater understanding of the context of the research. Secondly, a comparative case study 
was performed, focusing on six articles written about Robert Pattinson pre and post The 
Twilight Saga. Finally, a content analysis of various websites, articles and documentaries 
was used in order to cement the data collected from the theoretical framework and case 
study mentioned above. 
3.2 Research Framework 
The Framework of this study includes a discussion of the following; the research question of 
this study, the aims and objectives of this study, the data that was evaluated in order to 
answer the research question and finally, a summary of the context used in order to collect 
the data needed in this study. 
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3.2.1 Research Question 
The following question was asked, guiding the study to provide appropriate and conclusive 
perspective and insight into the research topic; “What role, and to what extent, does the 
mass media and the use of social and online media play in an individual’s reaction to Robert 
Pattinson’s public persona as the object of desire?” 
3.2.2 Aims and Objectives 
The aims and objectives of this study pursued to answer the research question by 
addressing the following: 
3.2.2.1 Aims 
 The aim of this research is determine whether or not The Twilight Saga and Robert 
Pattinson have become a contemporary cultural obsession in terms of audience 
spectatorship due to the use of online and social media 
 To determine whether or not Robert Pattinson is the object of desire due to 
continuous media onslaught surrounding The Twilight Saga 
3.2.2.2 Objectives  
 To obtain a better understanding of the relationship between the star and online and 
social media 
 To identify whether or not Robert Pattinson is seen as the object of desire 
 To observe whether or not the contemporary generation show signs of cultural/ 
cinematic obsession with Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga due to the use of 
social and online media 
 To identify what social and online media mediums are most commonly used.  
3.2.3 Texts Analysed in the Study 
The first part of this study followed a theoretical approach as to have a better understanding 
of stardom, star as the ‘object of desire’, audience theory and online fan cultures. This was 
done by relating Pattinson and Twilight to theories constructed by Dyer (1979), Mayne 
(1993), Watson (2007) and Jenkins (2009). The topics and theory that were applied in this 
study are discussed in Table 1.  
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Table 1: A breakdown of the theory and theorists used for research in this study 
Theory Description Theorists 
Stardom  Understanding what is 
meant by stardom 
 Star as image and text 
 Star as a commodity 
 Star as the object of 
desire 
 The star/ celebrity in a 
contemporary context 
Richard Dyer  
Christine Gledhill 
Paul McDonald  
Paul Watson 
Stardom and the industry of 
desire 
 How the star becomes the 
object of desire 
 Why the star becomes the 
object of desire 
 The image of the star 
Christine Gledhill 
Jackie Stacey 
Audience and spectatorship 
theory 
 Why people watch films 
 Why people invest time, 
money and emotion in 
films 
 The need for escapism 
and fantasy  
Judith Mayne 
Jackie Stacey 
Patrick Phillips 
Escapism and Fantasy  Losing ourselves in films 
 The difference between 
fantasy and reality  
 The constant need for 
desire and fantasy 
 The need to escape 
reality 
Judith Mayne  
Richard Dyer 
Mass media theory  What the mass media is 
 How it operates 
 The influences it has over 
society and culture 
Jan van Dijk 
N Stevenson  
Online and social media theory  Defining online and social 
media 
 How people use social 
media 
 Why people use social 
media 
 The link between social 
media and stars/ 
celebrities 
P. David Marshall 
Paul McDonald 
Henry Jenkins 
The influences of online and 
social media 
 What kind of influence 
does social media have 
Henry Jenkins  
P. David Marshall 
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on people 
 How does social media 
effect audiences and 
spectators 
Fan cultures and online fan 
cultures 
 What is meant by fan 
 Understanding fandom 
 Fandom is the networking 
society 
 Fandom in social and 
online media 
Henry Jenkins 
P. David Marshall 
 
A comparative case study was constructed, using the comparison of six online articles that 
focused on Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga. Three of the articles focused on 
Pattinson before the release of the first Twilight instalment and the next three articles 
focused on Pattinson after the success of the release of the films. This was done in order to 
compare Pattinson’s public persona before the release of the first movie and how this image, 
if in fact it did, changed after the success of the movie franchise. A detailed description of the 
articles used in this study can be found later on in this chapter. The data sourced for this 
study focused specifically on online media articles found through various social and online 
media channels that concentrated on the Saga and Pattinson. 
Finally, texts that were sourced from various online and social media platforms as well as a 
documentary about Robert Pattinson were used to conduct a content analysis of Pattinson’s 
image as the ‘object of desire’. 
There are a large amount of social and online media platforms and texts that focus on 
Pattinson and Twilight; however, only a few samples could be investigated in this study. The 
study observed some of the most popular, influential and reoccurring social media avenues 
and texts. Table 2 indicates the various online and social media platforms that were 
analysed in this study. 
Table 2: A breakdown of online and social media channels that were researched for this study 
Online and Social Media Channels  
Facebook  Official Facebook Fan Pages of Robert 
Pattinson and The Twilight Saga 
 Fan pages designed by fans 
 Fan applications 
Twitter  Fan groups on Twitter 
 Twilight Stars on Twitter 
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YouTube  Media clippings about Robert Pattinson 
 Media clippings and movie trailers about The 
Twilight Saga 
 Fan videos about Robert Pattinson and The 
Twilight Saga 
Online blogs  Official Blog about Robert Pattinson 
 Official Blog about The Twilight Saga 
Fan blogs  Fan blogs about Robert Pattinson 
 Fan blogs about The Twilight Saga 
Fan websites  Fan websites dedicated to Robert Pattinson 
 Fan websites dedicated to The Twilight Saga 
 
3.2.4 The Analysis Context and Limitations to Design Methods  
The context and the analysis of the texts used in this study were informed by knowledge of 
stardom, audience theory, escapism and fantasy, the mass media, social and online media 
as well as online and celebrity fan cultures. The knowledge as depicted above was gained 
through theory outlined in the literature review of this study as well as the theory used in the 
research findings in this study, together with a practical approach used in exploring the 
online and social media world. 
There are important considerations to the research design methods of this study that need to 
be taken into account: 
 There are a numerous amounts of online texts and this study could only sample a 
few of these texts 
 The identity and the location of fans and examples could impose a threat to the 
research 
 Dialogue between users as well as user comments are short lived and not 
necessarily continuous in nature 
 Trends in social and online media are always changing 
 The opinion of one particular user may be influenced by other social media users 
 The background knowledge of the user is unknown 
 Social media users do not necessarily involve an entire culture, population or society 
 There are many ways of advocating fandom culture online. 
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3.3 Research Design and Methods 
This study used qualitative research design methods to answer the research question and to 
achieve the intended aims and objectives and is therefore, the primary source of data 
collection. The study is interpretive in nature and a hybrid of qualitative methods was used. 
This section of the study will provide insight into the texts used for the theoretical approach, 
the case study and the content analysis. 
3.3.1.1 A Theoretical Approach to the Study 
Various and important theories that were outlined in the literature review in Chapter Two 
were built into the research findings of this study as they were found to obtain important 
information that could be linked to the observations made in order to expand on the research 
question posed in this study. Certain theories defined by the key theorists in this study were 
linked to observations made whilst researching online and social media platforms about 
Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga. 
This theoretical approach was used as the basis from which then the comparative case 
study and the content analysis were conducted. 
This approach was chosen as previous works set out by the likes of Richard Dyer (1979) 
and Paul McDonald (2005) proves empirical to this research. It is in a greater understanding 
of stardom, film ideology, audience-spectator theory, globalization and the networking 
society as well as an understanding of social and online media that a theoretical framework 
sets up the foundation for a better understanding as to why Robert Pattinson can be seen as 
the object of desire, why spectators-particularly young adolescent teenagers- have reacted 
to the star and the film series in the way that they have and how this is linked to social and 
online media. 
One of the primary aims of this research was to investigate the relationship between the 
online generation (the audiences/spectators) and that of the film and the notion of stardom 
(Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga). Furthermore, to expand on this, to understand 
and explore firstly, what determines stardom, what determines the star as the ‘object of 
desire’, what ideology in film is, what fantasy is, how this relates to the current globalised 
audience member and what is meant by the networking society and online media. Secondly, 
to find out how these factors influence and relate to the current social cinematic craze, the 
Twilight Saga and that of Robert Pattinson. 
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The works of the following theorists and theories have been expanded on in the theoretical 
research and then linked to Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga. The theoretical 
framework of this research investigated the following headings: 
 Stardom and the industry of Desire 
 The star as the ‘object of desire’ 
 Spectatorship and Audience Theory 
 Escapism and Fantasy 
 Film: Selling Ideology 
 The Networking Society 
 Online/Social Media and the Star 
Therefore, this research has used the key theories and theorists to build up a better 
understanding of the context of this research and have helped identify important elements 
relating to the research. It was necessary to include a theoretical approach to the study 
because in order to understand and answer the research question, it required having a 
sound understanding of the relevant topics and theories that related to this study as well as 
using this theory to apply important knowledge of the topics in a current and contemporary 
setting. 
This theoretical research, as can be seen in Chapter Four, is used to identify important 
components of the investigation into Robert Pattinson as the ‘object of desire’ and the 
Twilight Saga. 
3.3.1.2 Comparative Case Study 
Using the theoretical framework as the background to this approach, a comparative case 
study of six online articles about Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga was conducted. 
Three articles focused on Pattinson’s life, career and image before the success of the Saga 
and three articles focused on his life, image and career after the success of the Twilight films. 
A comparative case study was chosen in order to analyse the difference in the image of 
Pattinson pre and post the release of the Twilight films, looking at the changes in his status, 
public persona and personality. This was conducted in an effort to discover whether or not 
there were any social media influences that helped change his public persona. The 
breakdown of the articles used in this study can be found in Table 3. 
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Table 3: A breakdown of the online articles used in the comparative case study 
Title of Article Author Publication Date Reference 
Before the 
Spotlight, 
Twilight's 
Robert 
Pattinson Was 
Intimidated by 
"Perfect" Role 
Anna 
Dimond 
TV Guide Online Nov 21, 
2008 04:20 
http://movies.tvguide.com/Movie-
News/Twilight-Robert-Pattinson-
1000071.aspx 
 
Exclusive 
Interview: 
Robert 
Pattinson 
 
Hillary 
Atkin 
Fandango.com November 
16, 2008 
http://www.fandango.com/behind-
the-
scenes_exclusiveinterview:robertp
attinson_203 
 
 
Robert 
Pattinson 
Discusses 
'Twilight' 
 
Rebecca 
Murray 
About.com July 31, 
2008 
 
http://movies.about.com/od/twiligh
t/a/twilight073108.html 
 
Potter star 'next 
Jude Law' 
 
Flora 
Stubbs 
London Evening 
Standard online 
17 Nov 2005 http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/film/
article-20955856-potter-star-next-
jude-law.doo 
 
Profile of 
Twilight star 
Robert 
Pattinson 
 
Graham 
Tibbetts 
Telegraph Online 02 Dec 2008 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/c
elebritynews/3541846/Profile-of-
Twilight-star-Robert-
Pattinson.html 
 
A Mother-
Daughter 
Twilight 
Obsession 
 
Nancy 
Gibbs 
Time Online Nov 18, 
2008 
http://www.time.com/time/arts/artic
le/0,8599,1860416-2,00.html 
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Table 4 refers to the questions that were asked when analysing six online articles written 
about Robert Pattinson.  
Table 4: A breakdown of questions asked in comparing 6 online articles written about Pattinson and The Twilight 
Saga 
Questions asked Breakdown and explanation 
What are the articles saying about Robert Pattinson?  How does the article project Pattinson’s 
image? 
 What kind of information about Pattinson is 
revealed? 
When were these articles written?  It is important to note the date and time of 
each published article as the research is 
dependent on a timeframe of Pattinson’s 
image 
What type of publications published these articles?  Are the publications reputable? 
 Do these publications have a large 
readership? 
 What is the publication’s presence online? 
Who are these articles aimed at?  What is the target audience of the 
publication? 
What do these articles say about the Twilight Saga?  How is The Twilight Saga portrayed ? 
 How does the Twilight Saga affect Pattinson’s 
image in the article? 
Is there a difference between Pattinson’s image before 
and after the release of the films? 
 Does the perception of Pattinson change with 
the success of the Saga? 
 How has this image change?  
 Why would it change? 
 What is the effect of this change if there is a 
change in perception? 
 
3.3.1.3 The Content Analysis of the Study 
As the main aim of this study was to determine whether or not Robert Pattinson was 
depicted as the object of desire, influenced by the rise in the use of online and social media 
platforms, a content analysis of various online and social media platforms as well as a 
documentary about Robert Pattinson were used. 
The content analysis focused on popular social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter 
and YouTube in order to obtain the data needed to answer the research question. The social 
and online channels included those as discussed in Table 5. 
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Table 5: A breakdown of the online media channels and tools used in this study 
Online and 
Social Media 
Channels 
Types of online and social 
media tools used 
References 
Facebook  Official Facebook Fan 
Pages of Robert 
Pattinson and The 
Twilight Saga 
 Fan pages designed by 
fans 
 
 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-
Pattinson/103098516397212 
 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-
Pattinson/104684955653 
 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-
Pattinson/52131273948 
 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-
Pattinson/54917991840 
 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-
Pattinson-as-Edward-Cullen-_/31388568090 
 http://www.facebook.com/EdwardCullen 
 http://www.facebook.com/twilight 
 http://www.facebook.com/teamtwilight 
 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Twilight-New-
Moon-Eclipse-Breaking-dawn/44204726944 
 http://www.facebook.com/twilightsagaindia 
 
Twitter  Fan groups on Twitter 
 
 http://twitter.com/#!/ROBsessedBlog 
 http://twitter.com/#!/RPLife 
 http://twitter.com/#!/Robsteners 
 http://twitter.com/#!/TwiSource 
 http://twitter.com/#!/TwilightFB 
 http://twitter.com/#!/RobstenDreams 
 
YouTube  Media clippings 
regarding Robert 
Pattinson 
 Media clippings and 
movie trailers about The 
Twilight Saga 
 Fan videos regarding 
Robert Pattinson and 
The Twilight Saga 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG_H4ciE-Js 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmhXDdgl1_
w 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vqmILSKfew 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMhWT177S
AM 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BDlaGiYFpw 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hY7e0vF12uA 
Online blogs  Official Blog of Robert 
Pattinson 
 Official Blog of The 
Twilight Saga 
 http://www.twilightblog.net 
 http://edwardcullensociety.blogspot.com/ 
 http://robpattinson.blogspot.com/ 
 
Fan blogs  Fan blogs regarding 
Robert Pattinson/Edward 
 http://www.mylifeistwilight.com/ 
 http://www.mylifewithatwilightobsession.blogspot
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Cullen 
 Fan blogs regarding The 
Twilight Saga 
.com/ 
 http://www.robsessed-mytwilife.blogspot.com/ 
 http://www.robsessedpattinson.com/ 
 
Fan websites 
 
 
 Fan websites dedicated 
to Robert Pattinson/ 
Edward Cullen 
 Fan websites dedicated 
to The Twilight Saga 
 http://edward-cullen.net/ 
 http://www.robertpattinsononline.com/ 
 http://www.lionandlamblove.org/ 
 http://thinkingofrob.com/ 
 http://www.robert-pattinson.co.uk/ 
 http://www.breakingdawn-themovie.com/ 
 http://thetwilightsaga.com/ 
 http://www.twilighttimecapsule.com 
 
 
A content analysis of various websites, articles and documentaries were used in order to 
cement the theoretical framework set out in this study. The breakdown of media platforms 
used, include those cited in Table 6. 
Table 6: A breakdown of the various media platforms that were used in this study 
 The Documentary: Robsessed  
 The representation of Robert Pattinson on various websites and blogs 
 The representation of The Twilight Saga on various websites and blogs 
 Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga on Social Networking Sites 
 Ratings and Earnings  
 
3.3.2 Application of content analysis 
3.3.2.1 Indices  
The following questions were asked so as to gain insight and knowledge into Pattinson and 
The Twilight Saga’s public persona, in general and online. 
Table 7: A breakdown of what was examined in the documentary and the questions that were asked 
Question asked Breakdown of question 
 What is the main point of this documentary?  What does it say about Pattinson? 
 How is Pattinson portrayed? 
 What is his image? 
 Who is this documentary for?  Who is the key target audience? 
 What type of people follow 
Pattinson and Twilight?  
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 What key messages does this documentary 
convey? 
 
 What kind of tone does this documentary set?  
 Does this documentary reach adolescent 
teenagers? 
 
 Does this documentary perpetuate the notions 
of stardom, fantasy and escapism? 
 
 
Table 8: A breakdown of what was examined on the websites and blogs as well as the questions that were asked 
Question asked Breakdown of question 
 What kind of information and imagery is being 
displayed? 
 What is Pattinson’s image online? 
 What is Edward Cullen’s presence 
online? 
 What is the link between Pattinson 
and Edward Cullen? 
 Who are these websites/blogs reaching?  Who do these websites and blogs 
reach? 
 What kind of responses are these 
websites/blogs receiving? 
 What are people saying on these 
websites? 
 What are these websites/ blogs designed for?  What is the reason for these 
websites and blogs? 
 What messages, themes and tones are being 
portrayed on these websites? 
 
 
Table 9: A breakdown of what was examined on social networking sites and YouTube as well as the questions 
that were asked. 
Question asked Breakdown of question 
 What kind of information is being displayed?  What is being said about Pattinson 
and The Twilight Saga? 
 What kind of imagery is being displayed?  How is Pattinson and Twilight 
represented? 
 Who are these sites aimed at?  
 What are the responses to this information?  What kind of responses are 
followers saying? 
 The amount of followers and fans on these 
sites 
 
 The amount of links to other sites and blogs  
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3.4 Ethical Considerations 
The following ethical considerations were taken into account before the research of this 
study was conducted. 
3.4.1 Ethics: Theory and comparative case study 
All theory that was used in this study as well as the comparative case study were correctly 
referenced and no plagiarism took place. Each thought or idea that was used by a theorist 
was identified and catalogued. The investigator’s own assumptions were deduced from the 
theory of which were objective in nature. 
3.4.2 Ethics:  Content Analysis 
As most of the research conducted in this study was conducted within the public domain, all 
content that was sourced and applied was available to the investigator for perusal and use. 
The identities of the social and online media users may have been identified whilst the 
research for the study was taking place. However, the identities of the users were never 
used nor important to the investigation. The investigator, at no stage, engaged with the users 
or informed them of the study taking place, as it may have hindered the outcome of this 
study/investigation. All content sourced in this study was correctly referenced and 
catalogued.  
3.5 Conclusion 
The use of the research methods aided in determining the outcome of the research question. 
These qualitative research methods helped provide perspective and objective observations 
in this study. 
In the next chapter, a detailed report of the research findings of this study will be outlined in 
the hope of successfully answering the research question and determining all important 
variables that make up this treatise.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH FINDINGS 
4.1 Introduction  
This chapter provides insight into as well as discusses the research findings of this study, 
looking at the relationship between the star as the ‘object of desire’ and the use of specific 
online and social media tools. This relationship was evaluated and researched in order to 
determine whether or not the use of online and social media insights celebrity obsession in 
social media users and fan cultures. 
The Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson who plays Edward Cullen in the film series were 
used as the primary example in understanding contemporary cinema and the star as the 
‘object of desire’ in this study. Pattinson and the Saga were used in order to determine 
whether or not the use of online and social media influences peoples’ perception and 
obsession with stardom and cinema as well as whether or not, the effects of the use of 
online and social media were positive or negative in nature.  
The theoretical approach used for data gathering purposes, helps provide a greater 
understanding of the theory behind the star as the ‘object of desire’ as well as provides 
insight into cinema, escapism, fantasy and online and social media. It is through the 
integration of all of these specific theories, that they provide insight into understanding why 
people watch films and why they see certain stars as the ‘object of desire’. These theories 
were also used so as to determine how and why people firstly, use social and online 
platforms and secondly, how these platforms influence their individual perception of reality 
and fantasy. 
A comparative case study was then performed in order to backup and cement the theory 
presented in this research. The case study examined six online articles that divulged 
information about Robert Pattinson pre and post the success of The Twilight Saga. The aim 
of the case study was to determine the change in Pattinson’s image and status due to the 
success of The Twilight Saga, using specific correlating theory to achieve objective and 
successful results. 
Finally, a content analysis was then performed so as to investigate various popular social 
and online media networks and platforms, looking at Pattinson and Twilight’s presence in the 
online community. This analysis was conducted in order to understand what social media 
users were saying about Pattinson and Twilight online, what their attitudes and perceptions 
towards both were and whether or not they showed any signs of fanatism and celebrity 
obsession with Pattinson and The Twilight Saga. 
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This chapter presents the collection of data obtained through the three methods of research 
that were conducted in this study. 
4.2 Structure of Research Findings 
The structure of the research findings has been divided into three categories. The first 
category focuses on the findings achieved through the theoretical approach to the study. The 
second category focuses on the comparative case study of six online articles that focus 
specifically on Pattinson’s change in image and status in light of the success of The Twilight 
Saga. Finally, the third category examines and analyses various social and online media 
platforms that fans use, in order to determine whether or not these platforms propagate 
Twilight and Pattinson ‘mania’. 
Each category is broken up into various subcategories and is detailed below: 
4.3.1 A Theoretical Approach to the study 
4.3.1.1 Cinema, Stardom and Star as the ‘object of desire’ in terms of The Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson 
4.3.1.2 Audience Theory in terms of the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson 
4.3.1.3 Fantasy and Escapism with reference to the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson 
4.3.1.4 Selling Twilight and Robert Pattinson as Film Ideology 
4.3.1.5 Globalisation and the Mass Media with reference to the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson 
4.3.1.6 Online and Social Media with reference to the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson 
4.3.1.7 Conclusion 
4.3.2 A comparative case study of 6 online articles that focus on Robert Pattinson 
4.3.2.1 An analysis of article 1 
4.3.2.2 An analysis of article 2 
4.3.2.3 An analysis of article 3 
4.3.2.4 An analysis of article 4 
4.3.2.5 An analysis of article 5 
4.3.2.6. An analysis of article 6 
4.3.2.7 An overall analysis and comparison of Pattinson’s image 
4.3.2.8 Conclusion 
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4.3.3 A content analysis of Robert Pattinson and the Twilight Saga in online and social media 
4.3.3.1 Investigating the Documentary Robsessed in relation to Pattinson and the Twilight Saga 
4.3.3.2 Investigating Websites with reference to Pattinson and the Twilight Saga 
4.3.3.3 Investigating Blogs with reference to Pattinson and the Twilight Saga 
4.3.3.4 Investigating Facebook with reference to Pattinson and the Twilight Saga 
4.3.3.5 Investigation Twitter with reference to Pattinson and the Twilight Saga 
4.3.3.6 Investigating YouTube with reference to Pattinson’s image 
4.3.3.7 Conclusion 
4.4 Conclusion of Research Findings 
4.3 Research Findings 
4.3.1 A Theoretical Approach to the Study 
One of the primary aims of this research is to explore the notion of the star and that of 
stardom in a current context as these notions are continuously evolving into a more dynamic, 
intricate and complex scenario. Theory relating to the research will be used as a point of 
departure into an investigation of the star and stardom in terms of modern film, within the 
context of globalisation and the online generation. 
 It is important to note that in a world of increased global networking, the saturation of the 
mass media and the feverish use of social and online media by the masses, understanding 
the star and stardom in a modern context is very different to that of theory discussed by 
previous theorists. Due to the fact that this research can cover a broad array of topics and 
discussions, and to avoid losing sight of the main aim of this research, a particular modern 
cultural film phenomenon was investigated. The Twilight Saga and that of one of its main 
characters, Edward Cullen, who is played by the actor Robert Pattinson in the film, will be 
used to explore cinema, stardom, stars as the ‘object of desire’ as well as the use of social 
and online media in a contemporary context. The reason this particular phenomenon was 
chosen for this study is due to the fact that The Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson, best 
provide the space to explore and dissect the notion of the star as the ‘object of desire’ and 
stardom in terms of a contemporary context; that of the online generation. 
The first part of this chapter investigates the theory and the theoretical analysis behind the 
relationship between stardom, the star as the ‘object of desire’ and the use of social and 
online media in terms of understanding the context of The Twilight Saga, understanding 
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Twilight and Robert Pattinson in terms of cinema and stardom and exploring Robert 
Pattinson as the ‘object of desire’. The theoretical analysis also investigates voyeurism, 
fantasy and escapism in terms of the film series, the selling of ideology and imagery in film, 
the role of the network generation, how the star as the ‘object of desire’ is linked to the online 
generation as well as how social and online media is affecting audience members and who it 
is affecting. 
4.3.1.1 Cinema, Stardom and Star as the ‘Object of Desire’ in terms of The Twilight 
Saga and Actor, Robert Pattinson 
Stardom has long been an integral part of Western society for over a century. Many theorists 
and researchers have delved into the notion of stardom and the star, looking at what makes 
a star a star, what constitutes stardom and what role the star and stardom plays in the day-
to-day existence and the experiences of Western society. The fascination with stardom is an 
on-going and evolving process that communication and media researchers and theorists 
keep looking into in order to identify certain trends, so as to gain a wider understanding of 
why audiences tend to cast their social identity, beliefs and inhibitions onto their favourite 
stars and films. 
The human condition is based on the principle that anything a human does, hear or sees is 
operating through ideology. People cannot exist outside the realm of ideological discourse. It 
is what determines the variables and limits of each society. Within one ideological discourse, 
there exists a completely new and different set of ideological apparatuses. 
 Any dominant ideology in any society presents itself as the ideology of that society 
as a whole. Its work is to deny the legitimacy of alternative and oppositional 
ideologies and to construct out of its own contradictions a consensual ideology that 
will appear to be valid for all members of society (Dyer, 1979: 3). 
Therefore, in understanding stardom, it must be noted that stardom and stars serve a very 
specific ideological apparatus. Dyer clearly defines ideology as, “A characteristic of all 
human societies, but a given ideology is specific to a particular culture at a particular 
moment in its history. All ideologies are developed in relation to the concrete, material 
circumstances of human life” (1979: 2). Ideology will, as a result, play a major role in 
understanding stardom and the star in terms of Robert Pattinson and the Twilight Saga. 
Any particular star is defined by the set of images and media texts that they portray. It is very 
difficult for a star to escape the realm and perception of being anything other than the star, 
specifically with regard to the masses, audiences and fans. 
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In part, the star phenomenon is defined by an in-built means of authentication. Stars 
appear before us in media texts – films, advertisements, gossip columns, television 
interviews and so on – but unlike other forms of representation stars do not only exist 
in media texts. To say that stars exist outside of the media texts in real life would be 
misleading, but the stars are carried in the person of people who do go on living 
away from their appearances in the media (Dyer, 1979: 135). 
It is also difficult for the actor to escape the identity of the character they play and the 
character the audiences see whilst watching a particular movie. The image of the character 
is easily projected onto the image of the star. “Within this web of intertextuality ‘the star’ itself 
becomes understood, and thus understandable, as a specific form of text just insofar as 
stardom is only accessible to us through texts, and thus only exists as texts” (Nelmes, 2007: 
130). 
It becomes even more difficult to differentiate between the star and the star’s real identity 
when a particular star is born as a result of a movie that is embedded in cultural popularity. 
For example, Daniel Radcliff, the actor who portrays the wizard, Harry Potter, in the Harry 
Potter film series found it very difficult to escape the portrayal of Harry outside the realm of 
the series. This series gave him his value and as the series continued, the image of him as 
Harry Potter grew sporadically. One can argue that this is because the only image the public 
received, an image that was perpetuated by the mass media, was that of Radcliff as Harry 
Potter. “The role and or the performance of a star in a film were taken as revealing the 
personality of the star” (Dyer, 1979: 22). Dyer also suggests that in terms of semiotic value, 
“Stars are only of significance because they are in film and therefore are part of the way 
films signify” (1979: 1). Thus, it can be said that the film determines the value and the rating 
of the star based on semiotic value. 
Whilst one may see Radcliff photographed on the streets of London eating a McDonalds 
hamburger, the viewer of this image will automatically refer to Radcliff as Harry, the wizard 
from the Harry Potter series because this is their only frame of reference. The star cannot 
escape and dissociate the constraints of the very images that made him or her a ‘star’, and 
“they serve to disguise that they are just as much produced images, constructed 
personalities as ‘characters’ are” (Dyer, 1979: 22). 
Furthermore, when an individual sees an image of a star, who has become famous for a 
particular role in a film, it can be said that the individual automatically proceeds to associate 
that person with a certain set of ideals and perceptions set out through various ‘character 
embodied’ images. “Rather, today they [Stars] compete with a range of personalities from an 
ever-increasing array of media” (Willis, 2004: 1). The individual does not know the star 
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personally and thus, cannot divide the star’s true identity from that of his or her fictional 
representation as the spectator has no indication of who the star was before his or her rise to 
fame. What the individual does know about the star is based entirely on what is fed to them 
through the mass media, or through the film in which the star performs. 
Therefore, in terms of the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson, the audience, the media 
spectator and the individual sees Pattinson as Edward Cullen because this is how they first 
identified Pattinson as a star. Pattinson became a star due to the success of the Twilight 
Saga. The audience had a small amount of information and imagery to make an informed 
decision on the construction of Pattinson’s image before the success of the Saga. If the only 
images the audience received about Pattinson were dispersed via the image of Edward 
Cullen, it would be difficult for the audience to dissociate Pattinson’s real characteristics and 
identity with that of the character he plays in the film series.  
Another point that was illuminated in this study revealed that as the Saga became a cultural 
phenomenon worldwide, saturating cultural and ideological discourses, it has made it even 
more difficult for the audience member to clearly define the line between the fictional 
character and Pattinson’s real identity. Audience members are constantly bombarded with 
imagery surrounding the film series through advertising, information and images of Edward, 
Bella and Jacob and in hindsight, what people perceive in terms of imagery and media texts 
determines what they filter through and thus believe to be true. For example, if a spectator 
constantly sees an image of Pattinson as Edward, that will be Pattinson’s image. 
The spectator does not personally have a relationship with Pattinson. He or she therefore 
cannot base their perceptions of Pattinson on a personal connection they have with him 
because they do not know him, have never met him and probably never will and thus, base 
their understanding on the social context in which they find themselves. They see him as 
unobtainable and desirable, and “through such investments in specific [cultural] differences, 
fans divide the world into Us and Them” (Grossberg, 1992: 105). For example, whilst 
Pattinson was filming a new movie in New York City, he was constantly bombarded and 
even assaulted by hoards of young women on the streets of Manhattan. What made this 
particularly interesting was that Pattinson reported that these girls and women rarely 
addressed him as Robert, but rather as Edward Cullen, the character he played in The 
Twilight Saga. These fans even went to the extent of asking Pattinson to bite them. It can 
thus be argued that these women not only saw Pattinson as his character but immersed 
themselves into their own desirable adaptation of the Saga. “It is a truism to assert that 
escapism is one of the most important pleasures of Hollywood Cinema” (Stacey, 1994: 90). 
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To expand on this, the average audience member lives a completely different and separate 
life from the star (Robert Pattinson) and the character (Edward Cullen). The character is a 
fantasy, a representation of fiction, one that most people enjoy to watch and use as a form of 
escapism, but a fantasy that cannot be portrayed in day-to-day living. “Star images function 
crucially in relation to contradictions within and between ideologies, which they seek 
variously to ‘manage or resolve” (Dyer, 1984: 38). Pattinson is a star, constructed through 
the imagery of his fictional character and is not directly linked to the ordinary lives of ordinary 
citizens. People may glance through the window that is his life and the life of his character 
but they cannot join the two together coherently.  
However, the aim of this research is to challenge this concept. As online media and social 
networking are added into the equation, the dynamics of the distinct divide between 
fiction/fantasy and reality is left open to be challenged. In the midst of globalisation and the 
rise of the online generation, it must be determined whether or not, people are that far 
removed from the star and the star’s life.  
When one looks back over the history of cinema and stardom, it is evident that during the 
reign of Bette Davis and Bridgette Bardot, people had a tendency to worship at the altar of 
their favourite star. This included acting like them, dressing like them and attaining similar 
star-like characteristics. “But because stars are ‘dissolved’ into this superlative, are 
indistinguishable from it, they become superlative, hence they seem to be a different order of 
being, a different ‘ontological category.’ Their image becomes gradually generalised, so that 
from being, say, the most beautiful they become simply ‘the greatest” (Dyer, 1984: 49). Not 
much has changed in the past hundred years. Currently, both women and men appeal to 
their favourite star for  iconic representation. However, contemporary Hollywood is saturated 
with images of the stars, red carpet events, tabloid magazines and online media 
representations. “More recently the popularisation of computer-mediated communications 
has made the internet a new universe for the circulation of star discourse” (cited in Austin, 
2003: 30). 
One must observe that the average spectator receives more information about Hollywood 
and stardom than ever before and this consequently, influences the relationship between the 
star and the fan.  
Today’s cinema audiences, especially in the environment of the modern multiplex, 
increasingly decide what to consume based on choices dictated by their awareness 
of star personas and the vehicles they are associated with” (Willis; 2004: 2). In the 
past, whilst it may be said that women and men worshiped at the grounds of their 
favourite stars, it was normally done in terms of dressing like them or smoking etc., 
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the idea that a woman might succeed and progress if only she had the right look 
(Moseley, 2005: 109).  
In a contemporary setting, young men and women are moving into an paradigm in which 
they become similar to the star; they become the author of star discourse and they 
broadcast it to anyone who may show interest in listening, via channels such as the Internet, 
Blogs and social networking sites. “Outside institutionally produced media, fan cultures have 
formed their own networks of communication to circumvent media organisations and engage 
in the direct discussion of popular pleasures” (Austin, 2003: 38). For instance on the website 
mylifeistwilight.com, people blog as to how their daily existence resembles that of the 
Twilight Saga.  
What is becoming increasingly evident through stories such as these is that people no longer 
want to admire and worship stars and characters but rather imitate the lives of their favourite 
stars and the characters that they play. It is then important to consider what has caused this 
transition to take place. Theory and research into this topic suggests that this transition is 
caused by the fact that people now live in an online world, one saturated by the media and 
images. Individuals can now enter into an entirely new world at the ‘click of a button’. The 
bridge between the star, the character and the spectator is slowly closing because now, 
through the use of online and social media, the star and the spectator can interact, as well 
as the character and the spectator. Before the results of theory relating to the use of online 
and social media in terms of stardom and the star as the ‘object of desire’ are discussed, it is 
important to report on the theory of the star as the ‘object of desire’, specifically regarding 
Robert Pattinson. 
A spectator will put a great deal of emotional investment into both the star and the film. This 
takes place either on a conscious or a subconscious level. This is because a film or a 
character in the film will open a channel for the spectator to leave their reality and thus, gives 
them the chance to identify with the particular star and find pleasure and excitement outside 
the boarders of their reality. As Watson suggests, there are “Ways in which spectators 
identify with, find meaning in and gain a certain fulfilment from [the star’s] image” (cited in 
Nelmes, 2007: 131). 
Twilight and Robert Pattinson can be used as the ideal example. Pattinson (Edward) 
portrays the perfect and ideal man. Everything about him attracts the heterosexual 
adolescent and adult female. He is extremely good looking, faithful, passionate, rich and 
mysterious as well as being perceived as ‘unattainable’ due to the fact that he is a vampire 
and blood thirsty. As Grossberg discusses:  
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Fans investment in certain practices and texts provides them with strategies which 
enable them to gain a certain amount of control over their affective life, which further 
enables them to invest in new forms of meaning, pleasure and identity in order to 
cope with new forms of pain, pessimism, frustration, alienation, terror and boredom 
(1992: 85). 
This love story entices a young woman’s perception about everlasting, passionate love. 
Edward is the man that women want but can never have; it is a forbidden love and lust 
because, in reality, society informs women and girls that they can never experience 
something quite like this because it does not exist. “Central to the Lacanian notion of desire 
is a continuous process whereby desires are never satisfied, thus assuring an economy of 
desire which reinforces, in its turn, the wish to return to the cinema again and again” 
(Mayne,1995: 23). This is where psychoanalysis, the gaze, fantasy and escapism become 
very important so as to provide an understanding of the context of the research and will be 
dealt with later on in the chapter. 
It is important to grasp that modes of experiential art and entertainment correspond 
to different culturally and historically determined sensibilities. This becomes clear 
when one examines how entertainment forms come to have the emotional 
signification they do: that is, by acquiring their signification in relation to a complex of 
meanings in the social-cultural situation in which they are produced (Dyer, 1985: 223). 
As previously noted, since the inception of cinema into mainstream Western culture, film has 
provided audiences and fans, the room to briefly escape reality. This exists as far back as 
the 1920’s. Film continues to create this space for fantasy but not only does it create this 
fantasy playground, it also serves another important avenue. Film serves to instil ideological 
discourses in the minds of its viewers. “Stars therefore cannot be separated from the 
industrial contexts of their production and their films distribution and exhibition” (Willis, 2004: 
3).Twilight and Edward Cullen can be seen to manipulate certain strategic ideological 
apparatuses such as true love, everlasting love, death, obsession, popular Western high 
school social principles, vampire theory, Mormon beliefs and mystery.  
4.3.1.2 Audience and Spectatorship Theory in terms of The Twilight Saga and Robert 
Pattinson 
It is important to look at the inner workings of spectatorship in order to understand why 
audiences/spectators watch the Saga and what kind of effects the film, The Twilight Saga, 
has on these spectators in terms of fitting this film series into previous theoretical 
interpretations. 
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It has long been argued by Freud, Lacan and Althusser, that the reasons as to why people 
watch movies and attend the cinema is in order to firstly, escape the reality of their ordinary 
lives and secondly, to objectify their private desires and wants onto the images of their 
favourite movie or star. It can be said that cinema serves political and controlling objectives: 
From psychoanalysis was developed the idea that as we sit in front of the screen we 
regress to the ‘mirror phase’ of very early childhood. The spectator was seen as 
locked into the ‘cinema apparatus’, somewhere between projector and screen. At the 
same time he or she was interpellated into the world of film according to the 
controlling operations of the film’s formal systems of editing, point of view and so on. 
From neo-Marxism came the idea that surrender to the apparatus and to the formal 
mechanisms of cinema also had powerful political effects. The spectator was tied into 
the invisible relationships of power and control that replicated the deepest of Western 
ideology” (Nelmes, 2007: 157). 
Key to understanding the audience/spectator is to adapt Dyer’s four categories relating to 
the spectator: Emotional Affinity, Self-Identification, Limitation and Projection, and apply 
them to Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga. As Mayne suggests in her work, 
spectatorship would not exist if cinema did not provide pleasure, entertainment and 
socialisation. It can therefore be argued that the reason why people enjoy films is partly 
based on the need to escape the mundane existence of daily life, to disappear into the 
realms of a fantasy world where reality no longer exists and thus creates a space for the 
individual to live out his or her fantasy and project this fantasy onto the fictional character 
that stands before them on screen. “There would be no such thing as spectatorship if the 
cinema did not function as a powerful form of pleasure, entertainment, and socialisation” 
(Mayne, 1995: 31). The spectator engrosses himself in the film inasmuch as actually 
becoming the character on screen for the duration of the film. This form of voyeurism 
encourages the audience to leave their identities behind for a limited amount of time and 
become whoever they choose to be: 
How a specific text is used, how it is interpreted, how it functions for its audience - all 
of these are inseparably connected through audience’s constant struggle to make 
sense of itself and its world, even more, to make a slightly better place for itself in the 
world (Marshall, 2005: 583). 
 When watching Twilight, every girl becomes Bella, the girl who falls in love with a vampire 
and every boy wishes for the strength and mystery portrayed by Edward Cullen. Most 
women will leave the cinema dreaming of falling in love with Edward. The problem arises 
when the audience member no longer leaves this fantasy behind when leaving the cinema 
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but continues to construct this fantasy in their reality. This will become evident in the second 
and third part of this chapter, through the analysis of various online articles, social 
networking platforms and websites surrounding the Twilight Saga. It becomes evident that 
young adolescents as well as adults have begun to adapt this work of fantasy into their daily 
lives. As noted before, on a website called mylifeistwiligh.com, young men and women post 
various blog posts as to how certain instances in their lives are similar to that of the Twilight 
plot. A young woman proceeded to give a detailed account of what it must have felt like to 
kiss the vampire Edward when her boyfriend decided to suck on a piece of ice before kissing 
her. This somewhat troublesome description of ‘Twilight’ reality is the main focus of this 
study.  
Theorists have concluded that, individuals do escape into the realms of fiction and fantasy 
whilst watching the film and that, whilst people do tend to set these characters and stars as 
role models in their normal existence, one needs to note how this has slowly begun to 
transgress into the blur between reality and fantasy, using this previous example as an 
illustration. 
4.3.1.3 Fantasy and Escapism with Reference to the Twilight Saga and Robert 
Pattinson 
Psychoanalysis, the gaze, fantasy and escapism play an important role in understanding 
why and how spectators respond to films and stars. Through his psychoanalytic perspective, 
Lacan advocated desire and the gaze to be “a continuous process whereby desire is never 
satisfied, thus assuring an economy of desire which reinforces, in its turn, the wish to return 
to the cinema again and again” (Mayne,1993: 22). Here Lacan suggests that the human 
psyche is never completely satisfied in terms of fulfilling desire and fantasy and as a result, 
this is a reason why people continuously return to the cinema. This can be related to a more 
modern understanding, suggesting that people, in a contemporary context, no longer have to 
venture to the cinema to try and fulfil their fantasy. This can be done in the comfort of their 
own home. 
Therefore, the spectator will watch Twilight as the first step in fulfilling their desire but it does 
not stop there. They will also be granted the opportunity to perpetuate this desire by 
following blogs, connecting with other fans on websites and social media sites. This is where 
the line between reality and fantasy becomes a grey area. It must be asked, at what point 
does reality stop and fantasy begin and vice versa? If the average Twilight fan leaves the 
cinema not feeling fully satisfied in terms of their desire and wants to find out more about 
Edward Cullen, thus indulging even more into a world of fantasy, they can go online and 
access an array of information, all that they need to prolong this desire. It can therefore be 
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suggested that they are no longer confined to the cinema to live out their fantasy as many 
did before the age of globalisation and the online community. 
Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga have become a ‘sensation’ the world over and 
Edward Cullen and The Twilight Saga have saturated popular social Western culture. Young 
girls in particular, as well as their mothers are seen to have gravitated towards adoration and 
obsession over Edward, instilling desire and perpetuating fantasy. 
Fantasy and desire will always form an integral part of popular Western culture. People need 
to find avenues through which they can escape reality and the mediocrity of their day-to-day 
existence. A popular avenue through which one can operate the dimensions of desire and 
escapism is through film. Based on Freud’s theory on psychoanalysis and Dyer’s theory on 
stardom, it is evident that film and celebrity obsession, both on a conscious and 
subconscious level are the primary modern tools used to promulgate an individual’s deepest 
and to some extent, their darkest desires. “The star is seen, first and foremost, as an object 
of desire and is studied in terms of the ways in which spectators identify with, find meaning 
in, and gain a certain fulfilment from his or her image” (Nelmes, 2007: 131). 
People like to escape and fantasise about becoming who they would like to be and act out 
these desires best when they watch a film or become immersed in popular film culture. The 
film can become the object of their fantasy and the star, the object of their desire.  
The strong connection between the preoccupation of both cinema and 
psychoanalysis takes as perhaps its most dominant term that of desire, that is, how 
individuals conceive themselves in subjective terms, how relations between self and 
other are defined, and how pleasure is sought and satisfied (Mayne, 1995: 22). 
The Twilight Saga and the image of Edward Cullen depicts this desire, fantasy and escapism 
in a modern context. This phenomenon has drawn the avid attention of millions of fans and 
followers, creating a worldwide spectacle. Many young girls and to an extent, young men, 
have adapted an interesting fascination with the film series and its characters. The series’ 
ability to captivate a large amount of Western society’s young and vulnerable audience has 
led to question why people invest a great deal of time and emotion in a particular film and its 
characters. 
4.3.1.4 Selling Twilight and Robert Pattinson as Film Ideology.  
Another aspect that needs to be considered and investigated is the idea that film is used as 
a commercial commodity thus, selling an image as well as selling an ideological discourse. 
Dyer stresses in his work that the star, “either his or her private life, are the lives of 
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consumption” (cited in Marshall, 1993:156). Here he is suggesting that the star operates as a 
seller of both capitalism and ideology. 
The Saga and Edward Cullen have created great commercial opportunity for both the star 
and the industry. After the release and the success of the first film, the stars of the film, the 
studio as well as other investors in the industry were able to bank on the success of the 
future films in the series. The industry became saturated with images, media texts, 
memorabilia as well as a vast array of other products and artefacts relating to Twilight and 
the character found in the film series. The fourth instalment of the Saga is a good example of 
this, as it has been separated into two films which will in turn generate even more revenue 
and influence.  
One can thus argue that investors as well as the industry are guaranteed great commercial 
gain through the sales of popular ideology to a vulnerable, easily manipulated and uncritical 
audience. This is seen to be a stable and impressionable theme throughout Hollywood and 
the industry. “To speak of stardom in Hollywood as a system is to draw attention to how the 
American film business has employed, and continues to employ, regular strategies for 
exploiting star performers in the production and consumption of films”(McDonald, 2000:1). 
Investors in this industry know the exact influential factors that guarantee the success of a 
film franchise and Twilight, which started as an ‘indie’ film is the perfect example. 
The modern catalyst to this fantasy world can be attributed to the rise in globalisation, a new 
frontier that has come forward and contributed to the onslaught of the mass celebrity and 
cinema infatuation. McDondald states that, “Fan sites have blossomed; these individually 
authored sites provide texts and images in what become virtual shrines of star adoration” 
(McDonald, 2000: 106). The mass media, combined with the network society, focusing 
specifically on social and media, has become a breeding ground for the development of a 
blurred reality in terms of popular culture. 
What is evident when one examines Robert Pattinson (Edward Cullen) and The Twilight 
Saga is that fantasy and desire are no longer constrained to the cinema and tabloids but 
have silently and effectively spilled over into normal day-to-day existence, expanding and 
ingraining, in the minds of audiences, specific ideological apparatuses aimed at subduing 
and manipulating a somewhat uncritical and malleable target. This targeted market has 
become dependent on new forms of technology t. There is a clear indication that a 
manipulative space has been created, used to the industry’s greatest advantage, to sell and 
bank on the inception of specific ideological ‘pop’ discourses. “They [stars] are often the key 
‘mechanism for selling movie tickets’ by guaranteeing certain pleasures and functioning as a 
commercial strategy for marketing films” (Maltby, 2003: 142). 
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In terms of capitalism; it is safe to assume that a film will not receive great box office success 
unless a particular star adds his or her name to the film, therefore making the star a 
commodity, “ Stars have become arguably the key element of the unit-package around 
which movies are produced” (Nelmes, 2007:129). The star’s face or image will be used to 
sell the film as well as garner fan loyalty. Whilst the Twilight series made British born actor 
Robert Pattinson extremely famous, without his face endorsing the future of the series, it is 
unlikely that the Saga would enjoy the same success. Pattinson has become the face of the 
Saga, the brand behind the series. It is through this that Pattinson went on to be named the 
sexiest man alive in 2009, gracing the cover of various glamorous and esteemed 
publications. He is no longer simply an actor, but has become an iconic brand, a commodity, 
following in the footsteps of James Dean, Marilyn Monroe and Audrey Hepburn. Pattinson, 
now seen as a commodity rather than an actor or a person, can contribute to the increased 
saturation of his image. His image begins to infiltrate the fan’s everyday life. Fans see him 
on billboards, in their favourite magazines, on online websites, on Facebook and on 
television. Although fans are not seeing him directly; they are seeing him through his 
commercial value, a product that can infiltrate their reality.  
Pattinson not only becomes an item with commercial value but he also becomes the seller of 
ideology. Every film sells ideology to its spectators. In Twilight for example, Edward 
(Pattinson) sells a utopian sense of everlasting love, he sells mystery and forbidden 
adolescent love. Many ideological discourses build up the main frame of a film that helps 
coerce the spectator to conform to particular ideological apparatuses. “Ideology is a 
characteristic of all human societies, but a given ideology is specific to a particular culture at 
a particular moment in its history. All ideologies are developed in relation to the concrete, 
material circumstances of human life”(Dyer, 1985: 2). Twilight for example, leads the 
spectator, particularly the female spectator, to believe in and fantasise about certain 
elements pertaining to illusion and desire.  
The concern raised with the Twilight Saga, are the effects that these apparatuses have on 
the minds of a younger more vulnerable and susceptible audience. This particular audience 
can be seen to be made up of girls who want to fall in love with a vampire or even become a 
vampire, or young men who feel the need to act like Edward or have similar ‘Edward’ 
characteristics to gain approval. Another group of individuals who are susceptible to the 
ideological discourses set out in this phenomenon are married women and mothers. Not to 
venture too far into this entirely new paradigm but it must be noted that young daughters are 
not only affected by the movie series but their mothers as well. Some women have become 
caught up in this fantasy and have fallen in love with Edward. Therefore, this phenomenon 
not only reaches a vulnerable, younger audience but an older female audience as well. It is 
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important to note that some women live vicariously through the lives of their children, and it 
could be theorised that perhaps the paradigm is shifting towards them living through their 
own childlike fantasies. The question that arises is, then, “What has caused this paradigm to 
shift”?  
4.3.1.5 Globalisation and the Mass Media with Reference to the Twilight Saga and 
Robert Pattinson 
In the age of globalisation and the network society, Hollywood and cinema are no longer 
restricted to the access of information though films, newspapers and tabloid publications and 
occasional star sightings. A world of information has opened up for the fan and the spectator 
to take advantage of when one takes the online community into account. McDonald states 
that “The internet offers users the opportunity for an interactive construction of star discourse” 
(McDonald, 2000: 106). 
A search for Twilight on the search engine Google, gives the viewer 175 000 000 results in 
just under 0.19 seconds (Google, 2011). The viewer can access photographs, video 
clippings, interviews, movie trailers and fan websites at the ‘click of a button’. Anything and 
everything one could possibly want to know about a particular star, film or character can be 
found online. When one types ‘Robert Pattinson’ into the Google search bar, in 0.09 seconds 
one will receive 26 700 results (Google, 2011). In the top results page one can find the 
following; personal interviews with Pattinson, trailers for his upcoming movies and the 
Twilight series, access to his largest fan website, information about his private and personal 
life and images of him as Pattinson and as Edward Cullen. If one types in Google, the words 
Edward Cullen, 5 220 000 hits are revealed to the user, along with pictures and fan websites 
dedicated to Edward himself (Google, 2011).  
It must be determined whether or not globalisation and the online generation add to the 
fantasy and the mystification of the star, whether or not it perpetuates the divide between the 
star and the audience/fan or whether or not it closes this divide. When observing Pattinson, it 
must be determined whether individuals see Pattinson as one of them or whether or not they 
objectify him as ‘unobtainable’ because in a contemporary context, they can access a large 
amount of information about him and about Edward Cullen. 
4.3.1.6 Online and Social Media with Reference to the Twilight Saga and Robert 
Pattinson 
The average online user can access any information they so please about any topic, about a 
star or a character in a film and they can do this in their own timeframe. The user can sift 
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through a large amount of articles about Robert Pattinson; find out information about his 
private life, his character as Edward, view pictures of him walking the streets of New York or 
pictures of him as Edward. “The internet goes a long way towards continuing and further 
promoting the appeal of film stars” (McDonald, 2000:106). Through this, it becomes easy for 
the fan to blur the lines between fiction and reality because the fan can construct an identity 
of Robert Pattinson, taking the information about him as well as the imagery and compose 
their own personal identity of Pattinson or Edward. McDonald suggests that: 
Although frequently included as part of promotional sites or other commercially-
driven enterprises, chat rooms and message boards are offered as free zones that 
provide an interactive forum for the person with even the most casual interest to 
comment on a star or film. These forms of online interactive communication can see 
writers publishing their most heartfelt love for a star (McDonald, 2000:106). 
Fans can engage with other fans on websites and blogs and share similar experiences with 
others. They can be kept up-to-date with news and gossip on social networking sites such as 
Facebook and MySpace, as well as connect personally with the star on Twitter. Twitter is a 
direct channel where a star or any public personality can update personal statuses and 
engage directly with others.  
It becomes evident that through the increased use of social and online technology, a 
medium that is incorporated into daily social routine, that the fan/spectator no longer has to 
wait to visit the cinema to engage with the star or the star’s character or wait to act out 
fantasy and desire because this can all be done in the comfort of one’s own home. There is 
no longer a divide between fantasy and reality because in reality, people can now 
incorporate their fantasies, desires and obsessions. 
 4.3.2 A Comparative Case Study of Six Online Articles that Focus on Robert 
Pattinson 
In order to further the research performed through a theoretical approach to this study, a 
comparative case study of six online articles focusing on Robert Pattinson and The Twilight 
Saga was conducted. This case study investigated Pattinson’s image and status through the 
analysis of various online publications. For a detailed outline of what this section of the study 
consisted of, please see below. 
The following questions were asked in order to determine and depict Pattinson’s image in 
relation to the success of The Twilight Saga and in order to determine whether or not there 
had been a change in his image as a star due to the success of the Twilight film series. 
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Table 4: A breakdown of questions asked in comparing 6 online articles written about Pattinson and The Twilight 
Saga 
What are the articles saying about Robert Pattinson?  How does the article project Pattinson’s 
image? 
 What kind of information about Pattinson is 
revealed? 
When were these articles written?  It is important to note the date and time of 
each published article as the research is 
dependent on a timeframe of Pattinson’s 
image 
What type of publications published these articles?  Are the publications reputable? 
 What is the publication’s presence online? 
Who are these articles aimed at?  What is the target audience of the 
publication? 
What do these articles say about The Twilight Saga?  What kind of light is the Twilight portrayed in? 
 How does The Twilight Saga affect 
Pattinson’s image in the article? 
Is there a difference between Pattinson’s image before 
the release of the movie and after the release of the 
movies? 
 Does the perception of Pattinson change with 
the success of the Saga? 
 How has this image change?  
 Why would it change? 
 What is the effect of this change if there is a 
change in perception? 
  
4.3.2.1 An Analysis of Article 1 (Diamond, 2008) 
An online article published for TV Guide and written by Anna Diamond entitled: Before the 
Spotlight, Twilight's Robert Pattinson Was Intimidated by "Perfect" Role (see article in 
Addendum A) investigates the dynamics between Pattinson’s image as an actor before the 
success of The Twilight Saga and his image after the success of The Twilight Saga. 
This article was written for America’s online version of TV Guide, just after The Twilight Saga 
found major success in Hollywood as well as around the world. In the article Pattinson stated 
that he was intimidated by the role of Edward as he felt that Edward represented the perfect 
being, and that he was extremely handsome and athletic. He was also intimidated by the fact 
that so many fans of the series were against him playing the role of Edward Cullen, and was 
consequently hated for this. Before the release of the first film, there was an outcry by fans 
of the book series as they were against the casting of Pattinson as the character of Edward 
Cullen in the film series. They felt that he did not meet the various requirements of Edward, 
both emotionally and physically. 
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The article also disclosed that inappropriate pictures of Pattinson were posted online due to 
the outcry of his casting and as many as 75 000 fans of the book signed a petition to have 
him removed from playing the character of Edward. 
"They had this picture from a Viking film," he said. "I looked like somebody beat me in 
the face. I was wearing this disgusting wig, and they were like, 'This is Edward.'" A 
full 75,000 fans had signed a petition against him. That was my welcome into 
Twilight," he said (Diamond, 2008). 
There was mention of Pattinson’s career, prior to the success of the Twilight Series, saying 
that he had played a small role in the Harry Potter Series as well as acted in various other 
small British Indie Films. He was not very well known to audiences across the world until 
Twilight was released into mainstream Western cinema. 
After the release of the first instalment of the Twilight films, the perception of Pattinson as 
Edward changed dramatically and fans began to warm up to him, even to the extent of liking 
him and obsessing over him. 
“Of course, their disappointment quickly faded. His face is plastered across magazine 
covers, TV screens, posters and billboards worldwide, and he jokes about "scream 
sessions" with fans worldwide who shriek when they meet him” (Diamond, 2008). 
The Saga and Pattinson gained worldwide success and Pattinson gained ‘Icon’ status 
amongst millions of girls and fans of the series. Everywhere he went, girls screamed after 
him, something that he was not used to and he was sure that he would never get used to 
this sudden overnight success and adoration from young female fans. It was noted that one 
fan, even screamed to him that she would like to have his babies. 
Pattinson noted in the interview that he, as a result, decided to play the role as if he wasn’t a 
beautiful person because he felt that the fans of the series didn’t think he was beautiful 
enough to play the role. 
"The initial reaction was 100 percent, he's completely wrong for it," he told reporters. 
"And I agreed with them. I played it differently, I didn't play it like some guy who knew 
he was a beautiful person, I hope" (Diamond, 2008). 
It can be said that this article gives a substantial description of Pattinson’s image before and 
after the success of the Twilight Saga as it depicts how the fans perception of Pattinson 
changed from hatred to adoration after the release of the first instalment of the film. As noted 
above, this article was written and published just after the release of the first film, giving a 
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clear indication as to the visible change in Pattinson’s image. This article was written amidst 
the hype and the popularity of the series where both the actors in the film and the film itself 
enjoyed accelerated fame and accomplishment. 
The article suggests that Pattinson was very much aware of the fact that the fans of the book 
series were not at all happy with him playing the role of Edward and the extent to which they 
went to make things very difficult for him. It was common knowledge to fans of the Twilight 
Saga as well as Pattinson himself that people were not happy with the fact that Pattinson 
was chosen to play Edward. What becomes interesting is how easily the attitudes of the fans 
changed once the film was released and the Series became an overnight phenomenon 
around the globe, changing even the ‘biggest’ Twilight book fan into a Pattinson fan. 
In this article, it can be argued that Pattinson is portrayed as an overnight success, someone 
who was not well known prior to Twilight. Twilight thus, catapulted him into stardom, 
becoming one of the biggest stars in the world. He is projected as a star in the interview as 
he talks a lot about the change from being ‘hated’ to being ‘adored’. TV Guide is a popular 
and resourceful form of entertainment news in America and has a strong readership both in 
its written publication and online version, and is therefore a reputable and informative source 
for this study, as TV Guide directly engages with the appropriate target market for this 
research. The article chosen is aimed at people who show an avid interest in entertainment, 
television, films, stars and Hollywood. 
The article spends a great deal of time focusing on Pattinson’s success as the result of the 
Saga and little on the Saga itself. The Saga, as a result, can be seen to directly affect the 
image of Pattinson as well as his image as Edward Cullen, sometimes mixing the two 
identities together. For example, Pattinson is projected as Edward Cullen and vice versa. 
The Twilight Saga can be argued to be the single and most important contributor to his 
success to date, assuming then that Pattinson would not be as famous as he currently is, 
without his role in the film series. 
Therefore, it is suggested that, through the analysis of this particular article, Pattinson’s 
image has changed dramatically. He has moved from a negative public image to one that is 
seen to be positive and successful; he was once a ‘nobody’ in the industry and has now 
become a ‘somebody’. The fans’ reactions to him as Edward have changed from hatred to 
love, with the effect being his success, adoration from fans and stardom.  
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4.3.2.2 An Analysis of Article 2 (Atkin, 2008) 
The next online article that was analysed in this study was entitled Exclusive Interview: 
Robert Pattinson accessed on Fandango and written by Hilary Atkin (see article in 
Addendum B). Fandango has a large online presence and following, aimed at people and 
audiences that are interested in entertainment news and information. 
Atkin describes Pattinson as a ‘soon-to-be’ household name in the film industry. 
“If he isn't already, Robert Pattinson will soon be a household name” (2008). 
Once again there was note of the fact that there was resistance to Pattinson’s casting as 
Edward Cullen. However, it is suggested that the attitude of the fans had since changed as 
they became ‘smitten’ with him. Fans were even asking Pattinson to bite them. 
Hilary discusses Robert Pattinson before the success of the first Twilight Film and how fans 
were waiting in anticipation for the release of the film. She describes the controversy over 
Pattinson’s casting in the film series but how, despite the criticism and resistance against 
Pattinson, fans had begun to love him as Edward Cullen. Pattinson discusses his role as 
Edward and the film in detail, as well as how his hair had been given iconic status.  
In the interview with Pattinson, he describes Edward and Bella’s relationship as a 
melodrama, one which people love to watch. Their relationship is described as forbidden 
love and Pattinson discusses how Bella sees Edwards as the perfect being. 
The article then discusses the fans behind the books and films and their obsession with the 
franchise and with Edward Cullen. Pattinson recalls an incident where a seven year old girl 
came up to him on stage and asked him to bite her. 
“The weirdest was when I was in New York a few days ago at this event. A seven-
year-old girl came up on the stage asked me to bite her and not even in a jokey way--
she was serious--in a longing way! It made me think, “You don't know what you're 
asking. That would get me arrested.” That was very, very odd” (Atkin, 2008). 
At this point in the film series history, Pattinson wasn’t sure whether or not the next films 
would be made yet. 
This article also projects Pattinson as a star or a star in the making. There is once again 
mention of the change in the fans’ perception of Pattinson and his role as Edward Cullen. 
The fans attitudes changed from hatred towards him, to adoration for his portrayal as 
Edward. It is also suggested that Pattinson is seen as Edward and not as Pattinson himself 
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and that fans call out to him as Edward or interact with him as the character. Pattinson 
speaks more about his role as Edward in this interview than about himself and his personal 
endeavours, although he does make mention of being given iconic status. 
Pattinson is projected as a star, as being famous, the ‘ultimate celebrity’, and the ‘hottest 
newcomer to Hollywood’. However, Pattinson is not sure of the success and fame bestowed 
on him due to the success of the Saga and the fact that millions of people see him only as 
Edward and not as Pattinson. This article was written post the release and the success of 
the first Twilight film, once Pattinson had become famous thus, a star.  
The article discusses the plot in the first Twilight film, the relationship between Bella and 
Edward as well as various other relationships that form throughout the film, the fans of the 
film and book series, as well as curious incidents that Pattinson experienced with certain 
fans. For example, how a seven year old fan asked him to bite her, and suggesting that fans 
seem to genuinely see him as the character of Edward. 
This article outlines the change in Pattinson’s image and status due to the success of the 
Twilight Saga. One of the most important facts that is discussed in this article, illuminates 
Edward Cullen’s identity in Pattinson, outside the parameters of the film i.e. in day-to-day 
existence where fans project the character of Edward directly onto Pattinson’s own identity. 
4.3.2.3 An Analysis of Article 3 (Murray, 2008) 
The next online article that was investigated for this research was written by Rebecca 
Murray for About.com Guide entitled Robert Pattinson Discusses ‘Twilight’.(see article in 
Addendum C). About.Com has an international readership and covers a large amount of 
newsworthy and topical information as well as news in the entertainment industry. 
This article discusses Robert’s rise to fame through The Twilight Saga. The article was 
written during the release of the first instalment of the film series. Here Murray discusses 
Pattinson’s popularity before the film and his rising popularity post production. Apparently, 
when it was announced that Pattinson was to play the role of Edward in the film, fans of the 
book were not at all pleased with this decision. Pattinson admitted to being quite hesitant to 
meet fans due to the outcry against him taking on the role of Edward. However, Murray then 
goes on to say that the fans started to embrace him more and more  as the hype around the 
movie increased: 
“Fans of Stephanie Meyer’s books didn’t exactly greet Pattinson’s casting with roars 
of approval, although now they’ve apparently quieted down and accepted Pattinson 
as the handsomest vampire who’s ever walked the planet” (2008). 
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The article then goes on to discuss the movie and Edward and Bella’s relationship and how 
Pattinson had to adapt into this role and to his character. Pattinson stated that before 
auditioning for the role, he had never heard of the book series. “I’d read them after my 
screen test, and I’d never even heard of them before. And when we were doing the movie, 
then they kind of got bigger and bigger and bigger and then everybody knew about it” 
(Murray, 2008). Pattinson then goes on to discuss the relationship between himself and 
Edward’s character and how fans often judge him according to his character rather than him 
as an actor. 
 “It’s bizarre,” add Pattinson. “I mean the book has so many obsessively loyal fans, 
you know, so it’s strange because people just immediately relate you to the character 
than you as an actor” (Murray, 2008). 
There is once again mention of people’s initial reactions to Pattinson playing the role of 
Edward Cullen in the film series. He was aware that everybody disliked him. He noted that 
he still couldn’t understand why fans had changed their minds and had grown to like him; it 
almost didn’t seem real to him. He felt that it was difficult to act like a beautiful person. He  
then goes into detail and describes the book and the movie. 
He felt that many of the fans related to him as the character and not as himself or an actor. 
He describes how unusual it was for young teenage girls to have pictures of him as Edward 
up in their rooms, and how many fans had dolls created in his likeness. 
“Before taking to the stage, Robert Pattinson admitted to being terrified of the 
prospect of facing 6,000 plus Twilight fans during the film's Q&A session at the San 
Diego Comic Con. And seriously, can you blame him? Fans of Stephenie Meyer's 
books didn't exactly greet Pattinson's casting with roars of approval, although now 
they've apparently quieted down…Everybody hated me in the movie, universally" 
(Murray, 2008). 
Pattinson wasn't familiar with the book before landing the role of Edward Cullen. "I’d read 
them after the first, after my screen test, and I’d never even heard of them before. So it was 
kind of strange, unexpected..." (Murray, 2008). 
Pattinson didn’t like the idea of posters with his face stuck up on the walls of Twilight fans 
however, he was happy about the fact there would be an Edward doll in his likeness. "Oh 
yes, I like that. The doll is cool. I mean that’s what I really want. I want to have a little button 
in the back so you can do stuff with it. But yes, I’m looking forward to the doll more than the 
poster" (Murray, 2008). 
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This article makes reference to Pattinson’s popularity prior to his portrayal of Edward in the 
Twilight Saga. Once again, this article makes mention of the fact that fans of the book were 
unimpressed with the casting of Pattinson as Edward in the film. They felt that he did not 
meet the certain requirements of Edward’s character and appearance and showed immense 
displeasure until the first film was released and their perceptions changed. In response to 
this, Pattinson felt inadequate to play the role of Edward as he felt that he did not measure 
up to the character. 
Once again, this article describes Pattinson as being famous, a star as well as being 
successful and iconic although, there is mention that he had not always been seen in this 
manner. In this article, Pattinson also discusses, in depth, the role of Edward, the 
relationship between Edward and Bella, and the fans of the Twilight Saga. 
4.3.2.4 An Analysis of Article 4 (Stubbs, 2005) 
The fourth article that was examined in this study was written by Flora Stubbs for the London 
Evening Standard Online. The London Evening Standard is a well know news publication in 
England and this article was written for the online version of the newspaper (see article in 
Addendum D). 
This article was written about Pattinson before he was cast in  the Twilight Saga and was 
published just after he played the role of Cedric Diggory in the fourth instalment of the Harry 
Potter film series. He is portrayed as an upcoming star, the next ‘Jude Law’, according to the 
writer Stubs. This article focuses more on his role in the Harry Potter film as he had not yet 
taken on the role of Edward Cullen in the Twilight Saga. At this stage of his career, he was a 
relatively unknown actor living in the United Kingdom, starring in small indie films. His ‘big 
break’ came when he was cast as Cedric Diggory in Harry Potter, and whilst he was not the 
main character in the film, it was seen to be his breakout role in the film industry. 
The article outlines a brief history of where Pattinson is from and his acting career up until 
that particular date. Not much information is given about Pattinson as the article is brief and 
at the time the article was written, he had not yet enjoyed the success that he gained 
through the Twilight Saga. He was however, portrayed as an actor to watch in the future, 
especially in terms of British acting as he was compared to fellow British Actor, Jude Law. 
This article was used in this study as it depicts Pattinson’s image and identity as an actor 
before he was associated with the Twilight Saga and Edward Cullen. Whilst he had found 
some success with regard to his acting career, playing roles in major blockbuster films such 
as Harry Potter, he was not, at that particular moment in time, seen as a star or as being 
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iconic in any way. It is through this that a comparison of Pattinson’s image and identity 
before and after the success of Twilight can be accurately analysed and researched. 
Therefore, it can be noted that there is a significant change in Pattinson’s image, identity and 
‘star-like’ qualities, which came as a result of the Twilight Saga. 
4.3.2.5 An Analysis of Article 5 (Tibbets, 2008) 
On the Telegraph Online website, Graham Tibbets wrote an article about Robert Pattinson 
and Twilight entitled, Profile of Twilight Star Robert Pattinson. The Telegraph is also a 
reputable and well known news publication in Britain, which like the London Evening 
Standard, has an online version of the newspaper (see article in Addendum E). 
Tibbets discusses the start of Pattinson’s career at a small theatre company as well as his 
role in Harry Potter, looking at his role in The Goblet of Fire versus his role in The Twilight 
Saga. Tibbets also makes note of the fact that Pattinson is now rated as one of the hottest 
actors under the age of 25.  
“This year Pattinson, 22, was ranked among Moviefone's "25 Hottest Actors Under 
25" (Tibbets, 2008). 
However, Pattinson seems unconvinced by the trimmings of stardom and success. 
 “Although Twilight has underlined his stardom - soon to be augmented by playing 
Salvador Dali in Little Ashes - Pattinson has said he is unimpressed by the trappings 
of acting success” (Tibbets, 2008). 
"I can't see any advantage to fame," he said. "I'm happy with the life I have now. I've 
got the same two friends I've had since I was 12, and I can't see that changing" 
(Tibbets, 2008). 
This article names Pattinson as one of the ‘hottest’ actors in Hollywood, and he is given 
iconic status. The article focuses on how Pattinson came to fame, where he stared his 
career and how he was catapulted into stardom through the success of Twilight. Pattinson, 
once again makes note of how he is unimpressed with stardom and acting success and how 
he would much prefer to live a life without being in the public limelight. Tibbets writes more 
about Pattinson and his road to stardom than focusing on the Twilight Saga although there is 
mention of Pattinson’s relationship to the Saga and the consequences that came as a result 
of his success through the Saga. This article also depicts the change in Pattinson’s status 
and image as well as his rise to fame. 
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A few themes are beginning to emerge throughout the articles reviewed in this study. Firstly, 
many of the articles focus on how many of the fans were unimpressed with Pattinson playing 
Edward in the Twilight Saga. Secondly, particular mention must also be made of the change 
in the perception of the fan towards Pattinson as the first film was released, thus becoming 
another common thread within the articles analysed thus far. Thirdly, Pattinson, on 
numerous occasions, mentions how fans refer to him and address him as Edward and not as 
himself. Finally, Pattinson also refers to, in at least two articles, how he is unimpressed by 
the success that comes from fame and yet, he has become a star and the ‘object of desire’ 
to many young girls and women. 
4.3.2.6. An Analysis of Article 6 (Gibbs, 2008) 
In an article written for Times Online by Nancy Gibbs entitled, “A Mother-daughter Twilight 
Obsession”, Gibbs writes about her personal experience with Twilight and Edward Cullen 
(see article in Addendum F). She describes how her young daughter and friends are 
completely obsessed with Twilight. She says that Twilight can be seen as stories of new age 
abstinence where the chivalrous Edward is a teenage girl’s dream date and the epitome of 
perfection. He is “Not just sophisticated and powerful but tender and soulful” (2008). Gibbs 
labels the story as she sees it, in terms of understanding Edward and Bella’s relationship, 
stating that “There are so many more stakes at risk with Bella and Edward.” i.e. Life and 
death as well as self-restraint (2008). 
“That's the power of the Twilight books: they're squeaky, geeky clean on the surface, 
but right below it, they are absolutely, deliciously filthy" (Gibbs, 2008). 
 
“It's exhausting but cathartic to take one's own first experience of love or jealousy or 
loss and blow it up wide-screen, cue the music, roll the thunder” (Gibbs, 2008). 
 
It's possible, as many commentators have suggested that the chivalrous Edward is a 
teenage girl's dream date: not just sophisticated and powerful but tender and soulful. 
She continues to talk about how her daughter was mobbed at school because she had a 
publication that featured Robert Pattinson and that when Pattinson was in town to sign 
autographs, expecting 300 people, 3000 people arrived instead. Gibbs describes a particular 
phrase that refers to her daughter and her friends with regard to Twilight and Edward Cullen, 
as being diagnosed with ‘Obsessed Twilight Disorder’ (OTD). 
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Obsessed Twilight Disorder has now become a phrase used worldwide to describe young 
girls and women and in some cases, men, who are what may be called ‘obsessed’ with the 
Twilight Saga, the relationships, the characters and the stars. 
In this article Edward is portrayed as any girl’s dream. The character of Edward and his 
relationship with Bella is discussed in detail as well as what the film entails and why young 
girls and women show particular signs of obsession when it comes to the film and the 
characters. 
During a signing, Pattinson was exposed to 10 000 fans as opposed to the 3000 fans that 
were expected.  
“They call it OTD: Obsessive Twilight Disorder. My daughter was mobbed when she 
brought a movie magazine to school. When Robert Pattinson, who plays the vampire 
hero Edward, was scheduled to sign autographs at a San Francisco mall, police 
expected about 3000 people: they got 10 times that many, including some who had 
flown in from Hawaii. Fans got trampled; one reportedly had her nose broken” (Gibbs, 
2008). 
This scenario shows the extent to which Pattinson, as Edward Cullen, and the Twilight Saga 
have caused a worldwide phenomenon and how unexpected the success of the film series 
was be and how famous it made Pattinson. 
The article focuses more on the fans and their obsession with the Twilight Saga, rather than 
Pattinson himself, but it still gives a clear indication as to the affect that the series and the 
characters in the film have on young women and audiences around the world. It shows the 
obsession that has been created around the success of the series and how the film has 
single-handedly given Pattinson instant success, iconic status and shows how he now 
appeals to a larger audience, despite the initial hesitations of him playing the role of Edward 
Cullen. 
4.3.2.7 Conclusion 
This particular study was conducted in order to obtain an understanding of Pattinson’s public 
image and to determine whether or not he can be described as a star and the ‘object of 
desire’. This study was also conducted so as to gain insight into understanding fans and the 
audience members and to determine whether or not fans shows signs of obsessive 
tendencies and whether or not they have the ability to mix reality and fantasy and if so, what 
is the catalyst that helps perpetuate this grey area, suggesting that the use of social and 
online media propagates obsessive tendencies within the minds of fans.   
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As mentioned in the above paragraphs, the six articles analysed in this study have begun to 
show certain trends and common threads in identifying Pattinson as a star and as the ‘object 
of desire’. Each article indicates the change in Pattinson’s status and identity which is 
inevitable with the success that comes from acting in a major film production. Whilst it is 
evident that there would be a change in Pattinson’s image and perception, it is important to 
depict why and how these changes took place and can be determined by the fact that there 
was a change not only in Pattinson’s status and identity, through the success of  the Twilight 
films, but there was also a change in the way fans perceived him as an actor. Fans of the 
books were not happy with his casting as Edward and yet this changed once the film was 
released. Pattinson and the producers of the film series were not aware of how successful 
the film series would be and how much attention would be given to the actors and the films. 
Pattinson was caught off guard by the success and fame he gained through the series and 
noted that he was not a fan of the success and the status that came with the release of the 
films. Finally and most importantly, Pattinson was surprised by how many young girls and 
women addressed him as Edward or asked him to bite them. He said, on numerous 
occasions, that people and fans only saw him as Edward and not as Pattinson and as an 
actor. 
Therefore, it can be determined, through the analysis and comparison of these six articles 
that Pattinson achieved iconic status and is thus seen as the ‘object of desire’. As there is 
mention, on many accounts, of fans referring to him as Edward and not as Pattinson, it can 
be concluded that certain fans of the films and books have trouble disassociating Edward 
Cullen with Robert Pattinson in day-to-day existence. The aim of this study was to determine, 
when, why and how this was happening. 
4.3.3 A Content Analysis of Robert Pattinson and the Twilight Saga in Online and 
Social Media. 
The third part of this study examined Robert Pattinson’s and the Twilight Saga’s presence 
and perception online, looking at various social and online media platforms such as 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Websites and blogs to determine what fans were saying about 
Pattinson and the films and how Pattinson was projected as the ‘object of desire’ as well as 
to determine whether or not the use of social and online media perpetuated fan obsession. 
The first two studies in this research were conducted in order to reach this point in the study, 
which is the primary focus. The first study, which involved the analysis of the Twilight Saga 
and Robert Pattinson through certain theories based on previous work relating to stardom, 
audiences theory, fantasy, desire and escapism as well as social and online media were 
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used in order to gain a better understanding of Pattinson and Twilight within certain themes, 
as mentioned above.  
Once the analysis of Pattinson and the Twilight Saga had been performed through 
knowledge based on the various studies, another analysis was performed, analysing six 
online articles, so as to gain knowledge and insight into Pattinson’s actual image, status and 
presence through online communication and news channels. Once it was determined, on 
numerous accounts, that Pattinson felt that many fans of the films and the books mixed his 
identity with that of Edward Cullen, the next point of departure in this research was to 
determine what sort of devices and mediums helped perpetuate this grey area, thus 
choosing to examine whether or not the use of social and online media played a role in 
perception of Pattinson as Edward Cullen. 
Therefore, this particular study and analysis explores various types and styles of social and 
online media platforms so as to understand how Pattinson and the Twilight Saga are 
represented online, how fans engage with these platforms and with one another and whether 
or not these social and online media platforms do indeed contribute to Pattinson’s image as 
the ‘object of desire’ as well as to determine whether or not fans of the series do in fact 
perpetuate their need for fantasy, via Pattinson and the Twilight Saga. 
Before the various online and social media platforms were analysed and discussed, a 
documentary, made specifically about Robert Pattinson was investigated so as to gain better 
insight into the world of Pattinson and his role as Edward Cullen in the film series. This 
documentary was included in this study because it observed many fans of the series in 
terms of their obsession with Edward and Pattinson and it was felt that it would contribute 
important results and conclusions that were relevant to this research. 
4.3.3.1 Investigating the Documentary Robsessed (Irving, 2009) in Relation to 
Pattinson and the Twilight Saga 
In a recent documentary released about Robert Pattinson called Robsessed: All Areas 
Access, the intimate life of the star is discussed, his rise to fame as well as the Twilight Saga. 
The documentary was directed by Oliver Irving in 2009. 
In this documentary, Robert Pattinson is described as a Hollywood ‘heartthrob’, the star who 
became famous almost overnight due to the success of the Twilight Saga. During the 
documentary, one analyst talked about Pattinson’s need for 24 hour security because young 
women were following him around everywhere and even popping out of garbage bins. 
Another described him as the biggest star on the planet, exploring the difference between 
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Twilight and Harry Potter and Pattinson and Daniel Radcliffe (Harry Potter). Here it is 
suggested that Robert’s rise to instant fame and his loyal fan base was what Daniel could 
only dream to have, stipulating that Twilight’s success was much greater than that of Harry 
Potter. 
In this documentary, Pattinson and thus, Edward, is described as the perfect being. The boy 
that every girl dreams of falling in love with and the boy all young men should aspire to be 
like. Here one can incorporate the notion of the gaze. He is said to be the most beautiful 
man alive, the image of perfection. The documentary continues to interview what can be 
termed ‘diehard’ fans, otherwise known as ‘Twihards’. The fans that were interviewed were 
either young girls obsessed with Edward Cullen or their mothers who shared the same 
sentiment. One woman goes as far to say that she is in fact obsessed with Pattinson as 
Edward Cullen and not as Pattinson himself. It can therefore be suggested that this woman 
has depicted her fantasy and desire onto Pattinson but not Pattinson himself but Pattinson’s 
character in the film, Edward. Here it is evident that the lines between her fantasy and her 
immediate reality have intertwined and become blurry. 
In interviews with other ‘Twihard’ fans, these younger girls and women only seem to discuss 
the movie and Edward Cullen when talking about Pattinson. They talk about the way Edward 
looks at Bella and how they long for this in their own life. They discuss the wonder of his 
beauty and how they idolise, Edward, not Pattinson. One woman tells the camera how she 
dreams of being bitten by Edward and how Edward is every middle aged woman’s fantasy. 
In another interview in the documentary, a journalist describes young girls’ fascination with 
Edward Cullen, saying that girls as young as seven years old have asked Robert to bite their 
necks. Here one is able to see what kind of impression the film series and pop ideology has 
on a young and vulnerable audience, an audience that does not seem to know the difference 
between fiction and reality. 
In this documentary, Robert Pattinson is described as the ‘winning formula’. He is seen as a 
commodity and has a value, a value to the film franchise and a value to the industry which is 
both commercial and ideological. His look is manufactured, tailored to fit the right image for 
people’s imagination. It is said that he would never be as famous if it were not for his 
involvement in the Twilight Saga. People identify Pattinson as Edward Cullen, the character 
he plays, more than who or what Pattinson is behind the film series or as an actor apart from 
the Saga. To some fans Pattinson has almost become an inconvenience to Edward’s 
character because the fans would like Pattinson to behave and look like Edward 
continuously. 
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 It is suggested, in this documentary, that one of the reasons why fans show signs of strong 
adoration towards Edward’s character is because of his strong and mysterious 
characteristics combined with people’s fascination with vampires. The appeal for vampire 
love is found in a vast array of entertainment series such as True Blood and The Vampire 
Diaries. Both series are extremely popular in contemporary Western Culture and this may be 
attributed to the allure and ‘sexiness’ that vampires possess. The vampire has become 
somewhat of an icon. This is perhaps because vampires are depicted as the ‘sexiest’ 
monsters, the ‘most stylish’, dangerous, beautiful and romantic. Through people’s desire and 
fantasy, they fall in love with the friction created by forbidden love. This can be seen as a 
construct, built for the sale of film ideology, perpetuated by the oversaturation of the film and 
the characters in the media and online. The documentary talks about Edward’s commercial 
value. One can eat Edward; literally consume him, as his face is painted on various kinds of 
sweets and edible artefacts. One can purchase a doll that looks exactly like Edward Cullen 
with a face that looks like Robert Pattinson. Pattinson as Edward has become a franchise 
and is maybe one of the reasons why Pattinson has been voted the sexiest man alive. 
What becomes important to study and analyse, is the reaction of fans and audiences with 
regard to the Twilight films and to the characters. In the documentary, a few young girls as 
well as some older women were interviewed about Robert Pattinson. As said earlier, none of 
them spoke about Pattinson himself but instead spoke about Edward Cullen. To build on this, 
these young girls and women spoke about how they fantasised about Edward and one 
young girl said, “Everything about him is just perfect, you can’t help but love him” (2009). 
Another woman, sitting next to her daughter said, “I definitely want to get bitten by him and 
have his vampire children” (2009). Edward has become the idealised image of perfection.  
In another interview, one journalist said that at the opening of New Moon, women were 
coming up to Pattinson with scratches down their necks, even drawing blood, and asking 
Pattinson to bite them. In another instance, a journalist recounted an episode at the 
screening of New Moon where a young girl screamed at the opening credits saying, “This is 
the happiest day of my life” (Irvine, 2009). The Twilight Saga and Edward Cullen are not only 
a phenomenon but a culture on their own. A great percentage of female fans seem to live for 
the moment that the next film arrives and in waiting, dream and fantasise about Edward, 
about falling in love with him and about becoming a vampire. 
The link  between fan obsession and the use of online and social media is thus examined. 
Section 4.3.3.2 will look at the link between the two when examining various websites, blogs 
and social networking sites, specifically designed for Twilight, Edward Cullen and Robert 
Pattinson. 
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4.3.3.2 Investigating Websites and Fan Websites with Reference to Pattinson and the 
Twilight Saga 
Websites and fan websites are important tools through which fans and viewers can gain 
access to a wealth of knowledge and information regarding a particular person, event, film or 
product. The websites and fan sites provide viewers with current and relevant information, 
pictures, videos, links to articles and other websites they may be interested in. They also 
give people the opportunity to interact with one another and the website. For this study, eight 
websites and fans sites were examined, focusing specifically on Pattinson, Edward Cullen 
and The Twilight Saga. 
The first website/ Fan site that was investigated was Intoxicated Twilight http://edward-
cullen.net/, a website that exists “because they love everything Twilight” (2011). This website 
provides viewers and fans with photos of Edward, Pattinson as well as videos of the star, 
scenes from the films, and up-to-date information about Edward and The Twilight Saga. 
There are also a numerous amount of articles relating to Edward, Pattinson and the Saga. 
Fans are able to pre-order DVD’s of Breaking Dawn: Part One with an exclusive preview of 
Part 2. This particular website also provides fans with video interviews with Pattinson relating 
to The Twilight Saga as well as videos from the premier of Breaking Dawn: Part 1. People 
can comment on the links and updates which makes the site interactive. The site also 
affords fans the opportunity to download icons and wallpapers of Edward and The Twilight 
Saga for their own personal collection. 
Figure 1: Intoxicated Twilight 
 
The second website that was analysed was entitled Robert Pattinson Online 
http://www.robertpattinsononline.com/. This site has been informing fans since 2008 and 
offers fans and viewers exclusive photos of Pattinson as well as his biography and a list of 
his awards. Viewers of the site can read breaking news about the Twilight films, the actor as 
well as news about Pattinson’s upcoming films. The site includes pictures of Pattinson at the 
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‘Official Twilight Convention, scenes from his new movies, trailers and award ceremonies 
that Pattinson attended. Fans can watch interviews with Pattinson via YouTube Clips and 
behind the scenes footage from The Twilight Saga. Pictures of Pattinson on various 
Magazine covers are available and fans can access links to Pattinson’s music, films and 
projects. There is also a poll where people can vote for certain topics relating to either 
Pattinson or The Twilight Saga such as, “What their favourite Twilight Movie was” (2011). 
The site also gives fans the opportunity to link information and imagery they like to other 
social and online media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, where they can share the 
information and imagery with others. 
Figure 2: Robert Pattinson Online 
 
The third website, Lion and the Lamb Love, http://www.lionandlamblove.org/  is referred to 
as a Twilight Fan Site. Fans can download icons, wallpapers and banners relating to the 
Saga or the actors and characters. The site boasts numerous amounts of art pictures, 
donated by the fans as well as a large picture gallery. This site also provides fans with the 
latest news, pictures and videos relating to the stars, characters and the films. 
Figure 3: Lion and Lamb Love 
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Thinking of Rob http://thinkingofrob.com/ is another fan site that is dedicated to Pattinson. 
However, the website states that it does not show pictures of Pattinson in his off time or 
gossip about him. The site also posts interviews, movie previews, pictures of Pattinson 
working on various films as well as movie interviews. In one article it is stated that Pattinson 
‘will hopefully lose his Twilight Image and be judged fairly as an actor’. This site states that it 
is not affiliated with Pattinson and his management team. 
Figure 4: Thinking of Rob 
 
Pattinson Online, http://www.robert-pattinson.co.uk/ is another fan site that is dedicated to 
Pattinson. The site offers over 40 000 photos of Pattinson including photo shoots and 
Twilight promotional material. This site is “All Rob related news” (2011) as it calls itself, with 
exclusive Pattinson material, information on Pattinson’s film roles and theatre productions as 
well as extensive information on Pattinson himself. Fans can find anything they would like to 
know about Pattinson from articles, press releases, interview transcripts and film reviews to 
videos, clippings and public appearances. One can also find a list of quotes made by 
Pattinson, frequently asked questions about the star and The Twilight Saga as well as 
purchase Pattinson clothes, accessories and books from the online store. 
Figure 5: Pattinson Online 
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The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn http://www.breakingdawn-themovie.com/ is a fan site 
pertaining to The Twilight Saga and provides links to information on all four movies. This 
particular site provides fans with visuals from the Cullen wedding in the fourth film, Breaking 
Dawn: Part 1. It gives updates about the films earnings, stating that Breaking Dawn set a 
record of over $ 400 000 000 in revenue.  
Figure 6: The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn 
 
Fans can countdown to the release of the fifth movie, Breaking Dawn: Part 2, watch videos 
relating to the films, view pictures of the stars and characters, link to other websites i.e. Link 
to a Twilight time capsule website where fans can be part of history. The site provides self 
help tips for fans who would like to own a replica of the bed used in the fourth film as well as 
view a slideshow of the stars before they achieved fame through the success of the Saga as 
well as scenes from the various Twilight Saga movies. 
The next website that was observed was The Twilight Saga http://thetwilightsaga.com/ offers 
fans the opportunity to become a member of the website where they can set up their own fan 
page and interact with other fans, see gift ideas for Twilight fans as well as have discussions 
about Edward and Bella. The site includes footage from the Breaking Dawn wedding scene. 
Fans can post questions about the Saga and have them answered in an interactive format. 
They are asked if they are either ‘Team Edward’ or ‘Team Jacob’ and they can make 
comments on the various Twilight related links, videos and photos. 
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Figure 7: The Twilight Saga 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The final website that was analysed for this study was called The Twilight Saga Time 
Capsule http://www.twilighttimecapsule.com. This site is dedicated to the fans of Twilight 
where they can upload their favourite Twilight memories and share them with other fans just 
like them. This site is an interactive fan community where one can view pin boards that other 
fans have created and shared and make comments on them. The site is setup as a timeline 
where one may browse different years and dates and observe what fans were posting and 
saying during the different stages of The Twilight Saga. Some of the comments made by 
users include: 
“Oh My God I can't believe that after the Twilight Breaking Dawn part 2, The Twilight 
Chapter in life will be closed. For me after this chapter is closed life will have no 
meaning at all. I just hope that when we are all old we can all look back and 
remember the great moments of twilight. I hope that all of you feel strongly about the 
Twilight Saga as I do” (Twilight Time Capsule, 2011). 
“OME!!!! I LOVE TWILIGHT, I LOVE EDWARD!!!! I CAN´T LIVE WITHOUT IT, 
TWILIGHT IS PART OF MY LIFE NOW!!!!” (Twilight Time Capsule, 2011). 
“You take Twilight away, you take my sole away” (Twilight Time Capsule, 2011). 
“If vampires really exist I would like to be one of them just for the reason that in the 
twilight world all is perfect doesn’t matter that it’s just a fantasy world because for a 
while when a see the films or read the books I feel better I fell that one day I will find 
my Edward and find my friendly Alice and have a laugh with my Cullen family” 
(Twilight Time Capsule, 2011). 
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Fans also posted collective photos from the films and of the characters i.e. one member 
made a picture combined with all the scenes from the four movies in which Edward and 
Bella are embracing and called it ‘The make out scene in each movie’. The site also offers 
official Twilight movie trailers, pictures of the Twilight cast and actors, videos as well as in-
depth character biographies of every Twilight character. 
Figure 8: The Twilight Saga Time Capsule 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fan websites offer fans and viewers a large variety of tools and mediums to gain access to 
information and imagery about Pattinson and The Twilight Saga through platforms such as 
picture galleries, videos, interviews, discussion boards and articles which are seen as the 
predominant sources on all the websites examined. 
It can be said, through the analysis of the various websites investigated in this study, that 
Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga have a large presence online. On most of the 
website pages that were examined, the image of Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga 
were mixed together, creating an undefined image of Pattinson. On every site there was 
mention of all three as well as an accumulation of pictures, videos and articles about 
Pattinson, Edward and the Saga. As a result, on this online media platform, regarding 
Pattinson, there is a clear indication of the link between Pattinson’s image and that of 
Edward, one that may lead to the amalgamation of the two identities. 
These websites reach fans of the Saga, Robert Pattinson and Edward Cullen. Although the 
specific targeted audiences cannot be identified, it is suggested that the websites are aimed 
at young and impressionable girls and women. The websites exist solely to provide 
information and imagery to the fans of Pattinson, Edward and the Saga, keeping them up-to-
date with important and relevant information. 
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What was also revealed in this analysis was the large amount of information traffic 
generated about Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga. Fans and viewers have access 
to large amounts of material which can be said to contribute to the overwhelming number of 
people who advocate admiration for the film series, actors and characters. Websites are one 
of the many ways in which, as can be seen in this study, fans of the series can expand their 
fantasies and desires. They can use the information and imagery posted on these fan sites 
to perpetuate personal desires and fantasies as well as communicate these desires and 
fantasies with others.   
4.3.3.3 Investigating Blogs and Fan Blogs with Reference to Pattinson and The 
Twilight Saga 
Blogs and Fan blogs about Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga is another medium in 
which fans can comment, interact and express their feelings towards The Twilight Saga as 
well as gain insight into current news, images and videos surrounding either of the three. A 
fan blog is very similar to a fan website in that it serves a similar purpose, to inform and 
update fans. Blogs provide articles, photos and videos as well as give fans the chance to 
leave comments and interact with each other on the page. However, from this study, it can 
be concluded that blogs are operated on a much more personal basis than that of a website 
and don’t have as much detailed information and imagery as a website usually does. 
Figure 9: Twilight Blog  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first blog that was investigated was entitled the Twilight Blog http://www.twilightblog.net 
and operates as an online blog. This blog provides ‘everything Twilight’ as it says; Breaking 
Dawn updates, Daily Twilight news, a history of Twilight, and how a fan can ‘become a 
vampire’. It provides information about the DVD release of Breaking Dawn: Part 1 as well as 
information about the stars and the characters of Twilight. This particular blog, as will be 
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shown later on in this chapter, is very similar to that of Twitter but with more in-depth 
information. 
Figure 10: Edward Cullen Society  
 
The Edward Cullen Society blog http://edwardcullensociety.blogspot.com/ is entirely 
dedicated to Edward Cullen. It may be called as ‘Role player’ Blog as the blogger positions 
him or herself as Edward, where Edward is asked questions and he (Edward) answers them 
back, he is thus, the narrator. This blog also runs Edward’s Diary, an in-depth account of his 
life and love for Bella Swan. This particular blog illustrates one way in which people can 
relate The Twilight Saga to their daily lives. 
Figure 11: Robert Pattinson Life  
 
Robert Pattinson Life http://robpattinson.blogspot.com/ is a blog that is also similar to Twitter 
in terms of its format and layout. The blog offers current news and information about 
Pattinson, new movies that he is starring in as well as pictures, interviews and videos 
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relating to Pattinson. The blog also affords fans updated information about The Twilight 
Saga and the characters of the series. 
Figure 12: My Life is Twilight  
 
My Life is Twilight http://www.mylifeistwilight.com/ is considered a fan blog. This blog was 
designed so that fans of the Saga could give personal accounts of the way in which Twilight 
affected their personal lives and how they felt that they could relate their life to incidents in 
the films and books as well as express certain feelings towards the characters. The blog also 
leaves opportunity for others to comment on their personal accounts as well as to generate 
the top 10 best and worst accounts. The below statements were taken from the blog so as to 
indicate the type of incidents these fans experienced. ‘MLIT’ stands for, ‘My Life is Twilight’: 
“Today, I accidently bit my cheek, it started bleeding, and my throat burned. I felt like 
a new born. MLIT” (My Life is Twilight, 2011). 
“Today I finished reading Breaking Dawn... I started reading it this morning at 9. I've 
read the book literally 12 times, not over exaggerating, but I now find myself not 
wanting to date anyone and when I do date someone I break up with them because 
something doesn't feel right.. He’s no Edward... MLIT” (My Life is Twilight, 2011). 
“Today I dreamt of my own version of Edward. Average height, green eyes, soft lips, 
and pale cold-skinned. Life would be so much easier if I weren't in love with him, but I 
can't help it. If I could dream, it would be about him because someday we will be 
together. MLIT” (My Life is Twilight, 2011). 
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“I Am Also known As the Biggest Twi-hard Because I Put Stories On Here Before I 
Joined. I Just Started Eclipse. Love It. And My Whole Life Revolves Around Twilight. 
I Have Most Of The Merchandise. Life Size Cut out Of Bella (Because I Am Straight) 
And I Think about Nothing Else. Team Edward!!!!!” (My Life is Twilight, 2011). 
“Today last year, some new neighbours moved into the house next to mine (which is 
right next to a forest with a river). Their surname is Hale. The father is a doctor. His 
son is called Ed. Whenever it is sunny-which is hardly ever- they always go camping. 
Guess what, they drive a silver Volvo. MLIT” (My Life is Twilight, 2011). 
The above five blogs entries indicate various personal experiences that the fans encounter 
on a day-to-day basis. These fan recollections identify how fans are able to relate their life to 
Twilight, their love for Edward and their obsession with the series.  
“Today, I realised whilst watching Twilight that I was lip syncing every word. I guess 
you could say I'm obsessed, I'm 36. MLIT” (My life is Twilight, 2011) 
 “When I went to see Twilight in the theatre, I was parked next to a silver Volvo. I 
spent a lot of time searching for Edward in the audience. MLIT” (My life is Twilight, 
2011). 
“Today at my all-girls school, we were doing a lab in Biology I. As our teacher was 
explaining it, everyone was looking at each other and freaking out. It was the exact 
same lab that Bella and Edward had done when they first talked to each other! MLIT” 
(My Life is Twilight, 2011). 
“There's nothing wrong with being hooked by Twilight! It shows you have a normal 
female human heart! The saga is perfectly designed to appeal to the emotions of the 
modern woman - whether you have a husband and 2 kids or not! I have made a bit of 
a study of it (I am a psychologist in my day job). Twilight speaks to many of our 
deepest human needs - one of them is the desire we have for unconditional love. But 
there are lots more reasons to love it!” (My Life is Twilight, 2011). 
This particular type of blog site is different to the other blogs researched and analysed in this 
study as it is a site through which any fan of The Twilight Saga can post how their life relates 
to the Saga in some way. This specific blog was analysed and illustrates the extent to which 
some fans may go to make meaning of their lives in terms of The Twilight Saga. It also 
shows the effect that The Twilight Saga and the characters in the film series have had over 
some fans. As clearly indicated in the above comments, some fans are searching for their 
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own version of Edward in their lives, and actually believe that they will someday be together 
with this fictional character.  
These comments thus, show how fans have been able to transfer their deepest fantasies 
and desires onto a public platform. They are no longer confined to the cinema, they can 
watch a film and fantasise about being the character or being involved with the character 
and then go home and perpetuate this fantasy through blogs such as My Life is Twilight 
My life with a Twilight Obsession http://www.mylifewithatwilightobsession.blogspot.com/, My 
Twi-Life http://www.robsessed-mytwilife.blogspot.com/ and Robsessed http://robsessed-
mytwilife.blogspot.com/2009/08/about-my-twilife.html are another three fan blogs relating to 
personal fans stories and accounts about The Twilight Saga in their own lives. 
Figure 13: My Life with A Twilight Obsession  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
My Life with a Twilight Obsession depicts “A fan’s encounter with her beloved Twilight.” The 
blog discusses in-depth, the films and the characters, songs and Stephanie Meyer’s new 
material. My Twi-Life posts pictures from the films, of the stars and of the characters such as 
sightings of the stars at certain award ceremonies. Robsessed  is very similar to the above 
mentioned blogs as it also provides viewers with pictures, news, videos and articles relating 
to Pattinson. These particular types of blogs can be understood to be fans’ personal 
accounts of either the Saga or Pattinson on a public platform i.e. it is personal but public at 
the same time. 
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Figure 14: My Twilife  
 
Blogs are thus another way in which fans of Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga can 
engage with material that is relevant and informative to them. Many of the blogs investigated 
in this study were similar to the websites in format, however, due to the nature of blogs, not 
as much information and imagery was provided as could be found on websites. Blogs hold a 
much more personal tone than the websites analysed. Once again it can be concluded, that 
like the websites featuring Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga, blogs also help mix 
Pattinson and Edward Cullen. As seen above, blogs dedicated to Pattinson not only 
illustrated information and imagery about Pattinson but about Edward and Twilight as well. 
When one views any of the pages, it is hard to distinguish between the two and one 
immediately thinks of Edward when seeing Pattinson and Pattinson when seeing Edward. 
These blogs, which appeal to the same kind of audiences as websites, are designed to 
provide mostly personal platforms for fans of Pattinson, Edward and the Saga to share 
information, imagery and video clips with others that they feel is important to them. These 
blogs also advertise Pattinson, Edward and Twilight merchandise to fans as well as 
providing countdowns to the next Twilight film.  
Particular mention must be made of the My Life is Twilight blog as it unmistakeably provides 
insight into the minds of the fans. As per the comments made on this blog, there is a clear 
indication that fans of Edward Cullen and The Twilight Saga relate certain scenarios, taken 
from the films or the books, and immerse them into their reality, and as a result, incite the 
signs of obsession with Twilight and Pattinson. As any individual is looking to escape, from 
time to time, from reality, they have usually used avenues such as films and theatre to do 
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this. However, blogs such as My Life is Twilight gives individuals the opportunity to expand 
their escapism, through diarising such events.  
4.3.3.4 Investigating Facebook with reference to Pattinson and The Twilight Saga 
On the popular social networking site, Facebook, various groups and pages designed for 
Twilight and Edward Cullen fanatics can be found. The following groups and pages were 
assessed and used to gain information for this research: The Twilight Saga, Team Twilight, 
Twilight, My life with a Twilight obsession, New Moon, Eclipse, Breaking Dawn, Robert 
Pattinson and Edward Cullen. Each page and group was thoroughly researched to 
determine what fans had to say about the film, Edward Cullen and Robert Pattinson as well 
as how many fans each group and page had, what imagery was being posted and what kind 
of audience these pages were reaching. In seeing these statistics, it is safe to assume that 
The Twilight Saga, Edward Cullen and Robert Pattinson have a vast amount of royal and 
dedicated followers on the prevalent social site. 
On Facebook and in the site’s Twilight orientated pages, users are able to interact with other 
fans about the movie, the characters and the stars through various applications such as the 
discussion board, comments, photos and posts. The site also gives users the opportunity to 
post topical links on their homepage as well as connect to other websites via links on the 
pages. If a user ‘likes’ a page, for example, The Twilight Saga, the user will be notified of any 
recent activity on The Twilight Saga page via their own homepage. This keeps the user up-
to-date with current news and topics. This particular study analysed ten Facebook Pages 
relating to Robert Pattinson, Edward Cullen and The Twilight Saga so as to determine what 
kind of presence the three had on Facebook, what information and imagery was being 
posted, what fans were saying on the pages, how they were interacting with the pages and 
how many followers each page showed to have. 
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The first page that was analysed was entitled, Robert Pattinson Facebook fan page. 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-Pattinson/103098516397212 
Figure 15: Robert Pattinson Facebook Page 
 
913 236 people like this page and 18 533 people are talking about it. This means that over 
18 000 people are making reference to Robert Pattinson on their individual Facebook pages. 
This particular page, dedicated to Pattinson describes Pattinson’s life, early life and his 
history as an actor. It focuses on the fame he achieved as the result of the Saga. It is 
recorded on this page that Pattinson had been named one of Time Magazine’s 100 Most 
Influential People in The World. This statement thus shows the impact that Pattinson has on 
popular culture and society. 
This particular Facebook page allows fans and followers to click onto other related Facebook 
Fan pages such as The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn. Fans of the page are able to post fan 
pictures, leave comments on pictures of the star or comments made by the page 
administrators, relating to the Saga, Pattinson and Edward Cullen. Fans can also upload 
video clips and other website links that relate to Pattinson and The Twilight Saga so that 
others might enjoy the information or find it useful. 
A valuable tool on Facebook fan pages allows fans to leave comments on the page as well 
as interact with the page and other members or fans. This proved very useful in this study as 
direct feedback from fans as to what they were saying, feeling and expressing was easily 
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available for investigation and research purposes. Below are some of the responses that 
fans made with regard to Pattinson, Cullen and the Twilight Saga: 
“Hi, I am Lola and I love Robert Pattinson, Kristen Stewart and Taylor Lautner” 
(Robert Pattinson Facebook Page, 2011). 
“I love you Edward” (Robert Pattinson Facebook Page, 2011). 
“You are the handsome commander of vampires” (Robert Pattinson Facebook Page, 
2011). 
“I love you guys!!! Edward and Bella, I like you very much. You’re so so so so nice 
people” (Robert Pattinson Facebook Page, 2011). 
“Will you marry me?” (Robert Pattinson Facebook Page, 2011). 
“I have all your DVD’s because I am your No.1 Fan” (Robert Pattinson Facebook 
Page, 2011).  
It is through the investigating into the responses made by fans on the Facebook page that a 
clear depiction as to what fans of the Saga, Edward Cullen and Pattinson are saying, how 
they are responding and whether or not they project the character of Edward onto Pattinson, 
making him the object of desire. From the responses shown above, it clearly indicates that 
Pattinson has many fans who like to show their admiration towards him and the character he 
plays in The Twilight Saga. Many fans express their love for either the actor or for Edward. 
What is important to note on this page is that many fans engage with this page as if they 
were engaging directly with the star. This page is however, a fan page and not a page made 
by Pattinson himself. Therefore, many fans are engaging with Pattinson as if he were able to 
directly respond to their comments and questions. Whilst a fan page may be seen as a 
forum to express fondness towards the star, it can be noted that many fans have lost sight of 
the fact that it is not Pattinson himself but a fellow fan that has setup the page for likeminded 
individuals. 
From the amount of followers visible on this page, it is also a clear indication as to how many 
people use social and online media to engage with news and information about their 
favourite film or film star. The page is updated daily with current and topical information 
about Pattinson, his whereabouts, photos and upcoming movies that he is starring in. 
The second Facebook page that was analysed was also entitled the, Robert Pattinson, 
Facebook fan page. http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-Pattinson/104684955653 
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Figure 16: Robert Pattinson on Facebook 
 
This page has 247 058 likes with over 2100 people talking about Pattinson. This page is also 
dedicated to Pattinson, focusing on his role as Edward in the Saga, upcoming movies that 
he staring in as well as pictures of the star and of Edward Cullen. There are over 350 fan 
pictures of Pattinson; fan drawings, sightings of Pattinson, pictures of him at premiers, award 
ceremonies and images of him in magazine shoots.  
A particular comment, “Twilight”, displayed on the page shows an amount of 6237 likes and 
1844 comments by the fans. Below are some of the comments that fans left on this post:  
“I love you Robert Pattinson, you are very cute and handsome…my Edward Cullen” 
(Robert Pattinson, 2011) 
“OMG!!! I love You!!!” (Robert Pattinson, 2011). 
“I love you Edward” (Robert Pattinson, 2011). 
“Forever in my heart” (Robert Pattinson, 2011). 
Similar deductions, as made from the above page, can be suggested here as there are a 
substantial amount of correlations between the two. Whilst this particular page doesn’t boast 
as many fans as the previous page that was observed, the comments that some of the fans  
made is invaluable to the study as these comments illustrate the extent to which they feel for 
Pattinson, using words such as ‘love’ and ‘my Edward Cullen.’ It is also through these 
comments that the relationship between the character of Edward and Pattinson is strong. 
Some fans identify and address Pattinson as Edward, using Pattinson and Edward in the 
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same sentence. On a page dedicated to Pattinson, fans are admitting their love to Edward 
and on occasion, to Pattinson himself. It seems to be, for these fans, hard to identify the one 
without the other i.e. Pattinson is Edward Cullen and Cullen is Robert Pattinson. This could 
be because Pattinson became famous through playing the role of Edward or because 
Edward is a character that many girls and women identify as being the ‘perfect man’ and 
gentleman, or because media has sent mixed messages to these fans i.e. Pictures of 
Pattinson as Edward are available on many social and online media platforms such as 
Facebook as well as pictures of Pattinson himself, or it could also be a combination of the 
three. This page clearly identifies that the involvement of fans on pages such as this, directly 
contributes to how a fan may interpret Pattinson and Edward Cullen. 
Figure 17. Robert Pattinson 
 
The third fan page entitled, Robert Pattinson, http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-
Pattinson/52131273948 also shows many of the same sentiments from the previous two 
pages that were analysed. This is another page related to fans of Robert Pattinson and 
boasts 287 034 fans with 13 311 people talking about him. The page has over 500 fan 
photos of Pattinson and Edward. What is interesting on this page are the photos themselves. 
There are more than several photos where fans have positioned their own face over Bella’s, 
standing next to Edward. These kinds of images tell a story about the fans fantasy to be with 
Edward, to become Bella and be in love with a vampire themselves, however this is an 
observation. The fact that these kinds of pictures are also on a fan page dedicated to 
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Pattinson and not Edward says a lot about the relationship and link between Pattinson and 
Edward. It can once again be suggested that fans struggle to separate the two because they 
are posting pictures of themselves with Edward on a Pattinson fan page. 
Some of the comments fans made on pictures on this page were also observed and these 
comments can be seen below: 
 “Wow he is very beautiful – I love you” (Robert Pattinson on Facebook, 2011). 
“I have no words, you are mine” (Robert Pattinson on Facebook, 2011). 
“You are a hunk!!!! VAMPIRES RULE” (Robert Pattinson on Facebook, 2011). 
 “You are both awesome in the Twilight Series…I love your chemistry…DO you have 
any duplicates of yours…If you have, please inform me” (Robert Pattinson on 
Facebook, 2011). 
These comments, similar once again to the comments made from the previous pages 
investigated, describe fans’ adoration and love for either Pattinson or Edward.  There is also 
reference to the fans love for vampires and for Edward’s (Pattinson) good looks and features. 
This is another example of the way in which fans use social media networks to engage with 
their fantasy and desire, objectifying Pattinson as Edward Cullen, an idealistic version of 
reality and what they wish to find one day. A small fantasy that may have started in the 
movie theatre or whilst reading the book is perpetuated through these channels as fans are 
given the space to voice their opinions and desires without constraint as everyone else is 
doing the same. 
Figure 18: Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen 
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The next two pages that were investigated, The Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen fan page 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Robert-Pattinson-as-Edward-Cullen-_/31388568090 and 
The Edward Cullen Facebook Fan Page http://www.facebook.com/EdwardCullen look at the 
link between Pattinson and Edward as well as the perception of Edward on Facebook. The 
Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen page, shows to have a total of 821 345 fans with 2077 
mentions whilst the Edward Cullen Page has over 1 353 273 fans with 165 812 mentions. 
Figure 19:  Edward Cullen 
 
These two particular pages describe Edward’s character as if he were real. They also give a 
detailed description of Edward’s bio i.e. his life as a vampire, the fact that he is a vegetarian 
vampire and his love for Bella Swan. 
On the Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen page, the administrator updated statuses with 
reference to the films such as, “Bella, you give me everything just by breathing.” This status 
received 10, 953 likes and comments such as: 
“You are just so hot” (Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen, 2012). 
“Hallo, ROBERT PATTINSON. I wanna be with you” (Robert Pattinson as Edward 
Cullen, 2012). 
“You are the most beautiful person on earth” (Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen,  
2012). 
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Another status on the page: “Marry Me?” with a picture of Edward and Bella shows 13 857 
likes and the following responses: 
“I love you Edward and Bella” (Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen, 2012). 
 “I Love you Edward. I don’t have the strength to stay away from you anymore” 
(Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen, 2012). 
“Edward is a handsome boy” (Robert Pattinson as Edward Cullen, 2012). 
Once again, fans are responding directly to either Edward, to the character and not the actor, 
although there are one or two mentions directly made to Pattinson. It is evident that these 
fans want to directly engage with either the character of Edward or the actor Pattinson as 
they speak to them as if they were engaging in a conversation with either one. These 
comments also show the extent to which the fans feel for either Pattinson and or Edward, by 
expressing their love and admiration.  
The following three fan pages that were investigated, relating specifically to The Twilight 
Saga were, The Twilight Facebook fan page http://www.facebook.com/twilight ,Team 
Twilight http://www.facebook.com/teamtwilight and Twilight-New Moon-Eclipse- Breaking 
Dawn http://www.facebook.com/pages/Twilight-New-Moon-Eclipse-Breaking-
dawn/44204726944.  
Figure 20: The Twilight Saga  
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The Twilight Fan page records 820 706 fans with 2162 mentions whilst the Team Twilight 
page records 28 157 409 fans with 452 211 mentions. The Twilight-New Moon-Eclipse-
Breaking Dawn fan page shows 1 038 282 likes with 1471 mentions. The following 
comments were made by fans on this page: 
“I want to be your friend” (Breaking Dawn, 2012). 
“So very thoughtful and handsome…Edward ” (Breaking Dawn, 2012). 
“Ah he’s so beautiful, I think I am going to die” (Breaking Dawn, 2012). 
“I love Twilight” (Breaking Dawn, 2012). 
“Wow he is sexxxxxxyyyyy, I love him” (Breaking Dawn, 2012). 
“I love you (Twilight)” (Breaking Dawn, 2012). 
“Edward why are you so cute?” (Breaking Dawn, 2012). 
These particular Facebook pages also inform followers of what to look forward to in 2012; for 
example, exclusive sneak peeks at the new movie, Breaking Dawn: Part 2, pictures, fan 
videos, and videos of the Twilight stars as well as the latest book, movie and merchandise 
news dedicated to Twilight. Administrators leave comments on the page such as, “I’ve 
waited a century to marry you Miss Swan,” where fans can engage and leave comments as 
well. 
The final Fan page that was investigated was called I Love Twilight Facebook which boasts 
1 612 361 fans with 42 158 mentions http://www.facebook.com/twilightsagaindia . This page 
posts pictures of Edward and Bella Barbie dolls in their wedding attire that are for sale with 
feedback from fans such as, “My daughter would love these.” It also posts ideas for gifts 
Edward can give Bella, pictures of the stars, the characters, references to the book, pictures 
of Bella’s wedding dress in the fourth film, as well as links to interviews, competitions and 
DVD pre orders.  
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Figure 21: I Love Twilight  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Facebook can be seen to be one of the most powerful forms of social and online media 
when analysing Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga. This is because Facebook is a 
multifaceted platform where users may engage with numerous interactive material. As 
Facebook reaches a wide percentage of the world’s population who have access to the 
Internet, the results of this investigation show large amounts of followers of the fan pages 
relating to Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga. Similarities shown on all the Facebook 
fan pages investigated, with regard to Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga, are 
indicated by photos, videos, interviews and Twilight quotes.  
Out of all the social and online media avenues that were examined in this study, Facebook 
proved to be the most resourceful in terms of user and follower feedback and comments. 
From the comments made in the above paragraphs from Facebook, it can be deduced that 
the use of Facebook as a social online medium directly affects the perception and image of 
Pattinson and The Twilight Saga as well as indirectly creates an opportunity for followers 
and fans to engage with their fantasies and desires. 
4.3.3.5 Investigating Twitter with reference to Pattinson and The Twilight Saga 
Twitter is another way in which fans can be kept up-to-date about Pattinson, Edward and 
The Twilight Saga as well as engage with each other. Twitter is considered to be a ‘mini blog’ 
in terms of format, where anyone can express themselves on a public forum. Twitter fan 
pages do not contain as much imagery and information that a website or a Facebook page 
does, but is seen to be more interactive than any of the other social and online media 
platform as well as being more personal in nature. As it doesn’t cost money to create a 
Twitter page, as long as the user as has access to Internet, users are given the freedom to 
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create personal pages as well as fan pages. The user will upload status updates, links and 
pictures for followers to engage with and comment on. 
The first Twitter page that was analysed was entitled Rob Pattinson Blog 
http://twitter.com/#!/ROBsessedBlog.  
Figure 22: Rob Pattinson Blog 
 
During the time in which the study was conducted, this Twitter page showed an amount of  
58 252 followers and 33 774 tweets, with a direct link to its affiliated website, Robsessed, 
called the most up-to-date website about Pattinson. Tweets are made with reference to 
Pattinson’s whereabouts as well as tweet updates such as “My god his smile.”  
Followers can interact with each other, ask questions, and retweet tweets. Information 
relating to Pattinson such as an interview involving Daniel Radcliffe who mentioned 
Pattinson, saying that “He’s a lovely guy,” are relayed on the page and there are links to 
YouTube Clippings and other websites, articles and clips as well as new footage of the 
movies that Pattinson is starring in. The page advertises Rob Pattinson Wall Papers as well 
as rallies followers to vote for Pattinson for the Peoples’ Choice Awards. 
Similar to the Twitter Page mentioned above, Robert Pattinson Life 
http://twitter.com/#!/RPLife is another Twitter page with over 53 369 followers and 18 391 
tweets together with a direct link to an affiliated blog. The page states that it tweets, “All and 
everything about Robert Pattinson.” Upcoming information about Pattinson and who is 
saying what about Pattinson is also tweeted on a daily basis as well as encouraging 
followers to support Pattinson in upcoming award ceremonies. Pictures of Pattinson as well 
as stories about him, sightings and videos are posted with links to other information gathered 
via the Internet as well as a preview of the final instalment of The Twilight Saga. 
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Figure 23: Rob Pattinson Life 
 
The Robsteners Twitter page http://twitter.com/#!/Robsteners indicates 2409 followers with 
over 20, 266 tweets and is dedicated to giving followers updated information about Pattinson 
and Kristen Stewart who plays Bella in The Twilight Saga. Stewart is in a relationship with 
Pattinson outside of the film series. Pictures of the Twilight wedding, new movies that 
Pattinson and Stewart are both acting in, as well as countdowns to when new movies, 
relating to Pattinson and Stewart, will be released, are posted on the page. The page also 
advertises The Breaking Dawn: Part 1 DVD Release parties as well as where fans can find 
their nearest exclusive party. The page makes mention of the ‘Style evolution of Twilight’s 
biggest stars’ as well as what Pattinson and Stewart are saying off screen. 
Figure 24: Robsteners 
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Twilight Source.com  http://twitter.com/#!/TwiSource has an amount of 34 933 followers and 
2696 tweets and, according to the page, is considered the Twitter source for ‘Everything 
about Twilight’. New footage from the films are uploaded regularly together with information 
about Twilight i.e. The Twilight musical and or the possibility of a Twilight television show. 
Other information provided includes pictures of the stars winning awards, advertisements for 
Edward and Bella Wedding Barbie dolls from the film, posts about how a fan can pre-order 
the DVD of Breaking Dawn: Part 1, and information about the directors and producers i.e. 
The Twilight Saga screenwriter is considered the highest grossing female screenwriter in 
history. 
Figure 25: Twilight Source.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Twilight Facebook Twitter page http://twitter.com/#!/TwilightFB boasts over 115 864 
followers and 4190 tweets. This page gives followers the opportunity to win tickets to the 
premier of Breaking Dawn: Part 2 and asks the followers questions such as: “Do people 
believe in love at first sight?” And, “What is your favourite Twilight Saga film?”  The page 
also quotes extracts from the films and suggest perfect gift ideas to give to a Twilight Fan. 
As with many of the Twitter pages mentioned above, the page frequently uploads exclusive 
photos of the characters and movies and links to the four films, information about all the 
actors in the cast of Twilight, their latest movies, information and photos about them and 
what they are up to when away from acting. 
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Figure 26: Twilight Facebook 
 
The Robsten Dreams Twitter page http://twitter.com/#!/RobstenDreams shows to have 12 
702 followers with over 44 618 tweets, and provides followers with up-to-date information 
about Robert Pattinson and Kristen Stewart, their new movies, new videos of them as well 
as uploads of the Pattinson and Stewart ‘Picture of the day.’ This Twitter page allows for 
interaction with fans and followers, giving followers the opportunity to ask the stars questions 
as well as answering questions that other followers may have asked. 
Figure 27: Robsten Dreams 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Twitter is an effective medium for fans of Robert Pattinson to interact with as well as access 
information about the star, the character of Edward or the Saga, easily and effectively. Every 
Twitter page that was examined in this study allows followers to engage with others as well 
as the page itself. The format as well as the information found on Twitter is also similar to the 
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format of the fan sites and websites except that Twitter doesn’t allow for the same amount of 
information and normally provides followers with links to other media channels. 
People can gain access to a large amount of information and imagery regarding Pattinson, 
Edward and The Twilight Saga via Twitter pages and feeds, not necessarily through one 
particular page but through the large amount of pages available on the Twitter Site. These 
pages attract a large amount of followers; not as large as Facebook, but still impressive. The 
main image of Pattinson that is projected on Twitter, is through his relationship with fellow 
cast member, Kristen Stewart. However, the link between Pattinson and Edward Cullen is 
still strong because of the references made to The Twilight Saga throughout many of the 
pages. It can therefore be concluded that the use of Twitter by fans, can be seen to 
contribute to escapism and fantasy within an analysis of all social media avenues as it is a 
relatively easy avenue for fans to gain access to information and imagery that they need to 
propagate their desires outside the cinema. 
4.3.3.6 Investigating YouTube with Reference to Pattinson and the Twilight Saga 
YouTube is a form of online media through which individuals may access videos, video 
clippings, fan videos and interviews as well as upload their own personal videos. YouTube is 
a popular form of online media as it provides a visual means of information and material. 
Fans can either view trailers from their favourite stars latest movies, clips from movie 
premiers or award ceremonies or watch interviews that involve the stars. YouTube, with 
regard to this study, was investigated in terms of a number of videos and fan videos relating 
to Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga. Some of these videos pertained to fan videos 
whilst others exemplified movie premiers relating to Pattinson together with interviews with 
fans. 
The Time Capsule Demo (Narrated by Nikki Reed, one of the stars in The Twilight Saga) on 
YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG_H4ciE-Js, is a demo that illustrates how fans 
can upload memories of their Twilight experience onto the website, view official trailers, 
posters and content relating to Twilight and how it is considered to be an interactive 
community with over 165 650 views. Viewers can access fan generated pictures and videos 
and can share with friends and others as well as make comments on certain pictures and 
videos. They can relive the Twilight experience though the vault of Twilight memories. This 
YouTube clipping is a promotional video, advertising other media platforms related to The 
Twilight Saga i.e. the Time Capsule website. 
The Twilight Fans at the Premier, YouTube video 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rPBmxzhGAM has received over 30 103 views. This 
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video shows fans of The Twilight Saga waiting outside the Movie premier for Twilight, being 
interviewed by an entertainment journalist. Fans had been waiting for over 28 hours and had 
slept outside in the street the night before. Some fans were recorded as saying “Marry Me 
Rob.” And “I love You Edward,” and how they would give up everything to become a vampire. 
The YouTube video entitled, Breaking Dawn Trailer reaction, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vqmILSKfew  with over 1 363 849 views, shows a 
woman who has posted a video of herself as she watches the trailer of Breaking Dawn: Part 
1 for the first time. She warns viewers that she is going to cry and scream during the 
duration of the clip, which she does. She says that she doesn’t know what to do because 
The Twilight Saga is ending and that there will be, “No more Edward and Bella” and “Why 
does it have to end?” 
The Biggest Twilight Fan YouTube video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMhWT177SAM, 
shows to have over 189 602 hits. It is a fan made video about a young girl, dressed in a 
wedding dress, who considers herself to be Twilight’s ‘number one biggest fan’. She says on 
this clip that she can’t count how many times she has watched the movies or read the books. 
Her room is covered from floor to ceiling with posters of Twilight and the cast members. She 
says that she is in love with the world that they live in and that she has tried everything to 
meet the cast of Twilight. She has made a song for them, and been on the news about her 
obsession. She has been called insane and stated that Twilight is the reason for her 
existence and that she would take a bullet for the cast. She dreams about Twilight every 
night and tries to make every school project about the Saga. She worked so that she could 
go to the film location of Breaking Dawn and says that it is not an obsession but a way of life. 
Bella’s Lullaby http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BDlaGiYFpw and Robert Pattinson: How 
loud can the fans scream? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hY7e0vF12uA , were the last 
two YouTube videos that were analysed for this study. Bella’s Lullaby is a video of a fan 
made slideshow of Edward and Bella and Edward’s love for Bella. There are pictures of both 
the characters with background music of a lullaby, together with quotes from the movies that 
Edward says to Bella, i.e. How much he loves her as well as how everybody loves a vampire. 
Robert Pattinson: How Loud can the fans scream is a video clip featuring Pattinson at one of 
his movie premiers, showing how loudly the women and girls are screaming after him. This 
clip shows the extent to which fans show their adoration for him, it shows him signing 
autographs and being interviewed for the film. 
YouTube not only provides the fan with the latest news, interviews and premier footage but 
provides the space for the fan to promote and share their own images, videos and footage of 
Pattinson, Edward and The Twilight Saga. YouTube, through the various clippings and 
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videos analysed, gives direct feedback as to what fans and followers of the series are saying 
as one is able to view their conversations, questions and answers. Therefore, it is through 
YouTube that a visible indication of Pattinson’s status and image is provided through 
instances such as screaming fans outside the premier of one of his movies or through the 
dialogue provided in fan interviews at a Pattinson movie premier. 
YouTube, hence, cements the idea and the presumption that Pattinson, Edward and The 
Twilight Saga are considered a worldwide phenomenon where Pattinson is profiled as the 
object of desire through the character he plays in the Saga, Edward Cullen. YouTube also 
confirms, through clippings such as the young girl watching the premier of Breaking Dawn or 
the other young girl who records a declaration of her love for Twilight, that a percentage of 
young girls and women have incorporated their desires and fantasies into their realities 
though making statements such as “Twilight is a way of life.” Ironically, due to its visual 
capabilities, YouTube not only shows instances of obsession and fantasy but helps fuel the 
need for this desire through the vast amount of videos, clippings and interviews found on the 
site. 
4.3.3.8 Conclusion  
It is through the analysis of the various online and social media platforms such as Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube and Fan blogs and websites that certain valuable deductions were able to 
be made in the findings of this study. It can therefore be suggested that the use of social and 
online media gives fans of Pattinson and The Twilight Saga access to a variety of tools of 
knowledge, information and imagery regarding both Pattinson and the Saga. Fans are able 
to interact with each other, with likeminded individuals as well as interact with the stars they 
admire and adore. They are given the opportunity to voice their opinion, share their feelings 
and ideas with the world as well as create their own ‘fantasy world.’ 
Thus, it may be concluded that through the interpretation of these particular media platforms 
that these mediums do in fact contribute to the representation of Pattinson as the object of 
desire as well as contribute to the obsession so many fans of the series experience, bridging 
the gap between their fantasy and reality. This is proven when these fans engage with fan 
pages and blogs, directly responding to Edward as if he were real, or by calling Pattinson 
Edward when they come across him in the street or even referring to how some of the 
instances they experience in day-to-day life mirror that of the plot in The Twilight Saga. 
These fans, predominantly young girls and women, aspire to meeting men with the same 
standards as Edward Cullen, the same looks and the same personality. As a result, it can 
therefore be said that social and online media has directly affected what has now become a 
worldwide phenomenon, Robert Pattinson and The Twilight Saga. 
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4.4 Conclusions of Research Findings 
Therefore, it can be suggested that with the incorporation of the online generation that social 
and new media not only feeds the fans desires and fantasy but perpetuates obsession, thus 
blurring the line between fantasy and reality. One begins to see that many of the Twilight 
fans can no longer define the line between reality and fiction when they start referring to 
lines from the film in their daily existence or basing moral decisions on  ‘movie star’ 
impressions and including them in their everyday relationships, or how they don’t call 
Pattinson by his real name but instead call him Edward Cullen when he passes them on the 
street or how they engage with him online and through various other media texts. The 
celebrity as the object of desire is brought into the home, into the classroom and into 
everyday social interaction. High ideals are then placed, in terms of reality, on real 
relationships. People begin to feel the need to live up to characters such as Edward Cullen, 
which could be seen as another ideological apparatus used to subdue and manipulate the 
audience. 
As a result, it can be said that online and social media, to an extent, helps expand obsession 
and desire in the minds of fans because it helps blur reality and fantasy, combining the two, 
to form a grey area of popular social interaction, creating a certain pop culture and popular 
fiction. 
The aim of this research was to determine whether or not the online generation was affected 
by the day-to-day use of new and social media in terms of the celebrity. The Twilight Saga 
combined with the investigation into Robert Pattinson (Edward Cullen) has proven to provide 
this research with an interesting array of results when investigating the effects this Saga has 
had on popular Western ideology when examining the online culture. The Twilight Saga has 
proven that it has a strong effect on its participants, these participants mainly being that of a 
younger more volatile and easily-manipulated audience. This is because this audience lives 
in the generation of ‘easy access’ and ‘instant satisfaction’ and the fulfilment of desire in the 
most convenient way, and what better way to do it than through the use of media technology, 
implicitly and silently closing the gap between reality and fiction. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview and conclusion of the research findings of this study as 
well as describes the limitations presented in this research; together with the 
recommendations that have presented themselves from the results of this study. This 
chapter also discusses the opportunity for further research in this particular field of study. 
5.2 Limitations of the Research 
As is the case in any research study, several; and micro limitations to the study were 
realised and noted. However, these limitations had minimal impact on the results drawn in 
from the research. It is however important to include the limitations of the study in this report. 
They are as follows: 
Due to the release of the fourth instalment of the Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn, there was 
increased activity on online and social media platforms relating to the release of the fourth 
movie in the series. As this study was conducted during the lead up to the release of 
Breaking Dawn, it is important to note that this may have affected the results of the study in 
terms of looking at the timeframe as well as the activity of social media users. This means 
that the results of this study may have differed if the research was conducted in a different 
timeframe i.e. during a timeframe in which there was no lead up to the release of a particular 
Twilight film. It was noted that there was an increased amount of activity surrounding the 
Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson in particular, prior to the release of the fourth instalment. 
It must also be noted that a large amount of information and imagery used in this study was 
also gathered from sources and platforms that were two to three years old and may have 
affected the outcome of the research findings as the information may have been relevant 
and important to the study but the time in which it was generated may be seen as ‘out-of-
date’. However, it was concluded that although some of the information is two to three years 
old, it was still considered to be of vital importance and included in the study as it portrayed 
media users’ perceptions and understanding of the Twilight Saga and actor, Robert 
Pattinson. 
Although the geographic positioning of the media-users that were observed in this study was 
irrelevant to the outcomes of the research, it was noted that a large percentage of the users 
that were observed, came from North America. It is important to include this in the limitations 
of the study as they may have also affected the outcome of the research because a large 
percentage of the media users observed were American. The observations may have 
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differed if different countries, societies and cultures were specifically observed as users of 
other nationalities may have shared different views, beliefs and understandings of the 
Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson. 
An extensive array of websites, blogs and social media platforms were made available for 
observation in this study. Not all of these online and social media avenues, such as 
MySpace and Flickr, could be investigated for the purpose of this study as this would over-
saturate the outcomes of the research. Therefore, the most popular and informative online 
and social media avenues, such as Facebook and Twitter, were used to investigate and 
answer the research question. 
Each of these limitations were identified and noted prior to the investigation conducted for 
this study and adequate preparations were thus made so as to ensure that the outcomes of 
the research were not directly and significantly affected by the limitations.  
5.3 Summary of Research  
This research was conducted in order to provide insight into and an understanding of 
contemporary theory relating to stardom, how and why the star may become the ‘object of 
desire’, escapism and fantasy as well as social and online media cultures. This study 
focused specifically on understanding and investigating Robert Pattinson as the star as the 
‘object of desire’ and how the use of social and online media affected his image and status 
as the ‘object of desire’. 
This research was not subject to one particular country or society, although the study was 
predominately conducted based on Western culture. This study approached the global 
online community as the use of online and social media is not restricted to any one particular 
community. 
Therefore, this study combined all major theory related to the research question in order to 
determine whether or not the use of social and online media incites fan fanaticism when 
evaluating Robert Pattinson and the Twilight Saga. In order to obtain relevant and current 
research samples, this study addressed and obtained the research objectives set out in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2. 
The theories used in this study can be identified as cinema theory, audience spectatorship 
theory, theory on escapism and fantasy, mass media and globalisation theory, online and 
social media theory as well as theory relating to fan cultures and online fan cultures. 
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In order to answer the research question and fulfil the research objectives outlined above, 
three research approaches were used. Firstly, the theory used in the literature review was 
adapted into a contemporary context and thus, connected to Robert Pattinson and the 
Twilight Saga. This approach was conducted so as to determine the various factors that 
could be linked to gaining a better understanding of Pattinson as the object of desire. A 
comparative case study was then carried out which examined Pattinson’s change in image 
and status through an interpretation of six online articles about Pattinson. This was done in 
order to evaluate Pattinson’s image pre and post the success of the Twilight Saga. Finally, a 
content analysis of various online and social media platforms was performed. The main aim 
of this analysis was to determine Pattinson and Twilight’s presence online, the effects of 
their presence and what users were saying about Pattinson and the star. 
5.4 Research Conclusions and Recommendations 
In investigating the theories relating to stardom, cinema, spectatorship, the mass media, 
online and social media and ‘fandom’, as well as the comparative case study and the content 
analysis of various social and online media platforms, a number or conclusions and 
recommendations have been made. These recommendations can be used to support and 
guide further research related to this area of study. 
In order to answer the research question set out in Chapter One, a series of conclusions and 
recommendations were made. The focused specifically on the effects of social and online 
media in understanding the star as the object of desire, using the Twilight Saga and Robert 
Pattinson (as the star) as the main reference of research in this study. 
5.4.1 Conclusions and Recommendations made from applying Theory to an 
understanding of Robert Pattinson as the ‘Object of Desire’ in the Twilight Saga 
5.4.1.1 Cinema 
Through an understanding of cinema, it is evident to see that since the early nineteen 
hundreds, people have used cinema as a means to which one may escape reality into a 
world of fantasy and desire. This has not changed in a contemporary context as audiences 
continues to go to films based on the need to ‘get lost’ in the realms of film context, imagery 
and the characters. 
The single most important change to contemporary cinema can be seen as the rate at which 
movies are produced and go on circuit to audiences. When evaluating the Twilight Saga as a 
contemporary cinematic trend, one that is popular throughout societies and cultures, there is 
a clear indication that particular film series, ones that resonate with the ideologies and 
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values of Western culture, show signs of creating extreme cases of cultural and celebrity 
obsession, looking specifically at global audiences and spectators. This may be attributed to 
the fact that the character no longer only exists in the realm of the film but in a public sphere 
and in a personal manner as well. One of the aims of this study was to identify what had 
caused the transition from being a spectator only in the cinema to becoming a spectator in 
ordinary life and existence.  
5.4.1.2 Audience and Spectator Theory 
In theory, the audience and the individual spectator exist first and foremost for the direct 
engagement with and the perception of any form of entertainment and or spectacle of some 
kind. In relating spectator and audience theory to the Twilight Saga, people go to watch 
these films in order to escape their reality, even if only for a few hours. The aim of films is to 
let audiences escape into the context and the plot of the film and engage with the characters 
and even, in their minds, become the characters i.e. Bella or Edward; it gives them the 
space to live out their desires and fantasies. The Twilight Saga has however, become a 
cultural phenomenon with regard to fans, audiences and the media. The point, from which 
this study began, was to identify why the film series and the characters in the film became so 
popular, and if, in theory, people were only really able to become spectators and escape 
within the constraints of the cinema. Due to research performed on the mass media as well 
as online and social media, dealt with in section 5.4.1.4, the definition of audiences and the 
spectator have considerably changed due to the use of social and online networking sites. 
Spectators and fans no longer only exist in the cinema but in everyday life as well. This is 
because people have become ‘spectators’ not only when they watch films but also in their 
everyday lives. Fans and spectators can engage with the Twilight Saga and the characters 
of the saga i.e. Edward Cullen (Robert Pattinson) on social and online networking sites such 
as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and fan blogs about the movie and about Edward. This 
transition from existing only as a spectator in the film to becoming a spectator in everyday 
life is vital to understanding why Robert Pattinson has instantly become the object of desire 
to millions of fans and thus, creating the opportunity to incite mass hysteria and obsession 
with the film series and the character that Pattinson plays. 
5.4.1.3 Stardom and the Star as the ‘Object of Desire’, Understanding Fantasy and 
Desire in terms of The Twilight Saga 
Since the inception of cinema into mainstream western culture, the star has been seen as 
the object of desire as audiences appeal to the representation of the star i.e. they want to 
look like a particular star, share common values and perceptions of the star. The star also 
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becomes the object of desire because, in watching a film, the spectator can escape into the 
realms of the plot and become whoever he or she wishes to become, and fantasise about 
being someone whoever he or she wishes. This includes becoming the character in the film, 
or idealising the way in which a certain character may behave or be perceived by others. 
The spectator then easily projects these perceived values and traits onto the star that plays 
the character as this is the only term of reference the spectator has of the star, as the 
spectator does not know the star personally, does not know his or her personal traits, values 
and perceptions. It has therefore become evident that fans and spectators have projected 
Edward’s character onto Pattinson’s identity. This means that fans and spectators of the 
Saga easily perceive Pattinson to have the same characteristics and values as Edward does 
in the film series. When these fans come across Pattinson in real life, they rarely identify him 
as Pattinson but as Edward Cullen, calling him Edward, asking him to bite them and have 
their ‘vampire children.’ 
Where once, fantasy and desire was derived only within the cinema, spectators and fans can 
now live out their fantasies and desires in the comfort of their own home. They can engage 
with Edward’s character online, they can engage with the saga online, they can discuss the 
saga and the characters with other people who share similar interests and ideas online. 
They can watch movie clips, design their own fan videos, and get more information about the 
saga and the characters as well as imagery on online and social media platforms. All these 
opportunities to further their perception and obsession, creates an even bigger space for 
fans and spectators to live out their deepest desires and fantasies and online and social 
media becomes the vehicle from which they may do this. 
5.4.1.4 The Mass Media: Understanding Online and Social Media 
The mass media has changed the way people receive information as well as the way in 
which people broadcast information to others. Information and imagery are no longer 
described as being a means of one way communication but is now a two way channel, 
where people not only receive information but disperse information as well. It is also 
important to note that the mass media has created a global enterprise of information 
dissemination. Where once, people were restricted to receive information on a local and 
national basis, the mass media has allowed for the distribution of information in a global 
context where everyone can receive and disperse information to the entire globe. This has in 
turn, made the world a smaller place and allowed for the use of media to form an integral 
part of everyday life. 
A very important part of the mass media is the use of online and social media in modern day 
society. The use of online and social media now forms a fundamental part of day-to-day 
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living and is one of the mains ways in which people now communicate with each other, 
receive information and imagery as well as distribute and circulate information and imagery.  
Online and social media platforms create the space for individuals to interact with each other, 
to broadcast information about themselves as well as broadcast information about their likes, 
values and ideals. Online and social media platforms also give individuals the opportunity to 
directly engage with brands, stars, products and imagery that appeal to them. There are 
many Facebook pages, websites, Twitter accounts and blogs that are dedicated specifically 
to the Twilight Saga, Edward Cullen and Robert Pattinson with millions of followers 
worldwide. Here fans can gain access to current and topical information about the film series 
or the stars of the saga, pictures and video feeds about the films and the stars, engage 
directly with the stars as well as engage with other fans and individuals, the world over.  
Fans therefore do not have to wait for the next instalment of the film to communicate and 
engage with the characters and the stars of the film; they can now do this from their own 
home and in front of their computer screens. The gap between the star and the spectator 
has increasingly closed due to the use of social and online media channels. The star is no 
longer perceived as ‘unattainable’ because now fans can directly interact with them, their 
identity and their image. This is where the blur between fantasy and reality can be seen to 
take shape as fans can now live longer in the realms of their own fantasies and desires and 
thus create a world of illusions and make-believe idealisations. The blur between the identity 
of the character the star plays in the film and the actual identity of the star becomes 
important here as the fan seems to no longer be able to the two, and thus, creates the 
opportunity to propagate the obsession and desire for a particular film or movie character 
such as the Twilight Saga and Edward Cullen. 
5.4.1.5 Fandom 
The notion of fandom has existed long before the inception of online and social media into 
mainstream culture and society. Fans exist through cultural and societal ideologies and 
trends. Fans represent a large group of individuals who advocate similar beliefs, values and 
ideologies in a particular cultural phenomena, product or person.  
Before social and online media became such an important part of society and media trends, 
fans were only able to mobilise their fan tendencies through channels such as magazines, 
newspapers, movies and television programs. In a current context, fans now have the 
opportunity to fulfil these tendencies on a public and social platform. Facebook boasts a 
large number about of fan pages and groups dedicated solely to Twilight, Robert Pattinson 
and Edward Cullen, along with many blogs about the star and the Saga on Twitter as well as 
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websites and blogs that are purely dedicated to the Twilight Saga and to Pattinson. These 
sites and blogs have millions of followers and fans that post information and pictures about 
the saga and their favourite stars. The role of the fan has, as a result, changed due to the 
use of online and social media in terms of how they receive information about the star or the 
film, how they perceive values and identities of the star or the film, how they engage with the 
star or the film and how they spread information about the star or the film. 
5.4.2 The Change in Robert Pattinson’s Identity and Status. 
A case study of six online articles about Robert Pattinson pre and post the success of The 
Twilight Saga was conducted in order to determine the change in Pattinson’s identity and 
status. The results and conclusions derived from the case study included: 
Although Pattinson was an actor  who had been in well-known films before the Twilight Saga, 
such as Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, he had not known the success that came with 
The Twilight Saga. 
He noted that the success of The Twilight Saga had changed his celebrity status overnight. 
He was not used to the screaming girls, people approaching him in the street and the press 
following his every move. 
There was a significant change in the perception of Pattinson’s image and status due to the 
success of the Twilight Saga. There had been a series of protests against him being given 
the role to play Edward Cullen prior to the release of the film. Many fans of the book series 
protested against his role, saying that they didn’t think that he best suited the role of Edward. 
However, after the success of the first instalment of the Saga, the perception of Pattinson 
playing the role of Edward changed. Many girls and women adorned him in his role as 
Edward, screaming after him at premiers and running after him on the streets. 
Pattinson, due to the Saga, was granted instant iconic and celebrity status. As the popularity 
of the films grew, so did Pattinson’s identity in social and celebrity culture. People wanted to 
know more about him, where he came from, what other movies he had been in, who he was 
dating, how his identity shared similar traits to that of Edward Cullen, what his interests and 
what his values were. 
Robert Pattinson’s status not only changed but he also became the object of desire to many 
girls and women. He, on numerous occasions, was named the sexiest man alive or the best 
dressed man of the year. Either as the character of Edward Cullen or as Pattinson himself, 
he is seen as being extremely desirable and fans have openly commented on his appeal and 
sex symbol status. 
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From the analysis of the six articles, it can also be concluded that there has definitely been a 
change in the image and identity of Robert Pattinson. There has not only been a change in 
his identity but in his sex appeal as well. Robert Pattinson, through the success of the saga, 
has become the object of desire for many fans. Whilst it has become evident to see this 
change in identity and desire, the most important part of this study is to determine what 
contributes to these changes, and more specifically, what role the use of online and social 
media plays in these changes. 
5.4.3 A Content Analysis of Various Popular Online and Social Media Platforms 
The content analysis of this study was conducted in order to determine what effects social 
media platforms had on spectators and individuals, and to what extent social and online 
media channels had an effect on the creation of the star as the object of desire. The various 
social and online media channels that were used in order to conduct this analysis were 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, websites and blogs.  
5.4.3.1 Facebook 
Facebook is seen to be one of the most popular networking sites available to social and 
online users and has proved to be very important in understanding the role of the social 
media user, understanding fandom in terms of the online universe and analysing the content 
and dialogue used in relation to understanding the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson, 
providing ample information about fan pages and groups dedicated to Robert Pattinson and 
the Twilight Saga. It is from this social media platform that this study was able to identify 
what information was being generated about Pattinson, the character he plays in the Twilight 
Saga, Edward Cullen, and the Twilight Saga itself.  
Facebook can be seen as one of the most direct channels with which fans communicate and 
advocate their love for the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson. This study looked at a large 
number of Facebook groups and pages that were dedicated entirely to either the Twilight 
Saga, Robert Pattinson or Edward Cullen. A majority of the pages or groups boasted over 
one million fans and active users where fans were able to leave comments, upload pictures 
and engage in dialogue with other fans.  
The manner in which fans divulged information about either Pattinson, Cullen or the Twilight 
Saga depicted the fans loyalty and fanaticism with series through comments that illuminated 
their love for certain parts of the film, their love for certain characters, what characteristics 
they best loved about the particular stars of the film, how they related Twilight and or Edward 
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Cullen to their personal life as well as what they were looking forward to in terms of  the next 
instalment of the Saga. 
One of the most noticeable results found in the analysis of Facebook, was the amount of 
social media users found to like the pages or interact with the pages. It is through these 
figures, that the numbers of people who are fans of the series, Pattinson and or Cullen, were 
identified. This shows to what extend the series has reached spectators around the world as 
well as shows the amount of spectators who show the signs of fanaticism towards the series. 
5.4.3.2 Twitter 
Twitter was also found to be a very popular form of social networking with regard to the 
Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson. Twitter, similar to that of Facebook, boasts a large 
amount of Twitter blogs that are entirely dedicated to the Twilight Saga, Edward Cullen and 
Robert Pattinson. 
Like Facebook, Twitter shows an indication of a large amount of Twilight, Pattinson and 
Cullen followers. Whilst Twitter may not have as many followers as Facebook, it is still a very 
popular form of networking for fans of the saga and Robert Pattinson. 
Many more stars have Twitter accounts than Facebook profiles, therefore whilst Facebook 
might have more fan pages and groups, Twitter allows fans to directly engage with the stars 
as Twitter allows for direct feeds between users. Twitter has become a very important tool 
for celebrities to advocate their personal identities and values as well as interact with other 
celebrities and fans. 
Another important element of Twitter is its ability to pick up different social and cultural 
trends that people are discussing such as when the fourth instalment of the Twilight Saga 
was released: Breaking Dawn Part 1 was seen as a trend on the social network. It then gives 
Twitter users the opportunity to find out more about what people, around the world, are 
saying about the film. 
Most of the Twitter blogs that focus on the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson are linked to 
popular websites and blogs. Therefore, the Twitter blogs that focus specifically on the saga, 
Cullen and Pattinson can be seen as spinoffs of certain websites and blogs. What make 
these Twitter sites different to the websites and blogs that they represent, is that they give 
media users the space to engage with the blogs, whilst fans may leave comments on the 
various websites and the blogs, Twitter allows for social engagement and interaction with the 
masses. 
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5.4.3.3 YouTube 
YouTube is another very popular source of social media. It however differs quite a lot in the 
format of the platform, especially from that of Facebook and Twitter. YouTube is a platform 
which enables social media users to broadcast their own videos as well as companies, 
institutions and celebrities. YouTube also differs from Facebook and Twitter due to the fact 
that it’s a predominant form of viral media where anyone can access videos relating to 
anything really i.e. users can access videos such as Twilight Movie Trailers, interviews with 
Robert Pattinson and the stars of the Twilight Saga as well as homemade videos made by 
‘twihard’ fans, and videos made by fans attending Twilight Saga premiers. YouTube has 
therefore become a medium where users can directly broadcast their feelings and attitudes 
towards Twilight, Cullen and Pattinson, they can find a large amount of topics, videos 
relating to Twilight and the characters and thus, become immersed in an online world of 
fantasy and escapism. YouTube is another form of popular social media that fans and 
spectators use to perpetuate and idealise the saga and Pattinson and therefore, is seen as 
one of the leading contributors to fan fanaticism and obsession with the saga and Robert 
Pattinson. 
5.4.3.4 Fan Websites 
Fan websites are websites designed by the fans for the fans. Through the analysis of various 
websites that focus on the Twilight Saga, Edward Cullen and Robert Pattinson, it has 
become evident to see the way in which the Saga and the characters have affected Western 
society and culture. On these particular websites, fans upload the latest information about 
the Saga or the characters, the stars that play the characters, movie clippings, and photos of 
the characters and the stars. It is an easy and direct channel for spectators and fans to gain 
access to up-to-date information about the film, the characters and the stars. Fan websites 
also use other social media platforms to circulate relevant information and imagery. It also 
gives users direct access to other social media platforms about the Saga and the stars, 
updating links for fans and spectators to use to gain even more information and imagery 
relating to the saga and the stars. 
5.4.3.5 Blogs and Fan Blogs 
Blogs and Fan blogs are very similar to fan websites except for the fact that they are more 
personal and intimate than websites. Fan websites disperse information that is collective in 
nature whereas fan blogs portray a viewpoint that is personal and from an individual 
perspective. Many fan blogs relating to the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson are seen as 
a personal dedication to the Saga or to Robert Pattinson where the individual promotes 
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certain values and ideals pertaining to either the film series or to the character and the star 
that is of vital importance to that particular fan. Fan blogs help other media users identify 
with shared values and perceptions of the film and the stars. It is also a useful tool for other 
social and online media platforms, like that of fan websites, in that the bloggers update 
useful and important links to other fan based platforms. 
5.4.3.6 Conclusion of the Analysis 
From the analysis of the various online and social networking platforms that were outlined 
and described in the above paragraphs, it can be concluded that social and online media 
platforms form a fundamental part in understanding the change in the role of the star as the 
object of desire. The star as the object of desire has changed due to the change in the role 
of the fan and the space in which the fan operates, especially in terms of fantasy and desire. 
The fan now not only uses the cinema to perpetuate personal desire and fantasy, but is now 
able to do so through social and online media channels. This can be seen as one of the 
primary reasons why the Twilight Saga and Robert Pattinson have become such a cultural 
phenomenon, inciting fanaticism and obsession. 
5.5 Opportunities for Further Research 
The notion of stardom and celebrity is, as the mass media, an evolving industry. As social 
and online media falls under the heading of mass media, it is important to note that the 
definition and perception of online and social media is constantly evolving. Therefore, it is 
imperative for researchers in this field to continuously investigate social and online media as 
well as the affect these have on society and culture. The following recommendations have 
been made for the purpose of further research in this study: 
 Researching the relationship between the star as the object of desire and the use of 
social and online media in a specifically South African context: exploring the way in 
which the South African users engage with fandom online. 
 Investigating, using a psychoanalytical approach, the emotional and psychological 
effects of using social media to perpetuate the notions of desire and fantasy. 
 To further investigate the role that Socialnomics (economic value of social media) 
plays in using online, social and viral media. 
Conduct a comparative study between Twilight and other cultural cinematic phenomena’s 
such as the Harry Potter Series and the Star Wars series: Looking at the trends as well as 
the differences that are formed in comparing the different film series, especially looking at 
series (Star Wars) that were released before the inception of social and online media. 
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Conduct a comparative study between Western social media users and Eastern social 
media users in terms of their relationship with and the use of social and online media to 
perpetuate desire, fantasy and fandom. 
Exploring and investigating how the star, uses various social media platforms to create a 
celebrity identity and gain popularity amongst social and online media users. 
This study could be furthered in the future by having a look at the following areas: In 
understanding and concluding that online and social media does in fact have an impact on 
the obsession of celebrity culture and the world of fandom, one could further this study more 
by looking at other films that have been a cultural phenomenon such as the Star Wars series 
or the Harry Potter film series. One could then compare these series and their characters to 
that of Twilight and Edward Cullen and determine the different impacts each film series has 
on the online generation. This research can also be furthered by doing a comparison 
between popular Western film culture and popular Eastern film culture (Bollywood) in terms 
on social and online media, looking at the differences between the two vastly different worlds 
of cinema and culture. Finally, this research could adapt a psychological approach, 
investigating in-depth, the psychological influences online and social media has on Twilight 
fans and the implications formed as a result of this. 
5.6 Conclusions of the Research 
The relationship between the star as the object of desire and the use of online and social 
media is an area of research that has not really been identified and investigated in the past. 
This treatise, has added value to research in this area of academic study, as social and 
online media are constantly evolving and shifting their definition. The study of social and 
online media is a relatively new field of research as it has only taken off in the past five or so 
years. The results of this study can therefore be revealed as to say that there is a definite 
impact on the representation of the star as the object of desire due to the use of various 
popular online and social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. One of 
the main attributes of these effects can be identified as the blur between fantasy and reality. 
Where audiences and spectators were once bound to experiencing their fantasies in the 
cinema, they are now given the opportunity to fulfil their fantasies not only inside the cinema 
but in the comfort of their own home as well. Due to the easy access of any information and 
imagery available to these spectators/ audience members, they are given the opportunity to 
expand their fulfilment of fantasy and desire through avenues such as Facebook, Twitter and 
YouTube. Social and online media networks also give spectators the opportunity to 
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broadcast their fantasies and desires as well as interact with other users that share similar 
values and desires. 
As spectators now in have access to unlimited imagery and information, a trend is beginning 
to emerge in terms of value and desire placed on particular stars. As there are no longer 
boundaries set in place which determine to what extent an individual may encounter fantasy 
and desire, it can be said, through the research presented in this study that the avid use of 
online and social media channels, inevitably leads to some form of celebrity obsession, 
desire and fanaticism. Robert Pattinson and the Twilight Saga are an illuminating illustration 
of how social and online media can be used to exacerbate ‘fantasy’ and ‘desire’ in fan 
cultures. 
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Addendum A 
Before the Spotlight, Twilight's Robert Pattinson Was Intimidated by "Perfect" Role 
 
Written by Anna Diamond on 21 November 2008 for TV Guide Online. 
Robert Pattinson was intimidated to audition for the role of Twilight's leading man — and his 
confidence didn't get a boost when fans decried his casting. 
The uneasiness started before he was even cast as Edward Cullen, when he read 50 pages 
of the original vampire book. 
"Even in the synopsis," he told reporters, "it's like, 'Edward is the perfect being. He's so witty 
and beautiful, and so crazy, he's funny, he'll open doors for you and stuff," adding with a 
laugh, "'He'll drive you in his Volvo.'" 
Before the Twilight phenomenon, Pattinson's work included a small part in two Harry Potter 
films, plus a couple of roles in British indie films like Little Ashes, among others. When he 
was cast in the big-screen version of Stephanie Meyer's book series, fans immediately 
revolted against him — and called for a boycott of the movie. 
"They had this picture from a Viking film," he said. "I looked like somebody beat me in the 
face. I was wearing this disgusting wig, and they were like, 'This is Edward.'" A full 75,000 
fans had signed a petition against him. 
"That was my welcome into Twilight," he said. 
Of course, their disappointment quickly faded. His face is plastered across magazine covers, 
TV screens, posters and billboards worldwide, and he jokes about "scream sessions" with 
fans worldwide who shriek when they meet him. But the 22-year-old Brit still has his 
insecurities. 
"I still believe the initial reaction when I got cast was the true reaction," he said. "And now, 
everyone's like, 'OK, I just love the book so much, I'll just let him go with it.... OK, he's 
beautiful!'" 
Yet, the actor isn't holding fans' initial criticism against them, now that the pendulum has 
swung. "I prefer sticking with the people [who] hated me. Then at least you have to fight for 
something," he said. Comparing how his fans respond to him now, he added, "You get little 
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girls like, 'I want to have your babies!' It's like, seriously. I don't even want to have my 
babies." 
Pattinson said the early response also affected how he played the role, leading, in part, to 
his more nuanced performance. 
"The initial reaction was 100 percent, he's completely wrong for it," he told reporters. "And I 
agreed with them. I played it differently, I didn't play it like some guy who knew he was a 
beautiful person, I hope." 
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Addendum B 
Exclusive Interview: Robert Pattinson 
Written by Hilary Atkin on 16 November 2008 for Fandango Online.  
If he isn't already, Robert Pattinson will soon be a household name. The young British actor 
stars as the beautiful yet conflicted 107-year-old vampire Edward Cullen in Twilight, with 
Kristen Stewart as the 17-year-old mortal (Bella Swan) with whom he unexpectedly embarks 
on a dangerous, passionate love affair. For anyone living under a rock, the film version of 
Twilight is based on the first of Stephenie Meyer’s immensely popular vampire novels, which 
have sold an estimated 17 million copies worldwide since 2005.  
Just as they did when the Harry Potter novels were brought to the big screen, fans have 
been weighing in every step of the way. At first, there was criticism and resistance to 
Pattinson playing the lead role in the movie, directed by Thirteen’s Catherine Hardwicke. 
Now, it would be an understatement to say fans are smitten, and that some even want to be 
bitten by him—literally.  
In the days before the film premiered, the 22-year-old Pattinson—previously best known for 
his role as Cedric Diggory in two of the Potter films—sat down with Fandango to dish about 
the challenges of his breakout role, his on-screen relationship with Stewart, his passion for 
music and his already infamous head of hair.  
Fandango:You’re voted the “sexiest vampire” on Fandango. What do you think it is 
that makes Edward so appealing?  
Pattinson: I really can't tell you, but maybe because it’s modern. I'm kind of figuring it out 
myself. I'm sure they said Brad Pitt was the sexiest vampire when he did [1994’s] Interview 
with the Vampire. 
Fandango: What were some of the things that helped you immerse yourself in the role 
of Edward?  
Pattinson: I was alone for a very long time. I went to Oregon before anyone else, about 2-
1/2 months before, and just didn't talk to anyone. I worked with a trainer every day and went 
running, but I tried not to speak to anyone. So when the cast came...well, have you ever tried 
not speaking to anyone for weeks...the first person you talk to, the conversation is kind of 
strange. I spent a lot of time just reading the script and the books. I just wanted to make sure 
I knew as much about the character as possible.  
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Fandango: How would you describe the dynamic between Edward and Bella?  
Pattinson: It's very kind of operatic. It's like a relationship straight out of a melodrama. You 
have two people who think that they'll die, or one of them will die, just by being together or 
that something terrible will happen, so it’s just a complete melodrama. I mean, the way me 
and Kristen interpreted it is, Edward was this kind of demigod who's very reluctant. That’s 
played against the needs of this normal 17-year-old girl who thinks he is some perfect being, 
but he's really just a guy who doesn't really have a meaning to his existence.  
Fandango: Girls are going absolutely nuts over you and the character. What’s the 
weirdest fan request you’ve gotten? Anything that freaked you out?  
Pattinson: The weirdest was when I was in New York a few days ago at this event. A 
seven-year-old girl came up on the stage asked me to bite her and not even in a jokey way--
she was serious--in a longing way! It made me think, “You don't know what you're asking. 
That would get me arrested.” That was very, very odd.  
Fandango: Fans go crazy about your hair. Do you like it long or are you just dying to 
cut it?  
Pattinson: I haven't changed my hair for, like, years. I've never really had a specific look in 
mind. It is what it is… [laughs.] I don't really style my hair. It's so funny, a friend of mine from 
London came over and said, “Why is everyone going on about your hair all the time?” 
Everyone has hair like that in London. And around the world you see people with hair like 
that, so I don't see it being different at all. As soon as people started saying “that's his 
trademark” I thought I should shave my head as his trademark. I'm trying to convince them 
to shave my head for the second movie.  
Fandango: Seriously?  
Pattinson: Yeah. [laughs] 
Fandango: What do you think about Edward’s look with the topaz contacts and pale 
skin?  
 I have very sensitive eyes, so it took like 20 minutes to get in the contacts every single day. 
People said you get used to it after a while, but after 3- 1/2 months, it never, ever got better. 
It also limits you… it’s like you have these masks on your eyes which take away the life from 
them, which is very frustrating sometimes. You just have to be shot and look like you're 
expressionless 
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Fandango: What was it like for you to have supernatural powers, and to do the flying 
scenes?  
Robert Pattinson: It makes it harder to relate to an audience. For the big stunts, if I could 
jump 5,000 feet, why would I walk? It makes playing the actual character very difficult. I don't 
know why, but I went into it not thinking about the stunts or that it was a vampire film, but 
about the drama.  
Fandango: Tell us about the piano song you composed for Twilight.  
Pattinson: I did a scene where I played a thing that I made up. It was the best piano piece 
I've ever done in my life but it didn't really fit. In the end, as part of the whole score, it is very 
different than what I came up with. The song on the soundtrack, “Never Think”—my best 
friend who taught me how to play the guitar wrote the lyrics for it last year and I made it into 
a song, and the other one (“Let Me Sign”) me and another guy wrote. They weren’t meant for 
the movie, but Catherine heard them and put them in the cut, and I didn't know they would 
be on the soundtrack. I had thought it would be quite cool to have it be a secret thing and not 
have my name in the credits. Like a marketing gimmick. It was nice, and also helped my 
friends as well.  
Fandango: If you had a chance to collaborate with any music artist, who would it be? 
Pattinson: I saw Van Morrison last night at the Hollywood Bowl. I've seen him five times 
before and he really pulled it out of the bag. He played like it was 30 years ago. I would love 
to do something with him now. He was my inspiration for doing music in the first place. Yes, 
he's still got it. He played the entirety of his album Astral Weeks. The whole thing was 
unbelievable. He was just as free as he was when he was younger, which was amazing.  
Fandango: Are you signed on to the other films, and which would be your favorite 
book to film?  
Pattinson: I don't know what the specifics are. I went into it thinking it was going to be a 
trilogy. I think everything is dependent on how it does on November 21. Hopefully they'll do 
the second one and that’s the one I liked most out of the series.  
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Addendum C 
Robert Pattinson Discusses 'Twilight' 
Written by Rebecca Murray on 31 July 2008 for About.com 
July 31, 2008 - Before taking to the stage, Robert Pattinson admitted to being terrified of the 
prospect of facing 6,000 plus Twilight fans during the film's Q&A session at the San Diego 
Comic Con. And seriously, can you blame him? Fans of Stephenie Meyer's books didn't 
exactly greet Pattinson's casting with roars of approval, although now they've apparently 
quieted down and accepted Pattinson as the handsomest vampire who's ever walked the 
planet. 
"Everybody hated me in the movie, universally," said Pattinson, recalling the reaction of the 
news to his landing the role of Edward Cullen. The fact fans in general have taken to 
embracing his casting still doesn't seem real to Pattinson who, while during the press rounds 
at the San Diego Comic Con, confessed he stopped reading what they were saying about 
him early on in the process. 
"I haven’t actually looked since the other one, since everybody hated me. I don't know, I 
mean it is kind of weird, I mean, when you read a description of him and it’s so beautiful it 
kind of hurts to look at him - it’s kind of difficult to like act that. So I mean I wouldn’t really 
know how to go about doing it, and hopefully they’ve done a lot of post-production." 
For those who aren't into the book series, Pattinson explained just who he plays in Twilight. 
"I play Edward Cullen who’s a kind of semi-reluctant vampire who’s 108 years old. He's a 
108, 109 this year, I think. And he's stuck in the body of a 17 year old kid and pretending to 
be a human. For pretty much a hundred years he wanted to either die or become a human 
again. And then he meets what becomes the love of his life who’s a mortal girl called Bella, 
and he falls in love with her. And then the story is the problems, the trials and tribulations 
which occur when a vampire falls in love with a normal girl who he wants to kill all the time." 
"Edward knows that he's a vampire and that he always will be and she will always be a 
mortal until she's dead, so there's not a huge amount he can do about it. But I mean it’s 
essentially a pretty happy situation at the end, I think," offered Pattinson. 
The Cullens aren't your typical vampires. "I try and be nice to people and stuff. Well not 
really… I mean, that's kind of what a lot of the story is about as well. It’s like Edward 
deciding to go against this kind of base instinct. He knows he's a vampire and he knows 
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what vampires do, what's kind of the whole point in being a vampire. In denying that you 
have to just…it’s kind of boring, you know? If you were a human, you could go around doing 
whatever you wanted at all times. Like I think most people would choose to do that. And 
Edward, for some reason, decides he doesn't want to do that and he’s trying to figure out 
why he doesn't want to do it the whole time." 
The lust for Bella's blood is hard for Edward to resist, especially when the two are physically 
close, even though he loves her. Pattinson had to really work to figure out how to play that 
inner confusion. "The more Bella says I’m not scared of you and like, 'You're not a monster, 
blah, blah, blah,' the more I believe it myself and I kind of forget that I am a vampire and 
what my actual urges are. I try and kiss her and obviously it kind of ends up being a 
nightmare," said Pattinson. "She has a hormonal rush and I have the kind of like I want to kill 
you rush. And it’s kind of, I don’t know, it kind of ends up being quite sexy though, in a weird 
sort of way. But I don’t know. It’s kind of like you're on a point that you just can't, you kind of 
want to like do everything and kind of kill them at the same time." 
As far as sticking with the source material, Pattinson believes this film adaptation is faithful to 
Meyer's Twilight. "I mean it’s completely… I mean the only difference is the action scenes 
aren’t really in the book because it’s all, the book’s written from Bella’s perspective and most 
of the time she’s either unconscious or everybody's moving too quickly so they don’t know 
what's going on. So all the action stuff is put in so you can see it," explained Pattinson. 
Pattinson wasn't familiar with the book before landing the role of Edward. "I’d read them after 
the first, after my screen test, and I’d never even heard of them before. And when we were 
doing the movie, then they kind of got experientially bigger and bigger and bigger and then 
everybody knew about it. So it was kind of strange, unexpected..." 
"It's bizarre," added Pattinson. "I mean the book has so many obsessively loyal fans, you 
know, so it’s strange because people just immediately relate you to the character rather than 
you as an actor." 
Edward's an American boy, while Pattinson is British. The actor who, prior to becoming 
Edward, was best known for his role as Cedric Diggory in the Harry Potter films, said tackling 
an American accent wasn't a problem. "No, not really. I sort of grew up watching American 
movies and stuff so like it’s kind of, I don’t know, in a lot of ways it feels more natural if you're 
doing a movie, you learn to speak in an American accent than speak in an English one. Like 
you kind of feel like you're acting more. Otherwise I feel like I’m not actually doing anything" 
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Playing Edward Cullen didn't require a lot of extra research on Pattinson's part. Because 
Meyer's take on the creatures is so different than most vampire tales, Pattinson didn't need 
to delve into the world of vampires before hitting the set. "I guess it’s kind of easy to make it 
cliché because there's so many hundreds of thousands of vampire movies. And, also, in the 
story they're not really conventional vampires. They don’t really look like vampires and they 
don’t die in the style [of vampires]. It’s kind of every little characteristic of vampires is just 
abandoned. So I was trying to do it like, you know, in as basic a way as possible. You just 
get bitten by somebody and then you're a vampire. You live forever and you're super strong 
and stuff, and you don’t really know what happened." 
One of the traits that sets Stephenie Meyer's vampires apart is how their skin reacts to 
sunlight. Unlike other vampires, Meyer's creatures don't catch on fire when exposed to the 
sun. Instead, their skin glistens as though it was covered in tiny diamonds. Robert Pattinson 
hasn't yet seen the finished CGI effect, but says it was one of the hardest things to do for the 
film. 
"We did like a thousand different ideas. Like, we did this thing with salts, like flakes of salt, 
and stuff. And I was doing all these things, like every single thing. I remember they painted 
one of the PAs blue, just kind of a confused direction… He ends up kind of just a kind of blue 
head - I don’t really know what they were thinking with that." 
Pattinson isn't involved in a lot of action scenes in Twilight but he did have to do some wire 
work which he admits was harder than it looks. "You would think like, you know, it’s kind of 
easy because you're just actually being pulled around and stuff. But it’s very difficult to just 
maintain your center of gravity and stuff. You have to really fight against it as well as letting it 
do what it needs to do." 
"It’s one of the hardest things I've ever done," confessed Pattinson. "I’ve done wire work in 
other stuff but normally with wire work you're just like getting hit and so you just fall over and 
it doesn’t really matter what happens. You know, anyone can fall. But I mean with all the 
stunts in this, you kind of have to look good and you kind of look like you're doing it, so it’s 
kind of tough." 
Pattinson doesn't even want to think about posters with his face gracing the walls of fans of 
Twilight. But he's happy about the fact there will be an Edward doll in his likeness. "Oh yes, I 
like that. The doll is cool. I mean that’s what I really want. I want to have a little button in the 
back so you can do stuff with it. But yes, I’m looking forward to the doll more than the 
poster." 
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Addendum D 
Potter Star ‘next Jude Law 
Written by Flora Stubbs on 17 November 2005 for the London Evening Standard Online. 
He is one of the bright new stars of the latest Harry Potter film. Now Robert Pattinson, 19, is 
being dubbed "the next Jude Law" for a screen-stealing performance as the dashing head 
boy in Harry Potter And The Goblet Of Fire.  
The London-born teenager, who plays Potter's love rival, will set hearts racing among female 
cinema-goers when the film is released tomorrow.  
Today, friends told of the young actor's rise to fame - from prep school productions to local 
theatre companies and now international movie stardom.  
The Evening Standard has pieced together Pattinson's past. He is the son of a former 
"second-hand car dealer" from Barnes - his father ran a business importing vintage models 
from America.  
On screen his character of Hogwarts head boy Cedric Diggory can seem to do no wrong but 
in real life Pattinson's school days were quite different. In a 1998 newsletter at boys' 
preparatory Tower House School in East Sheen, he is described as "a runaway winner of 
last term's Form Three untidy desk award".  
What he lacked in organisation, though, Pattinson made up for in drama skills.  
From the age of six he acted in numerous school productions, playing the part of the King of 
Hearts in Spell For A Rhyme - a play written by one of his teachers - and the role of Robert 
in William Golding's Lord Of The Flies.  
Caroline Booth, school secretary at Tower House, told the Standard: "He wasn't a 
particularly academic child but he always loved drama.  
"He was an absolutely lovely boy, everyone adored him. We have lots of lovely boys here 
but he was something special. He was very pretty, beautiful and blond."  
Brought up in Barnes by "arty" parents Clare and Richard Pattinson, he was encouraged to 
pursue his interest in acting.  
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Mrs Booth said: "I wouldn't say he was a star but he was very keen on our drama club, I do 
remember that. We're all so pleased that he's found something he really shines at."  
In his teens, he left Tower House to attend the nearby Harrodian School and became a 
member of Barnes Theatre Club, where he starred in productions of Our Town, Tess Of The 
d'Urbervilles and Anything Goes.  
In 2003, a casting agent introduced him to Goblet Of Fire director Mike Newell. They met the 
day before Robert flew to South Africa to film The Ring Of The Nibelungs - an epic TV 
production based around the Icelandic myths that inspired Tolkien's Lord Of The Rings, 
which will be broadcast next year.  
Months later, on the day he arrived back in London, he was told he had won the part of 
Diggory.  
Newell said: "Cedric exemplifies all that you would expect the Hogwarts champion to be. 
Robert Pattinson was born to play the role; he's quintessentially English with chiselled public 
schoolboy good looks."  
When Screen International magazine named him as a British star of tomorrow, it said: "This 
fresh-faced, photogenic 18-year-old so oozes charm and likeability that casting directors are 
predicting a big future."  
In The Goblet Of Fire his character bewitches Potter's beloved Cho Chang - taking her to the 
Yule Ball and leaving lovelorn Harry blinking back tears.  
Pattinson said of his character: "It's impossible to hate Cedric. He's competitive but he's also 
a nice guy." 
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Addendum E 
Profile of Twilight Star Robert Pattinson 
Written by Graham Tibbetts on 2 December 2008, for the Telegraph Online.  
He first trod the boards in Guys and Dolls at his local theatre group in London seven years 
ago. 
Starting off with a small part as a Cuban dancer, he was soon taking the lead role at Barnes 
Theatre Club. 
He said recently: "I owe everything to that little club." 
After acquiring an agent he landed the role of Cedric Diggory, a prefect, in the 2005 film 
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, which required him to learn how to scuba dive. 
This year Pattinson, 22, was ranked among Moviefone's "25 Hottest Actors Under 25". 
Although he now lives in Los Angeles he was born in London and grew up in a small house 
in Barnes, south-west London. 
His mother was a modelling agency scout and his father a vintage car dealer. 
He recalled that his two elder sisters, Lizzy and Victoria, would dress him up like a girl until 
he was 12. 
A pupil at the private Harrodian school, he was not particularly academic and his father 
refused to pay for him to study for his A-levels. 
However, he managed to obtain an A and two Bs. 
Jack Nicholson is his acting inspiration and in his spare time he plays guitar and keyboards. 
Although Twilight has underlined his stardom - soon to be augmented by playing Salvador 
Dali in Little Ashes - Pattinson has said he is unimpressed by the trappings of acting success. 
"I can't see any advantage to fame," he said. "I'm happy with the life I have now. I've got the 
same two friends I've had since I was 12, and I can't see that changing."  
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Appendix F 
A Mother – Daughter Twilight Obsession 
Written by Nancy Gibbs on 15 November 2008 for Times Online. 
If there is any greater pleasure than watching your child vanish into a book, it is following her 
there to see what she sees. This is how it comes to pass in my household that my almost 
14-year-old daughter and I are AWOL for long stretches these days. Her obsession with 
Stephenie Meyer's Twilight novels made me curious. She's a constant reader of novels, from 
Harry Potter to The Secret Life of Bees, but not typically a fangirl: never got into Gossip Girl, 
never bought boy-band T shirts or posters. But now, as the release of the movie version of 
Twilight approaches, she and her friends have lost their minds. They call it OTD: Obsessive 
Twilight Disorder. My daughter was mobbed when she brought a movie magazine to school. 
When Robert Pattinson, who plays the vampire hero Edward, was scheduled to sign 
autographs at a San Francisco mall, police expected about 300 people: they got 10 times 
that many, including some who had flown in from Hawaii. Fans got trampled; one reportedly 
had her nose broken. While I realize this all counts as typical teen behavior, I couldn't help 
wondering, and worrying a bit, about the stories that inspired it. (See TIME's 10 Questions 
with Stephenie Meyer.) 
When I was 13 it was Barbara Cartland (who was, as it happens, Princess Di's 
stepgrandmother). She produced a new novel roughly every 10 days — by the '90s she'd 
sold more than a billion books — so I could buy four and disappear for the weekend 
(homework was minimal back in the Dark Ages) and never run out. They were all essentially 
the same. Dark, mysterious, wealthy hero is too damaged to love deeply. Smart, passionate, 
innocent heroine finds herself in harm's way. Hero rescues; villains are vanquished; vows 
are exchanged. And a chaste kiss at the happily ever after. Repeat. 
Between my childhood and my daughter's, we've had various revolutions, feminist, sexual, 
technological. Sex became dangerous again: you may be less likely to get pregnant but 
more likely to get an STD. When I was in school, it was a major breakthrough when we were 
permitted to wear pants to class in the winter. I now see girls heading to school who appear 
to have forgotten to get dressed at all that morning. We were told if we worked really hard, 
we could accomplish anything boys could; now it would never occur to girls to think 
otherwise. 
Yet some themes, it appears, are eternal. We curled up together this weekend, my daughter 
and I, as I read Twilight for the first time, she for the third. It's not 19th century London, but 
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the modern Pacific Northwest is appropriately misty. Here we meet the bright, chaste, 
passionate heroine Bella and the dark, mysterious and certainly dangerous hero Edward, 
son of a vampire family that has sworn off human blood but still struggles with the temptation. 
He has a way of appearing when she's in danger, scooping her into his unnaturally strong 
arms and carrying her to safety. Suffice it to say, it's like nothing I've read since I was 14. 
Yes, the writing is often cloying and the plotting uneven. But that is so completely not the 
point. At a time when characters on the hit teen TV shows can be ostracized for wearing last 
season's designer shoes, we have no idea what Bella wears besides blue jeans and T shirts. 
We barely know what she looks like beyond her fair skin, though we know every detail of 
Edward's luminous looks. She is brave and loyal but not rich or cool, and yet she is the 
object of passionate devotion by the hottest boy in school — who, as it happens, must 
exercise constant self-restraint around her.  
Much has been made of these stories as abstinence parables for a new age; Edward would 
like nothing more than to sweep Bella off her feet, and she'd love to be swept, but anything 
beyond first base could cost her her life, if not her immortal soul. So he climbs into her 
window at night and holds her as she falls asleep, and protects her from the various other 
friends who for reasons not worth explaining are looking to kill her. It's possible, as many 
commentators have suggested, that the chivalrous Edward is a teenage girl's dream date: 
not just sophisticated and powerful but tender and soulful, he's the 100-Year-Old Virgin, able 
to wait a century till he finds his soulmate, his conscience a constant chaperone that keeps 
things from getting out of hand. As my colleague Lev Grossman put it, "It's never quite clear 
whether Edward wants to sleep with Bella or rip her throat out or both, but he wants 
something, and he wants it bad, and you feel it all the more because he never gets it. That's 
the power of the Twilight books: they're squeaky, geeky clean on the surface, but right below 
it, they are absolutely, deliciously filthy." 
But I suspect it takes more than that to account for OTD. I was reminded as I read that as 
you move through adolescence, your life gets so much bigger so fast; not just your hands 
and feet but your thoughts, temper, moods, doubts, and so all your relationships are vastly 
more complicated than in the days of playground tag. Melodrama comes so naturally: 
friendships dissolve into feuds, rivalries ripen, parents are useless, nothing goes according 
to plan, temptation is everywhere. These stories throw all that normal teenage drama into 
such high relief that the picture is suddenly clearer. The stakes in Edward and Bella's world 
really are life or death; if things go wrong, your heart could get broken — or your veins 
opened. Loyalty may require risking your life; betrayal could cost it. Self-restraint takes 
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superhuman control. It's exhausting but cathartic to take one's own first experience of love or 
jealousy or loss and blow it up wide-screen, cue the music, roll the thunder.  
I'll concede that there are times I wish Bella were a bit more Buffy, slaying vampires and not 
just falling for them. Edward's gallantry is noble, but you wish Bella didn't need to be saved 
all the time, that she were less clumsy or prone to fainting. But in these days of supergirls, 
when our daughters seem to be confident and competent in ways I couldn't have fathomed 
at 14, I'm not so worried about some embedded antifeminist message. I watched way more 
TV growing up than my kids do and read more junk and seem to have survived. Instead I'm 
grateful for any book that has girls so captivated that it will keep us talking late into the night, 
about relationships and their consequences, about roles and rights and trade-offs. About 
how you decide when there seem to be no good choices. About desire and discipline and 
where your values come from. There's plenty to argue over here, and they never get tired of 
talking about it.  
 
 
 
 
